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SUMMARY
The aim of the studies described in this thesis was to examine the effects of chemisorbed
catalyst poisons on the behaviour of the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) and especially
the enhancement by poisons of the coupled absorption and permeation of H that occurs at
various transition metals. Such effects were studied comparatively at Fe, mild-steel and Pd
electrodes in aqueous NaOH solutions using a Devanathan-Stachurski bi-electrode cell to
follow H permeation currents in relation to simultaneously measured polarization behaviour
on the H2-evolution side of the electrodes.

A previously reported thermodynamic analysis of co-adsorption of poison species with H
does not lead to a meaningful explanation of the poison effects, so that a kinetic approach
should be examined. This has been the basis of the present work.

In this research, a new and more complex approach has been adopted in order to quantify the
kinetic behaviour of the HER comparatively in the presence and absence in electrolyte of
two catalyst poisons, SH' and As species, and thus to provide new approaches to the
understanding of the origin and significance of the phenomenon of enhancement of H
sorption into metal electrodes by adsorption of such catalyst poisons.

The poisoning effects associated with competitive chemisorption of As-containing
compounds on the behaviour of the HER, and hydrogen permeation at Fe and mild-steel,
have been investigated. By means of an equation-fitting procedure, applied to the kinetics of
all the constituent partial reactions involved, including cathodic reduction of added As02~ to
As(0) and AsHs, and also considering the factors which represent modification of the rate
constants due to induced heterogeneity caused by communal interactions between the
adsorbed H and poison species on the surfaces of Fe and mild steel, a good account of the
mechanism of the effects of As-species was able to be achieved. It was found that the

presence of As species, initially as As02', significantly enhances H permeation into Fe and
mild-steel but only at appreciable cathodic potentials; however, it reduces H permeation
currents at less cathodic potentials. The effect involves reductive desorption of Ascontaining species, eventually to AsHs (gas), coupled with increased H coverage at high
cathodic overpotentials, leading to enhancement of H absorption and permeation.

The effect of chemisorption of S-containing species on H transfer into and through Fe and
mild-steel was studied comparatively and complementarily in relation to poisoning by
species derived from As02'. The S-containing compound, HS', has a different effect on the
H surface coverage, OH, (OH becomes decreased, compared to the poison-free case) at high
cathodic overpotentials, but its poisoning effects are similar to those of arsenic species on H
absorption and permeation. The H absorption and permeation are enhanced at high and
inhibited at less cathodic overpotentials in both situations of decreased or increased limiting
H coverage values, OH. The H permeation is directly determined by the H concentration, Co,
in a sub-surface state. The rates of absorption and desorption of H, and its diffusion from the
sub-surface layer into the bulk metal, play important roles in the change of the sub-surface
concentration of H, and thereby the H permeation current.

The effect of chemisorption of S species (as HS') on H transfer into and through Pd has also
been studied. The relations of surface coverage by H on the Pd surface in UPD region (also
extended to the OPD region) to the subsurface concentration of H, and the effect of
chemisorption of sulphide species on H transfer into and through a Pd membrane bielectrode, has also been examined. The OH over the UPD region is diminished by the
chemisorption of the S species. The H adsorption and the H permeation rates are related in a
1:1 ratio in the UPD region in both the absence and presence of poison solutions, thus a
100% permeation efficiency, e, in this potential region. However, at potentials negative to
the H2 reversible potential for the systems the e decreases in an exponential way with
increase of the |r|| after the H permeation current has reached its limiting value as the
11

potential becomes more negative into the overpotential range where Hi evolution becomes a
parallel process, competing with H sorption.

Several complementary experimental and computational methods have been employed to
obtain the results which are presented in this thesis. The procedures employed (Chapter 2)
have enabled evaluation and comparison of the results to be made which provide the
quantitative basis for better understanding of the effects of poisons on H coverage and H
permeation at transition-metal electrodes.
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SOMMAIRE
Cette these examine les effets d'especes chemisorbees sur la reaction de degagement de
1'hydrogene (RDH), particulierement 1'effet d'augmentation par ces especes du taux
d'absorption et de permeation de 1'hydrogene ayant lieu sur certains metaux de transition.
L'etude comparative sur des electrodes de Fe, d'acier doux et de Pd, en solution aqueuse
basique (NaOH), fut menee a 1'aide d'une cellule de type Devanathan-Stachurski utilisant une
bi-electrode metallique. Cette cellule pennet de relier Ie comportement de 1'electrode sous
polarisation cathodique menant a la generation d'hydrogene sur une face, au courant de
permeation de 1'hydrogene desorbe a la seconde face de cette meme electrode.

Une analyse precedente basee sur une approche thermodynamique n'a pas pu expliquer de
fa9on satisfaisante 1'augmentation du taux d'absorption et de diffusion de 1'hydrogene due a la
presence des especes co-adsorbees. Une approche cinetique a done ete appliquee dans ce
travail.

Dans cette recherche, une approche cinetique fut modifee afin de quantifier Ie comportement
cinetique de la RDH en presence ou en absence d'especes chimisorbees a la surface d'electrode
metallique, soit SH~ et des composes d'arsenic. Cette approche a permis d'identifier les
phenomenes relies a 1'augmentation de 1'adsorption d'hydrogene par les electrodes metalliques
en presence de telles especes chimisorbees.

L'empoisonnement de la surface d'electrode metallique par des composes d'arsenic du a la
chimisorption competitive d'hydrogene et de composes d'arsenic et son influence sur la RDH
c^~'

et sur la permeation de 1'hydrogene a travers Ie Fe et 1'acier doux^afttete etudies. Une
explication adequate du mecanisme d'empoisonnement de 1'acier par des composes d'arsenic
a etc obtenue au moyen d'une regression mathematique. Pour ce faire, la cinetique de toutes
les reactions partielles des constituants impliques (soit la reduction cathodique de 1'ion
IV

As02' en As(0) et ensuite en AsHs) a etc inclue dans 1'analyse mathematique. Cette
regression a egalement tenu compte des modifications apportees aux constantes de vitesse de
reaction provoquees par 1'heterogeneite induite par les interactions commun entre
1'hydrogene adsorbe et les especes toxiques a la surface du fer et de 1'acier doux. fl fut ainsi
etabli que la presence de composes d'arsenic (inidalement sous la forme de As02') augmente la
permeation de 1'hydrogene a travers Ie Fe et 1'acier doux a des potentiels tres cathodiques. Par
centre, a des potentiels faiblement cathodiques, la permeation de 1'hydrogene a travers ces
metaux diminue. Ces resultats impliquent la desorption reductive des composes d'arsenic sous
forme de AsHs lorsque .1'on atteint un certain potentiel cathodique, ce qui, couple a
1'augmentation du taux de recouvrement par 1'hydrogene a ces potentiels, mene a 1'acceleration
de 1'absorption et de la permeation de 1'hydrogene.

L'influence des composes du soufre fortement chimisorbes sur la penetration et Ie transport de
1'hydrogene a travers Ie fer et 1'acier doux a etc etudiee et comparee a celle des especes
contenant de 1'arsenic provenant de As02'. L'anion HS' cause une diminution du taux de
recouvrement de 1'hydrogene, QH, aux hautes surtensions cathodiques, mais ses effets sur
1' absorption et sur la permeation de 1'hydrogene sont similaires a ceux des composes d'arsenic.
L'absorption et la penneation de 1'hydrogene sont accms aux hautes surtensions et diminuees
aux faibles surtensions. La permeation de 1'hydrogene est determinee a partir de la
concentration de 1'hydrogene dans la sous-surface, Co. Les taux d'absorption et de desorption
de 1'hydrogene aissi que sa diffusion de la sous-surface vers 1'interieur du metal jouent un role
important dans la variation de concentration d'hydrogene sous-surface et par consequent
influencent Ie courant de permeation.

L'influence de 1'anion HS' sur 1'absorption de 1'hydrogene et sur son transfert a travers du Pd a
ete examinee. Les relations entre Ie recouvrement par 1'hydrogene a la surface du Pd dans la
region de 1'adsorption sous-nerstienne (etendue aussi aux surtensions cathodiques) et sa
concentration dans la couche sous-surface, ainsi que I'influence de la chimisorption de sulfure

sur Ie transfert interfacial et Ie transport de 1'hydrogene a travers d'une bi-electrode de Pd, ont
aussi ete etudiees. Le recouvrement de 1'hydrogene, QH, dans la region de 1'adsorption sousnerstsienne diminue en presence de la chimisorption des especes soufrees. Les taux
d'adsorption et de permeation de 1'hydrogene sont relies dans un rapport 1:1 dans la region de
1'adsorption sous-nemstienne, et cela en presence ou non d'especes soufrees nuisibles en
solution. L'efficacite de permeation de 100% pour Ie Pd dans la region de 1'adsorption sousnemstienne diminue exponentiellement lorsque Ie potentiel devient plus cathodique par rapport
au potentiel reversible d'H2. Le courant de permeation de 1'hydrogene atteint alors une valeur
limitante et Ie degagement d'hydrogene gazeux devient un phenomeme competitif a
1'absorption de 1'hydrogene.

Plusieurs methodes experimentales et computationnelles complementaires ont ete utilisees
pour obtenir les resultats presentes dans cette these. Le protocole utilise (Chapitre 2) a permis
1'evaluation et la comparaison des resultats obtenus pour divers materiaux. Ceci a permis la
quantification des effets des especes chimisorbees sur Ie recouvrement et la permeation de
1'hydrogene aux electrodes de metaux de transition.
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INTRODUCTION
i. Subject of the Thesis and Associated Research

The present work originated indirectly from applied electrochemistry studies on processes
involved in electrolytic fluorine generation, especially the reactions at the cell cathodes (see
following section ii) where cathodic Kb evolution takes place from HP in molten KF-2HF.
This H2 evolution process involves initial formation of H in an adsorbed state from which H
sorption into the metal cathodes of iron or mild-steel can take place. This process is
enhanced by the presence of coadsorbed catalyst poisons such as S-, or
As-containing species, through mechanisms that are, at present, quite poorly understood
with controversial mechanistic ideas being extant.

The purposes of the work described in this thesis were therefore to quantitatively evaluate
such poisoning effects by complementary studies on the cathodic Eb evolution reaction at
iron and mild-steel electrodes and the coupled process of H sorption in the presence,
compared with the absence, of poison species. Comparative model experiments were
conducted at Pd electrodes where H sorption takes place from underpotentially-deposited
(UPD) H as well as from H involved in the overall H2-forming reaction at cathodic
overpotentials.

The required methodologies that were employed are described in some detail in Chapter 1,
the experimental section of the thesis.

Procedures for data reduction and analysis are given in Chapter 1 and derived results are
given and discussed in Chapters 2, 3, 4 and 5.

In order to place the origin of this work in appropriate context, its background is first
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described in the following section ii.

ii. Background of This Project

This Ph.D. project originated from research co-sponsored by NSERC and Cameco
Corporation which is one of the largest uranium mining and processing companies in
Canada that operates a major plant at Port Hope for the electrolytic production of fluorine.
The elemental fluorine is used for preparation of ?5 from uranium oxide ores for the
purpose of obtaining pure or isotopically-enriched uranium for the nuclear-fuel industry.
Fluorine can only be prepared by an electrolytic process or by means of an exotic reaction
such as decomposition of XeF4 because of the high electronegativity of fluorine and its
position at the "bottom" of the electrochemical series. For commercial production of
fluorine, the electrochemical method is most commonly used which employs a carbon
anode and a mild-steel cathode in a KF-2HF melt operated at 85 C. The cell reaction leads
to molecular Hi evolution at the cathode, conjugate to anodic ?2 production at the carbon
electrode.

A major cell polanzation, causing large electrical-energy losses in cell operation, is found
during the anodic generation of Fi at such carbon anodes. This major polarization is known
as the so-called "anode effect" which causes 6 to 8 V overvoltage losses at the anode and
led to concentration of the initial research and development (R & D) work in our laboratory
and at Cameco Corporation towards understanding the origin of this effect. The nature of
the anode effect was examined and traced to bamer-layer "CF" film formation and the
related formation of a ?2 gas-film leading to sluggish ?2 bubble formation and especially
detachment. A procedure leading to major improvement of the anode behaviour was
developed and reported in several papers arising from the earlier work (1,2,3) conducted in
the Ottawa laboratory on this problem.

In relation to the large electrical-energy losses which arise in the ?2 production cell due to
various aspects of the anode effect, we were soon able to demonstrate that appreciable
overvoltages were also associated with the cathode reaction, viz.

2HF(in KF. 2HFmelt)+ 2e- —>H^ T + 2Fwhich had comparable significance to those at the anode for the overall cell operation. A
so-called hyperpolarization effect can rise at the H2-evolving cathode causing overvoltages
of up to ca. 6 V under certain operating conditions. The origin of this effect was found to
arise on account of (a) HP starvation locally at the electrode; (b) resulting local
solidification of the melt in the electrode/melt boundary layer, and (c) a bubble-film barrier
effect in the KF-2HP melt due to the unfavourable contact angle between H2 bubbles and
the melt/cathode interface, as was also found for Pi bubbles at the carbon anode. The
research on this aspect by the present author has been reported earlier (4).

This unfavourable H2 bubble detachment effect was shown to become substantially more
significant when poison species such as As are present in the melt and become adsorbed at
the electrode surface thus leading to a higher interfacial tension. The results found in this
hyperpolarization work led to the research project on corrosion and hydrogen
embrittlement, and on materials-science problems in the process for electrolytic ?2
production. Substantial corrosion problems are evident including corrosion of the Monel
cell casings, the skirts around the electrodes, and of the electrode contacts; other corrosion
problems arise indirectly during down-time of the cells, or because of embrittlement due to
sorbed H and spalling of the mild-steel cathodes themselves.

In the light of the phenomenology of the corrosion and embrittlement associated with the

Fz-cell materials, the stability of Monel (Cu/Ni alloy) materials that are used in the cell
construction, to corrosion in the KF-2HF melt at 85 °C, was examined. In this work the
passivation/depassivation behaviour of Monel in the melt, was investigated (5) in
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comparison with that at nickel. The dissolution and passivation processes involved in the
corrosion of the separate components, copper and nickel, of Monel alloy in the KF-2HF
melts were investigated as reported in ref. 6.

It had been found in the plant operation that significant quantities of As (as AsFs and AsFs)
enter the cell melt from the HP feed. This As, contained in the melt, affects the behaviour of
the Hi-evolving cathodes (mild-steel), especially on account of enhancement of H sorption
into the cathode and also during corrosion of the cell components. Such enhanced H
sorption leads to embrittlement and spalling off of metal particles which then corrode in the
melt leading to undesirable residues.

The above aspects of the initial research project led directly or indirectly to several papers

being published in 1997 as follows:

1. S. Y. QIAN, H. DUMONT and B. E. CONWAY, "Passivation and Depassivation of
Monel Electrodes in KF.2HF Melts in Comparison with the Behaviour of Nickel",
J. Appl. Electrochem. 27, 1245 (1997).

2. S. Y. QIAN, L. GAO, B. E. CONWAY and G. JERKffiWICZ, "Origin of
Enhancement of H Sorption into Iron and Mild-steel by Adsorbed As Catalyst
Poison Species" Proceedings Volume of the Symposium on Hydrogen Adsorption
and Absorption into Metals, The Electrochemical Society, May 1997.

3. H. DUMONT, S. Y. QIAN and B. E. CONWAY, "Characterization of the PhysicoChemical Behaviour of Water in the KF-2HFAVater System by Means of
Conductance and Viscosity Measurements", J. Molecular Liquids, 73, 74, 147

(1997).

4. B. E. CONWAY, J. H. BARBER, L. GAO and S. Y. QIAN, "Effects of Catalyst
Poisons on UPD and OPD H Coverage at H2-evolving Cathodes in Relation to H
Sorption into the Metals", J. Alloys and Compounds, 253-254,475 (1997).

5. R. SDV[PRAGA, G. TREMILIOSI-FDJHO, S. Y. QIAN and B. E. CONWAY, "In
Situ Determination of the "Real Area Factor" in H2 Evolution Electrocatalysis at
Porous Ni-Fe Composite Electrodes", J. Electroanal. Chem., 424, 141 (1997).

6. H. DUMONT, S. Y. QIAN and B. E. CONWAY, "Dissolution and Passivation
Processes in the Corrosion of Copper and Nickel in KF-2HF melts at 85 C", J. Appl.
Electrochem., 27, 267 (1997).

These publications will not be included in this thesis even though several of them have
some relevance to the present Ph.D. research project, since some of the work described in
the above papers was carried out before the present Ph.D. programme was initiated.

The effects of arsenic or sulphur-containing species on H permeation into Fe or mild-steel
have attracted great interest. The absorption and permeation of H into transition metals
under conditions of cathodic polarization or wet corrosion is commonly enhanced by
adsorbed catalyst poisons which, however, decrease the coverage by adsorbed H, the
intermediate in the hydrogen evolution reaction. This unexpected direction of behaviour has
remained inadequately explained.

The H/Pd system has also attracted major interest (7) because of its use as a permselective
membrane for the generation of ultra-high purity hydrogen and as a model for interpretation
of processes of H sorption into metals. Since the solubility and diffusion coefficients of H
in Pd are relatively large, kinetic and thermodynamic measurements can be made
conveniently. Therefore the effects of chemisorption of arsenic or sulphur-containing

species on H transfer into and through Fe, mild-steel, and comparatively into Pd in aqueous
NaOH solution, and its relation to the hydrogen coverage on the metal surface, has been
extensively studied from a kinetic point of view, during the course of the present Ph.D.
research project.

iii. Historical Aspects of H2 Evolution and H Permeation

The hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) is of great practical interest and has received major
attention in the field of electrode kinetics. It has been one of the most extensively studied
electrochemical reactions over the last 94 years since the classical work of Tafel (8) in
1905. The first demonstration of water electrolysis to produce H2 and 62 was that of
Nicholson and Carlisle in 1800 after their learning of the recent development, at that time,
of the Volta pile. Faraday's exploration of Kb and Oz generation in 1834 resulted in his two
laws of electrolysis. The next historical milestone in research on the HER was in 1905

when Tafel (8) performed his pioneering work which led to the development of the
empirical relationship between the log of the electrochemical reaction rate (current-density,
j} and the applied electrode voltage or overpotential, r|. Interestingly, Taf el's work on the
hydrogen reaction originated from his electro-organic research on the electrochemical
reduction of strychnine.

In the years which followed, investigations into the HER using a variety of metallic
substrates and under many different conditions, e.g. at various pH's, employing a variety of
electrolytes and solvents, and H2 pressures, were undertaken (9,10).

Studies examining the complexities of the mechanism of the EGER and the elementary act of
proton discharge were not conducted until the early 1930's. In 1935, the importance of the

adsorbed H intermediate in the HER was recognised by Horiuti (11) and then treated
quantitatively by Butler (12) in 1936. The first experimental demonstration of

underpotential deposition of H (UPD of H) arose in the early work of Frumkin and Slygin
(13) but was not referred to by that term at that time. Eyring and co-workers developed the
underlying theory of the rate of electron transfer at electrode surfaces as a function of
potential, including the introduction of the transition-state theory into electrode kinetics,
based on earlier treatments by Erdey-Gmz and Volmer (14), Gumey (15) and by Butler

(12).
The role of quantum-mechanical tunnelling of electrons in charge-transfer was introduced

by Gumey (15) in 1931, predating the fuller development of this concept in later work by
Weiss (16), Landau (17) and Marcus (18). The concept of the electrochemical double-layer,

first treated by von Helmholtz (19), Gouy (20) and Chapman (21), was improved by Stem
(22), and refined by Grahame (1947) (23). The involvement of the double-layer in
influencing charge-transfer rates was treated by Frumkin (1933) (24), and later reviewed by

Parsons in 1960 (25).

During the period between the 1940's and the 1970's, the introduction of more sophisticated
measuring equipment (e.g. the potentiostat and on-line computers) and, from this, the
advent of different measuring techniques, led to renewed interest and new reinvestigations
of the HER.

From the literature, it can be seen that various ideas concerning the HER mechanism were

suggested during this time period. A specific example is the work of Horiuti et al. (26)
who, based on their interpretation of radiotracer measurements and evaluations of
stoichiometric numbers measured at both Pt and Hg substrates, advocated the participation
of the H2 intermediate. Bockris (27) and Conway (28), being two of the major contributors
at that time, contended that, for most metals, the HER mechanism follows the three-step
pathway presented later, involving adsorbed H as the intermediate, which has been widely
accepted up to the present time.

More recently, the availability of increasingly sophisticated electrochemical equipment and
computers, which can rapidly perform otherwise time-consuming analyses, have led again
to increased knowledge of the factors affecting the HER. Two important techniques which
have become extensively used in evaluation of the HER kinetics are potential relaxation
and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS). Fundamental investigations by Bai and
Conway (29) in the late '80's were published in which the chemical nature and surface
properties of the substrate metal, as they affect the HER rate, were studied and, in turn, led
to reliable evaluations of extents of coverage by H deposited in the overpotential region.

The overpotential-deposited (OPD) H is that which is deposited at potentials negative to
EHER and in excess of the UPD H which arises at the Pt metals at potentials positive to
EHER. Recent major contributions to this area have been provided by the work of Lasia and
Rami (30) who characterised the catalytic properties of a variety of high-area Ni alloys
using steady-state d.c. measurements, along with EIS, and also from Conway and
Jerkiewicz (31) on the relation between OPD H coverage at various overvoltages and the
tendency for the initially electrodeposited H to become sorbed into the electrode metal, as
at Pd, Fe, or alloys such as mild-steel etc.

The behaviour of hydrogen in metals has attracted considerable interest in various areas.
The hydrogen that produces embrittlement usually is of electrochemical origin arising in the
processes of corrosion, pickling, electrodeposition, photoelectrolysis and so on.

Cailetet in 1864 made the observation that hydrogen permeates steel during acid pickling
(32). The phenomenon of hydrogen embrittlement should be considered to have been
discovered in 1871 by Johnson (33). The interest in studying hydrogen embrittlement,
however, has increased significantly only since 1926 (34). The glimpse of a world
relatively devoid of use of fossil fuels that we experienced in the recent past (1974) has

brought about a unique and unparalleled importance to hydrogen-metal systems in metals
material-science and electrochemical energy storage and use. This situation poses
embrittlement problems with respect to transportation and storage of hydrogen.

Storing hydrogen in the atomic form in metals is an approach of great industrial value. It is
of substantial interest for metal-hydride battery anode chemistry and technology. In 1970,
Van Vucht, Kujpers and Burming (35) reported the unusual ability of intermetallic
compounds such as LaNis, SmCos etc., of the general composition ABs, to absorb and
desorb large quantities of H reversibly, even at room temperature, and emphasized the
possibility of storing H in metals in the "atomic" form. Later, a composite material of Fe-Ti
alloy of 46.4 wt % Ti and 53.6 wt % Fe, developed at Brookhaven National Laboratories
(36,37), was found to be able to form a hydride with almost two H atoms per host metal
atom. A composite material of LaNisHx was found (38,39) to have the potential of
functioning as a good rechargeable hydrogen electrode.

In both the H-embrittlement and energy areas, the demand for improved performance of
H-storing materials has created an emphasis on acquiring knowledge of the absorption and
transport characteristics of hydrogen in metals. The electrochemical technique of measuring
hydrogen permeation developed by Devanathan and Bockris (40 - 44) has become a very
convenient and rigorous method for studying fundamental properties of H in metals in
contact with aqueous solutions. Because of the simplicity of this procedure and its high
sensitivity to low concentrations of hydrogen, this technique has been widely used to
determine the diffusivity and solubility of hydrogen in metals, as well as H transfer rates.

H adsorption and absorption are usually related over wide potential ranges. The study of the
HER must often combine the investigation of the H absorption into and diffusion through
metals, especially in studies on Fe, Ni, Pd and fermgious alloys, e.g. steels, into which the
sorption of H is significant and important.

In an attempt to study the H sorption in relation to N2 evolution, Lasia and Gregoire (45)
proposed a model for the processes of hydrogen absorption-desorption, taking place
concurrently with H2 evolution in the HER and used a numerical simulation procedure to
study the amount of H adsorbed and absorbed, and the rates of all reaction steps as a
function of time during potential or current-step charging and discharging processes. They
also reached the conclusion that the hydrogen adsorption and absorption processes cannot
be separated. Examination of the reaction mechanism and kinetics should start with the
determination of the kinetics of the hydrogen evolution process under stationary conditions,
i.e. using the steady-state polarization technique.

In the present research project, the processes taking place both in the H^ evolution reaction
at the cathodic side, and permeation to and oxidation of H at the anodic side of a membrane
bi-electrode have been experimentally investigated (the experimental data were measured
under steady-state conditions) and theoretically treated. In the latter aspect of the work, a
kinetic model has been employed in which all the constituent partial reactions involved are
considered, including the cathodic reduction of added poison species. The resulting kinetic
analysis provides a good and self-consistent account of the mechanism of the effects of the
poison species on the enhancement and inhibition of H into metals, and its relation to the
kinetics of the HER.

The use of a kinetic approach is predicated on the demonstration, previously discussed (31),
that no thermodynamic bases for enhancement of H sorption into metals by catalyst poisons
can be found, except possibly through 2-d interaction effects.

iv. Kinetic Aspects of Electrode Processes

Electrode kinetics concerns the rates and mechanisms of reactions which occur at interfaces
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between ionic and electronically conducting phases, and especially their dependence on
electrode potential.

Electrochemical rates of reaction, v, are measured as current-densities, which can be
expressed in the following way:

j=nFv=knF{c^^-6)

[1]

where k is the electrochemical rate constant which, according to "absolute rate theory"

(30), is given by
^T,_^-^G°\

k = T(—~)exp[ ~"_ — ]
•h^"i

RT

•

^

where T is the so-called transmission coefficient (often taken as approximately unity),
AG is the electrochemical standard Gibbs energy of activation, nF is the number of
Coulombs involved (expressed in terms of Faradays) in the overall reaction proceeding at
the rate v in mol s-l cm'^, (cR)s is the concentration of the reactant molecule or ion at the
outer Helmholtz plane and 9 is the steady-state coverage of any intermediates (such as H in
the HER) that are adsorbed on the electrode surface at a given potential as a result of the
discharge of the reactant R. Other terms in the equation have their usual meanings. The
Gibbs energy of activation is dependent on the metal/solution potential difference, A</),
according to

AG ^ = AG°^ + /3F^(1) = AG07t + /?F(A^ + 77)

[3]

This equation is a relation between the electrochemical standard Gibbs energy of activation,
AG and the standard chemical Gibbs energy of activation, AG , plus an additional term
which is the electrical energy factor assisting reaction. The basic effect of change of voltage
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on rates originates from a change of Fermi level of metals, relative to vacuum, 0, (<E>v =
Qv=o ± ezl^). In eqn. [3], A</) represents the absolute metal-solution potential difference at
the electrode and r| is the overpotential required to drive the reaction at a net currentdensity, 7, beyond the reversible rate (net rate zero) at the reversible potential, A<f>r, i.e. T| =
A(f) - A(f)r. In electrode kinetics, the relevant interfacial potential-difference should include
distribution of this potential-difference due to "double-layer" effects (section viii) as treated
in various early works (24). However, although formally important, they need not be
included here in the content of discharge and sorption of H.

For a simple discharge process, eqns. [I], [2] and [3] can be combined to give a general
expression for the net current-density, y, in the form of the so-called Butler-Volmer
equation, taking account of both the backward and forward components of the reaction rate
(current-density):

J=Jf~h

^[exp(-^)-exp(^p)]

[4a]

[4b]

where jf , jb represent the current-densities of the forward and backward reactions,
respectively, /3 is the barrier symmetry factor and jo is the so-called exchange currentdensity for 77 = 0 which dynamically characterizes the reversibility of the reaction. In the
case where the discharge step is rate-determining and produces an adsorbed intermediate,
the exchange current-density is given by the following equations:

j,=Fk;c,(l-0)exp(-^-)
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-n-^^^,

[5b]

where c, and Cj are the concentrations of the reactants of the forward and backward
directions of the reaction and now potential-independent rate constants (k'f, k'b) are
introduced. The fractional surface coverage by adsorbed intermediates and the free-site
availability are represented by 6 and 1-9, respectively. At sufficiently high values of
overpotential T|, viz. - ^_/ » 1, eqn. [4b] becomes

RT

7=/oexp(-^)

[6]

or
•RT^^ . ,RT \^

= C——)ln
/n - (—)ln
v

[7]

This is a form of the well-known Tafel equation (8) commonly represented as:

7]=a-blogj

^

where a and b are given by

2.3Q3RT
~^F~

[9]

and
.RT^ ,

a=yja

[io]

At low values of overpotential T|, viz. - ^_/ « 1, eqn. [4b] can be written, taking into

RT

consideration only the first term of the series expansion of the exponential, as
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. ^F
3 = 7o

'RT

[11]

Recognizing this as a form of Ohm's law allows us then to define an equivalent Faradaic
charge-transfer resistance, Rp, as dr|/d/ or

Rp=

RT
JQF

[12]

The Tafel slope, b (eqn. 8), and the exchange current-density, jo, are the two fundamental
parameters characterizing steady-state electrochemical polarization behaviour of an
electrode reaction and thus the effectiveness of electrocatalysis. Ideally, a combination of
both high jo and low b values is the condition required for optimizing cathode or anode
performance, i.e., to minimize polarization at appreciable current-densities and thus provide
"good electrocatalysis" in the process with minimum electrical power consumption.

However, jo and b values are often mutually dependent quantities, e.g. both are closely
related to the adsorption behaviour of the reaction intermediates on the electrode surface,
and the mechanism of the reaction, i.e. what steps are involved and which is the ratedetermining one in the steady-state, coupled with how is the coverage, OH, by adsorbed H
dependent on T|.

For a multistep process in the steady-state at an electrode, the rate of the overall reaction
depends upon the rate constant of the rate-determining step and the product of the quasiequilibrium constants of the preceding steps.

v. The Hydrogen Evolution Reaction (HER)

The hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) takes place via several steps and involves an
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intermediate surface radical concentration, the value of which is influenced by the rate
constants of steps in the pathway. The overall reaction usually involves a distinct ratedetermining step, within a mechanism involving consecutive and parallel pathways (see
below).

The HER can take place from acid or alkaline aqueous solutions in which the proton
sources are respectively HsO or HbO molecules. The overall reaction in acid solution is

2H30++2e--»H:2+2H20

[13]

and in alkaline solutions, it is

2H20+2e-->H2+20H-

[14]

Treatments of this electrochemical reaction have received contributions from many physical
electrochemists particularly Butler, Frumkin, Bockris, Horiuti, Enyo, Conway and Parsons.
Only two reaction paths are regarded now as likely to be involved even though, in earlier
years of this century, a variety of reaction steps had been proposed as constituents of the
overall process, including e.g. nucleation of bubbles.

In acidic solution, the reaction involves first the discharge of an hydrated proton at the
electrode surface (in the double-layer) with formation of an adsorbed H atom at some site
on the metal surface lattice:

-^

M+e-+HLO+—^MH^+H.O
k-i

"'

-

[15]

The above step is fundamental and common to all currently and previously considered
reaction paths and it represents the process by which H is initially deposited onto an
electrode surface site.
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The adsorption step must be followed by either an electrochemical-desorption step:

MH^+M+e-+H,0+ ~ 'H.+H.O+2M

k-2

[16]

or an heterogeneous chemical reaction in which adsorbed H atoms diffuse to each other
across the electrode surface and undergo a chemical recombinative desorption to form H2:

k

^—>

2MH^^T^H,+2M

k-3

[17]

The steps [16] and [17] are alternative desorption paths, consecutive with respect to step

[15].
Equations [15] and [16] apply to the general case of any metal. However, e.g. for metals
such as Pt or Pd, special cases have to be recognised, (for Pd, see Chapter 4), where
underpotential-deposited (UPD) and overpotential-deposited (OPD) states of chemisorbed
H are to be distinguished.

In alkaline solution, the mechanism is similar except that the proton donor is a water
molecule rather than HsO , and the conjugate base product is OH' instead of HzO:
kl

M+e-+H,0;_—^MH^ + OH-

followed by
MH^s +M+e- +H,0^—-^~^Ho +OH- +2M
'-2
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or

k,

2MH^^:T^H,+2M

k-3

[20]

It has been noted in the literature, for alkaline solutions, that the activation energy of the

steps [18] or [19] will not generally be the same, respectively, as those for [15] or [16], so
that the mechanism in terms of which step is rate-determining in the HER in acidic and
alkaline solution at a given metal will not generally be the same.

As can be seen from the two series of equations above, a multistep reaction is involved, for
which it is usually assumed that there is always a "rate-determining step" (r.d.s.) which
characterises the kinetic behaviour of the reaction. A rate-determining step in a reaction
sequence is the step having the smaller or smallest rate constant or, correspondingly, the
highest Gibbs energy banter. Often the rate-determining step is incorrectly referred to as
the "slow step" in the reaction but, in the steady-state, all steps are proceeding at the same
velocity. Through information obtained from the Tafel slope behaviour, coupled with
results from the new potential-relaxation method (cf. section 1.3.2), and a.c. impedance
measurements, information on the adsorption behaviour of the overpotential-deposited
(OPD) H can now be obtained and the rate-determining step identified.

These techniques have been successfully applied to the analysis of the HER kinetics and for
evaluation of the OPD H coverages at Pt electrodes in basic solutions (46), as well as for
relatively inactive Pt electrodes in acidic solution. However, owing to the kinetic facility of
the HER at polycrystalline Pt electrodes when they are clean, in acidic solutions, the
interpretation and analysis of the results obtained by these methods (46, 47) has led to
controversial conclusions (48), involving the influence of H2 diffusion away from the
electrode surface (49,50,51,52). The kinetic modelling and fitting procedure can provide
complementary and reliable results for the rate constants so that the rate-controlling step
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can be characterised and information also derived on potential-dependence of H coverage,
OH.

vi. The Exchange Current-Density and Adsorption Energy of H

In the mechanistic studies of electrochemical reactions, it is important to find the
dependence of standard rate constants or exchange current-densities, JQ, on the properties
and chemical identity of the electrode metal, and the state and orientation of its surface. It
was early noted (12, 53) that there was a "periodic" relation of logy'o to the properties of
metals across the Periodic Table, such as lattice energy, electron work-function, QM> etc.
However, consideration of the energetics of electrode processes, as evaluated under
conditions of experimentally controlled potentials, shows (28) that no direct involvement of
QM can arise. This is because the potential-dependent reaction rate constants cannot depend
on the OM due to the fact that the terms in QM cancel out around the interfaces of the
measuring circuit when potential is referred to the potential of a reference electrode in
experimental measurements.

It was shown by Butler (12) and by Horiuti and Polanyi (54), following Gumey's theory of
electron transfer (15), that the activation energy for proton discharge at a metal producing
the adsorbed H intermediate would depend on the adsorption energy AHads, H of the
discharged H. The experimental relations of log 70 values to AHads, H? and indirectly to <DM?

that were demonstrated by Bockris (55,56), Ruetschi and Delahay (57) and also by Conway
and Bockris (58), were rationalized by Parsons (59) on a theoretical basis that the log 7*0
values for the steps in the HER should exhibit a "volcano" relation (Figure 1) when plotted
against the standard Gibbs energy, AG ads, H, of adsorption of the H intermediate.
However, for the metals Pt, L-, Rh which stand at the apex of the volcano curve, the relevant
state of adsorbed H is not the strongly-bound UPD H but the weakly-bound additional H
that appears at potentials negative to the RHE potential. The essential result of this analysis
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Figure 1. Theoretical relation between log 70 values and standard Gibbs energy of

chemisorption of H in the HER [from ref. (59)].

was that logj'o values are determined by the product of two terms (OH, r) (l-0H,r) where (3 is
the barrier symmetry factor, and GH, r is the fractional coverage by adsorbed H on the
electrode surface at the reversible potential to which JQ applies. For P = 0.5, the variation of
log jo with AG ads, H is symmetrical about AG°ads, H = 0, with its maximum at this value
corresponding to OH = 1 - OH = 0.5 regardless of which step in the HER mechanism is ratecontrolling (59). This expresses the fact that, for an overall process involving an adsorption
and a desorption step, kinetics will not be good if the surface is (a) extensively filled by a
strongly adsorbed intermediate (since then discharge on the 1 - 9 fraction of the surface will
then tend to be slow) or alternatively (b), relatively empty, since then it will be the
desorption rate, determined by OH, that will tend to be slow. Optimum conditions obviously
arise when OH ^ 1 - OH =; 0.5.

Although theoretically this relationship is independent of the rate-controlling process,
practically the positive AG ads, H branch will usually correspond to the electrochemical
adsorption step being rate-limiting while the negative AG°ads, H branch would correspond to
the electrochemical desorption step being rate-limiting.

Experimental values have been compiled by a number of workers and some of the best

results were collated by Trasatti (60) showing that when log 70 is plotted against the MH
bond energy or the work function, (using more reliable log 70 values for the HER for
various metals together with better QM values), d- and sp- metals exhibit two distinct linear
relationships (Figure 2). This type of plot is in good agreement with the form of Parsons'
theoretical volcano plots expressed in terms of AG°ads, H- The connection between these two
types of plots (experimental and phenomenological, in terms of MH bond energy or <&M;
and theoretical, in terms of AG ads, n) must arise because of a systematic relation between
MH bond energies and <&M as was demonstrated in the paper of Conway and Bockris (58).
Of great importance is the nature of surface bonding of intermediates to the metal; this
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depends very much on the geometry and orientation of the crystal plane on which the
chemisorption takes place. The electrochemical surface science of Pt has demonstrated a
high degree of specificity of the states and energies of UPD H to the 2-d lattice geometry
(and related electronic properties) of Pt single-crystal surface planes (61,62).

More recently, in a detailed study (49) of the dependence of the kinetics of the OPD H
processes in the HER at several single-crystal surfaces of Pt, it was found that the influence
of the surface structure of Pt on the H2/OPD H kinetics would be obscured by effects
associated with supers aturation by N2 in the diffusion boundary-layer region (49) which
arises at clean and hence active Pt cathode surfaces. By means of electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurements at rotated electrode surfaces, these
complications due to H2 diffusion can be factored out. The resulting kinetic information is
then found (49,50,51) to be specific to the surface lattices examined and can be discussed in
relation to the UPD and OPD of H on the same respective surfaces.

vii. The Tafel Slope, b, and the Adsorption of the H Intermediate

H adsorption is one of the important factors affecting the value of the Tafel slope, b,
through an adsorption isotherm because (see eqns. [15 - 17]) the rate equation for the ratedetermining step normally involves a function of coverage, ^(9), of the adsorbed
intermediate. The reciprocal of the Tafel slope, b, can then be expressed by the following
equation involving two clearly distinguishable terms:

]_^d\ogj ^diogf(0^ ^ f3F
b dr] drj 2.303RT

[21]

The first term on the right-hand-side of the second equation is the adsorption factor and the
second is the Tafel factor related to the charge-transfer. It can be clearly seen that the
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dependence of log j on electrode overpotential, r\, is related to both the adsorption factor
and the charge-transfer factor which importantly includes P.

For the cases where H-desorption is the r.d.s., the above equation can offer a dual Tafel
slope polarization behaviour for the same rate-determining step, i.e. if the adsorption factor
becomes appreciable and constant in one particular potential range, or if it tends to be small
with dependence on T| in another, then two Tafel slopes can be observed depending on
whether 9 is « 1 or —> 1. For reaction mechanism studies, the importance of the Tafel
slope and its dependence on the adsorption of intermediates has been emphasised in various

works of Bockris (63,64), Parsons (65,66), Despic (67,68) and Conway (69,70,71).

When the proton-discharge step is rate-determining, OH will usually tend to be small; then
the reciprocal of the Tafel slope is determined mainly by the charge-transfer factor in eqn.
[21]. This situation is found to arise at mercury and also gold for the HER (64,72,73) since
an experimental Tafel slope near 0.118 V (viz. 2.303 x 2RT/F) is obtained at 298 K, as
expected theoretically, taking P ^ 0.5. However, when either of the desorption steps control

the overall rate, e.g. [19] or [20] in alkaline and [16] or [17] in acidic solutions, OH will tend
to be appreciable and also potential-dependent. It is seen that a significant value of the
adsorption factor in eqn. [21] must lead to reduced values of the Tafel slope; this is of great
importance for electrocatalysis and is exemplified experimentally (b = 0.030 V) at low
overpotentials at Pt or (b = 0.039 V) for some Ni-alloys in the HER (63J4-J7).

In the case of the Heyrovsky mechanism, a Tafel slope of 0.118 V can also arise as OR —>^(dlog f(6H)/dr| -» 0), like that for the Volmer step for 6 -^ 0. In the presence of poison
species such as As and S-containing compounds the coverage of H is often affected by the
chemisorbed poison species, causing the Tafel slope to become modified. In some
situations, technical problems may arise in the measurement of Tafel plots in so far as IR
drop (originating from the solution resistance between the electrode surface and the Luggin
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capillary tip of the reference electrode) has to be corrected for before the true Tafel slope is
revealed. Hence, proper elucidation of the rate-determining step and characterisation of the
electrocatalysis requires reliable experimental evaluation of the adsorption behaviour of the
overpotentialdeposited (OPD) H in relation to D^-corrected Tafel slopes.

viii. Double-Layer Capacitance and Pseudocapacitance

The interphase between a metallic electrode and an aqueous solution of an electrolyte
behaves like an electric capacitor, involving very high fields (10" - 10' V cm'") between the
separated charges on the metal and, as ions, in the solution. The charge separation due to
ion charge on the solution side together with electron charges or holes on the electrode side,
leads to what is called the "double-layer" having a capacitance, Cdi.

The simplest model of the distribution of ions at interfaces was proposed by Helmholtz (19)
120 years ago, in which all the excess charge on the metal is located at its surface and there

exists in the solution a rigidly held layer of oppositely charged ions in a plane parallel to the
surface of the electrode and very close to it; hence the model of the double-layer as a
"capacitor".

Later, Gouy (78) and Chapman (21) made a substantial improvement over the Helmholtz
model, in that a dependence of the differential capacity on both potential and concentration
is predicted. They pointed out that the thermal distribution of ions should be considered,
which would depend on the exponential of their electrostatic energy at various locations in
the interphase, in comparison with RT. This distribution is analogous tp^ that considered for
counter-ions around a given ion in the Debye-Huckel theory of electrolyte solutions. The
mathematical treatment was based on the assumption that the ions were point charges.

Stem (79) recognised that the ions have finite size, determined by their hydration radii, so
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that the inner region of the double-layer has an effective average thickness and a
characteristic capacitance corresponding to the "Helmholtz" layer. The latter combines
with the diffuse-layer capacitance according to a series addition given by eqn. [22]

1 1.1
•+•

cdl

CH

CG

[22]

where Cdi is the total measurable double-layer capacitance, CH, is the Helmholtz, or
compact-layer, capacitance and Co the Gouy diffuse-layer capacitance. Since CH, and Co
are additive in a series combination, it is the contribution from the smaller one that
determines the overall value of Cdi. Co is dependent on the electrolyte concentration, as
described in the Gouy-Chapman and Stem treatments (79). High concentration of
electrolytes, e.g. 1.0 M, diminishes the influence of Co upon the overall capacitance Cdi.

Grahame (80) further developed the model of the interphase by taking into account the
different distances of closest approach of anions and hydrated cations to the electrode metal
surface. In this way, he distinguished three regions; the first region extends from the
electrode to a plane passing through the centres of the specifically adsorbed ions [inner

Helmholtz plane (IHP)]. Next is the outer Helmholtz plane (OHP) which passes through the
centres of the hydrated ions at their distance of closest approach to the electrode. Beyond
the OHP lies the Gouy diffuse region of the double-layer.

More detailed models of the double-layer were later developed by Bockris (81), WattsTobin (82), and others, e.g. taking account of potential-dependent electron overspill
(83,84). For example, Bockris and Watts-Tobin considered a sheet of solvated ions, a first
layer of water molecules on the electrode surface and the contact specific adsorption of
anions and neutral molecules, as depicted in Figure 3. The potential distribution across the
interphase is shown in Figure 3 with (|)M representing the potential in the metal. Through the
Helmholtz layer the potential drops to \|/i, and beyond, \|/s is the potential of bulk solution,
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which is usually referred to the potential of a reference electrode in the practical
electrochemical measurement circuit, excluding the DR. drop arising from passage of current
across any significant solution resistance. The potential difference \|/i-\ps is the potential
drop across the diffuse-layer. It should be mentioned that it is the potential difference (|)M \|/i that is involved in the rate equations.

The double-layer capacitance can be measured by modulation or transient techniques since
the charge on the capacitance is related to the applied potential across the double-layer.
Double-layer charging is a non-Faradaic process, while electron-charge transfer through the
double-layer is a Faradaic process. Normally the double-layer capacitance is in the range of
20 ~ 40 H,F cm~^ (e.g., as at Hg), depending, respectively, on whether the electrode is at a
potential negative or positive to the so-called potential of zero charge, pzc.

In parallel with Ccii (but coupled through an electrosorption Faradaic resistance), an
adsorption pseudocapacitance, C^, can arise from the potential-dependence of coverage by a
deposited adsorbed intermediate on electrodes. When applicable, this C^, is unavoidably
measured simultaneously with the Cdi by the electrochemical techniques. However, the
time-response of Cdi to potential modulation arises over much higher frequencies than that
for C()>, so that a distinction becomes possible by means of impedance spectroscopy
measurements. The pseudocapacitance is found experimentally to be potential-dependent,
as is also expected theoretically (see refs. 80, 81). C^ is formally defined by:

dQ _ d0

^ =~TT=-^l-r^

dry

^

drj

^

where the qi is the charge needed to form a complete monolayer (9 —> 1) of adsorbed
intermediates (here H) and r\ is taken negative in eqn. [23]. Its numerical value for H at Pt
is 210 [iC cm'2 (for H at Pd, qi = 212 j^C cm'2, calculated from the lattice constant). The
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values of pseudocapacitance can be much larger (up to ca. 2200|LiF cm for H on Pt) than
Cdi except as 9 or 1-6 —>1. This is a very useful feature of the G(J) behaviour. Extensive
discussion of the C^, function has been given in several papers by Conway and Gileadi
(85,86) for equilibrium and steady-state conditions, and earlier in the paper by Eucken and

Weblus (87).

Pseudocapacitance, e.g. associated with electrosorption of H, is fundamentally different
from double-layer capacitance since it involves Faradaic charge transfer. A C^ arises when
the coverage by a surface species arises from potential-dependent extent of charge transfer,
Q (eqn. [23]), so that a derivative with respect to potential arises, equivalent to a
capacitance (C^) that is measurable.

The present research project introduces, amongst other things, a new kinetic fitting method
for analysing pseudocapacitance associated with the coverage of the adsorbed H
intermediate. It is known that in the case of Pd, a special difficulty arises in directly
determining the surface coverage by H, or its pseudocapacitance, by means of cyclic
voltammetry and a.c. impedance methods (as will be seen in Chapter 4). This is because the
H deposited on the metal surface becomes rapidly absorbed into the metal lattice during the
measurement giving erroneously high values of (apparent) surface coverage. In the work
described in this thesis, the pseudocapacitance and the coverage by the H intermediate as a
function of overpotential, T|, is obtained indirectly by the kinetic fitting method using
derived rate-constants. The results obtained are compared with those derived from a.c.
impedance spectroscopy measurements. The effect of chemisorption of sulphide poison
species on the pseudocapacitance has also been investigated, as elucidated quantitatively in
Chapter 4.
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ix. Concerning the states of the UPD and OPD Adsorbed H Intermediates

The adsorption of UPD and OPD species, e.g. H, has been mentioned several times in
earlier sections of this chapter. It is necessary to define clearly here the physical difference
between these terms. At potentials more negative than the hydrogen reversible potential, the
adsorbed H is involved kinetically as the intermediate in the electrolytic H2 evolution
reaction (cf. eqns. [15 - 17]). Species adsorbing at such potentials are referred to as the
"overpotential-deposited" (OPD) H, the coverage, OH, of which can be evaluated as a
function of overpotential by integration of the C^ vs T| profile.

The OPD H species are deposited in excess of any coverage by strongly chemisorbed
species [the so-called underpotential-deposited (UPD) species] that may already be present
at, or positive to, the reversible potential, e.g. as at Pt, Rh and Pd. This so-called
"underpotential deposition" of H adatoms occurs by direct Faradaic reaction from solution,
at potentials more positive than the H^/R^ reversible potential (r| = 0) (Figure 4). The
coverage by these strongly bonded UPD adatoms can be directly measured experimentally
at certain noble metals by means of charging curves (88,89), a. c. impedance spectroscopy
(90,91,92) or cyclic-voltammetry (93,94) methods, because such measurements are
normally not interfered with by any continuous Faradaic currents due to cathodic Hi
evolution. In the Pd case, the measurement of the coverage of H is not as simple as that at
Pt. This is because the H absorption process is involved at the metal surface and interferes
with the measurement of the charge for any adsoTbed H and leads to anomalously large
values of apparent OR by the above-mentioned methods. Therefore the kinetic fitting
procedure may be used and is the preferred procedure for determining the coverage of H at
Pd as will be discussed in Chapter 4.

Several theoretical works (75,95-97) on UPD H have indicated the probability (98.--102)
that the UPD adatoms are not necessarily the species that participate kinetically as the
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intermediate in the HER since almost a full monolayer of strongly chemisorbed H is already
present at platinum at the reversible potential. Since there is no interference by large
currents due to a continuous Faradaic process in the case of UPD, not only can the small
currents (1-25 [iA cm'^) associated with the formation of UPD H be easily detected and
quantitatively measured, but also various current-response peaks due to multiple-state
adsorption at electrodes can be resolved (see Figure 4) with excellent sensitivity.

Recent measurements by Jerkiewicz and Zolfaghari (103) show that the Pt-HupD or RhHUPD bond energy is very close to the Pt-Hchem or Rh-Hchem ones. However, formation of H2

from 2HupD adatoms is not feasible for purely thermodynamic reasons (104). In other
words, the energy gain from the HUPD + HUPD recombination is insufficient to overcome the
breakage of two Pt-HupD (or Rh-Hupp) surface bonds. Clearly HUPD cannot be an
intermediate of the HER. However, at the N2 reversible potential at Pt, when OH —> 1, UPD

H and OPD H are thermodynamically indistinguishable since both are in equilibrium with
H2. However, evaluation of the Tafel slope near the reversible potential indicates low and
potential-dependent coverage by OPD H if a Tafel slope of ca. -30mV is observed that is
not due to H2 supersaturation effects.

In the present research project, major attention has been concentrated on the investigation
of the behaviour of the OPD H intermediate for the HER at iron and mild-steel and the way
it is affected by chemisorbed catalyst poison species. The behaviour of the UPD H
intermediate and its absorption into and permeation through Pd membranes has also been
examined in the present work and extensively in earlier literature, as referred to above, e.g.
in refs. (105) and (106). The coverage, GH, and the associated pseudocapacitance, C^, in
relation to overpotential, T|, were obtained by fitting the experimental kinetic behaviour
measured simultaneously at both sides of Pd bi-electrode membrane electrodes using the
theoretically-based kinetic equations.
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x. H Sorption Into and Permeation Through Metals

x. i. Principle and mechanism of the electrochemical method

H sorption into metals leading to the phenomenon popularly known as hydrogen
embrittlement, has been investigated intensively. Of all the methods available for studying
H permeation, the electrochemical method is the most accurate one. The first study on
electrosorption of H into Pd using a bi-electrode system was carried out by Fmmkin and

Aladjalova (107) in 1944. This technique, as further developed and modified by
Devanathan and Bockris (108, 109), has been widely used since the I960's. In this method,
the metal whose permeability for H or the behaviour of permeated H is to be studied is
made to function as a bipolar membrane electrode in the permeation cell. The membrane is

cathodically charged on one side with H while simultaneously being anodically polarised
on the other side so that H which enters the cathodic side and diffuses to the opposite side
becomes anodically removed as H^ or H20. The potential of the anodic side is maintained
sufficiently positive so that all the arriving diffused H atoms are instantly oxidised to
generate an equivalent and recordable electrical current. In this way, the currents and
potentials of H entry and exit can be monitored at both sides of the membrane, and related
to the OPD H or H^ evolution currents at the cathodic side. This electrochemical technique
is a very sensitive, reliable and accurate one. Further experimental details, including a
schematic setup, are described in Chapter 1 on experimental procedures used in the present
work.

There are two mechanisms of H absorption that have been recognised; one is associated
with direct H entry and the other involves the adsorbed H intermediate on the electrode
surface. The two mechanisms are written as follows:

a) direct H entry [Bagotskaya (110) and Frumkin (111)]:
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M+H++e-;Z^M-H.,,.

[24a]

b) with the adsorbed H surface intermediate, at coverage OH:

M+H++e-^MH, p^
followed by:
k.

MH.,, ^^MH.,, p4^
Equation [24b] can represent adsorption either of the UPD H, which, in the case of Pd
electrodes, can lead to absorption, or of the OPD H intermediate generated in the Volmer
step of the HER (eqn. 15 or 18) in the case of Fe and mild-steel studied in this thesis work
and referred to earlier. The first mechanism (direct H entry) was not supported by Bockris
et al. (112) who claim that the direct entry mechanism does not predict the observed results
and is unable to explain the hydrogen permeation behaviour through a membrane. The
reasons for this conclusion arose from a kinetic analysis of the consequences of the direct
entry mechanism (110,111), the results of which were inconsistent with the experimental
kinetic behaviour. Note that the "direct entry" mechanism could proceed by protontunnelling. It seems the second mechanism (with the adsorbed surface intermediate) is more
widely accepted as argued by Bockris et al. in ref.l 12.

The above steps leading to H adsorption and absorption, in relation to those involved in the
overall H2 evolution processes, are illustrated diagramatically in Chapter 5, Figure 11.

In 1996 Jerkiewicz and Zolfaghari (103) discussed three possible mechanisms of H
electroabsorption into metals: (a) HUPD occupying a threefold, octahedral surface site
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undergoes interfacial transfer to a subsurface site and subsequent transfer to an interstice
below the second surface monolayer becoming absorbed H, Habs. (b) HUPD does not undergo
entry into the host metal; it is HQPD occupying an on-top surface site which supposedly
moves to a threefold, tetrahedral surface site with subsequent interfacial transfer to a
subsurface site, followed by transfer to an interstice below the second surface monolayer,
becoming absorbed H, Habs. (c) HQPD occupying an on-top surface site undergoes direct
interfacial transfer to a subsurface site, a process which does not involve H adsorbed in an
octahedral or a tetrahedral site as an intermediate of the process.

Mechanisms (a) and (b) apply to Pd-type metals which reveal the UPD H phenomenon
whereas mechanism (c) describes a pathway of H absorption into metals which do not
demonstrate the UPD phenomenon such as Fe and mild-steel electrodes.

The H permeation current at the anodic side (x = L, measured from the entry side), which is
equivalent to the flux of H diffusing out, is given by Pick's first law for unit area as:

J--F^\

)^

[25]

where t represents time-dependency and L is the thickness of the membrane; D is the
diffusivity of H in the metal lattice and is usually assumed to be independent of
concentration in analyses of H diffusion. Hence (for the charging condition of constant flux
entry at the cathodic face, cf. next section) the anodic oxidative desorption current can be
expressed (see ref. 113) as:
2^.2
(2n+iy^Dt

Ji _i 4x^ (-1)"

—^-=1-—

J, - ^-^(2n+l)

4L2

[26]

where Joo represents the steady-state permeation current and n is an integer 0 < n < oo. By
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analysing the anodic permeation current transients, using this equation, the diffusion
coefficient of H inside the membrane, D (mol see'1 cm'^), is obtained. The concentration of
H at sub-surface layer, Co (mol cm'3), corresponding to a given charging current-density or
overpotential for the HER, can be calculated from the equation for steady-state
permeability, viz:

_FDC,
~L~

[27]

x. ii. Charging conditions and numerical treatments

The concentration profile of H and the penneation transient depend on the type of charging
conditions used and therefore the relevant initial and boundary conditions. Two simple
charging conditions (113,114) are discussed here for the diffusion of H into and through
metal bi-electrode membranes:

a) Constant concentration of H at the entry face

The concentration gradient with a constant concentration at the input side is illustrated in
Figure 5a. The initial and boundary conditions are given by:

t<0, 0<x<L; C=0 [28]
t=0, x=0; C=Co [29]
and
t>0,

x=L,

C=0

[30]

where the first condition refers to the situation before the start of cathodic charging. Solving

the differential equation [25] subject to conditions [28 - 30] yields the following expression
(113) for the anodic current:
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(a)

L>J

0\

Figure 5. Variation in concentration gradient of sorbed H for a membrane with (a) a
constant concentration at the input side; (b) a constant-flux at the input side [from

ref.(113)].
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[31]

where T = Di/L\

b) Constant entry flux at the entry face

For this condition, mathematical treatments have been derived (113) for galvanostatic
charging based on the assumption that a constant cathodic current creates a constant-flux
boundary condition at the entry surface. The concentration gradient with a constant-flux at

the input side is illustrated in Figure 5b.

The initial and boundary conditions are:
t<0, 0<x<L; C=0

[32a]

t>0,

x=0;

-4^-;.

[32b]

t>0

x =L;

c=o

[32c]

and

where Js denotes the constant flux. If the flux is taken to be independent of time, as
assumed for a constant charging current, and the initial concentration is zero, by solving
Pick's diffusion equation the anodic current is expressed as:

•', _i 4y (-1)"

/

^(2n+l)

exp

2_2
(2n+lY^Dt

4L2

[33]

Conditions a and b can result in different permeation current transients. These two
conditions can be associated with either potentiostatic or galvanostatic control, as was
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pointed out by Archer and Grant (115). Deciding which diffusion situation is appropriate
for the analysis of a particular system is dependent on factors such as type and thickness of
the membrane, cathodic electrolyte composition and the value of the applied cathodic
current-density or potential. Although a constant-flux boundary condition was shown to be
valid for Pd under appropriate galvanostatic conditions, it appears the constantconcentration condition fits better than the constant-flux one for the experimental results on
iron and mild-steel in HzS04 and NaOH solution (116). For some systems the experimental
data differ significantly from either those expected for the constant-concentration or for the
constant-flux condition. These deviations have been attributed to trapping, which has been
theoretically shown (117) to affect the shape of the permeation curve. It should be noted
that if the steady-state condition is reached (i.e. t —> oo), the concentration profiles of H are
the same for both charging conditions (i.e. for a linear concentration gradient:

^ =^).
^ JO<X<L L

c) Evaluation of Diffusivity

The diffusivity, D, can also be obtained from several principal time characteristics of the
anodic current transient (cf. Figure 6):

(i) Half-rise time
If the surface coverage of adsorbed hydrogen is constant on the input side and zero on the
exit side, the hydrogen ingress is controlled by diffusion in the bulk metal. Then the
diffusivity can be determined using eqn. [31] under the constant-concentration entry
condition. A common approach is to measure the time ti/2 required for j to reach 0.5 7'oo, so

that D can be evaluated (113,118) from:
0.379L2
1/2
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~

D

[34]

0^
^0

Figure 6. Variation of anodic current with time for a membrane with a constant
concentration at the input side [from ref. (113)].

(ii) Time lag
The best known characteristic is the time lag, tL (119). It is related to the time required to
attain a steady-state flow through the sample after charging has begun. The time lag can be
evaluated from the charge-time dependence on the anodic side. When the anodic current
reaches a steady-state value, the charge follows a linear dependence on time which, on
extrapolation, yields IL as the intercept on the time axis. Alternatively, IL can be measured
(41) simply as the time corresponding to j Ij^ = 0.6299./oo.

(iii) Break-through time
The break-through time, tb, is essentially the time needed for hydrogen to begin arriving at
the anodic output side. It is obtained by extrapolation of the tangent at the inflection point

to the initial level of the output current, and is related (114) to the diffusivity by:

(,.=0.54
^ ~^'^^1

n"D

[35]

(iv) Permeation transient curve fitting
Under certain charging conditions, the diffusivity, D, can be evaluated from fitting the
experimental H permeation transients to the diffusion model, using suitable equations. For
example, conditions are described in Chapter 2 where the electrode was charged at small
currents under galvanostatic conditions, so the constant-flux condition is satisfied; then eqn.

[33] can be used to obtain the diffusivity, D.

xi. Relations Between H Adsorption, Absorption and the H2 Evolution Process

The absorption of H by transition metals under cathodic polarization in aqueous solutions
and in wet corrosion (120,121) is a topic of major interest in electrochemical surface
science and in the materials-science of metals. The process of H sorption into Fe and
particularly high-strength steels is well known to be promoted by catalyst poisons (P) such
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as As and S-containing compounds that are strongly chemisorbed at the metal. The
mechanism(s) of the promotion effect is (are) poorly understood and quite controversial
(31,122). They must, however, be intimately connected with steps in the HER and the
involvement of chemisorbed H in that process.

The study of poisoning of catalyst surfaces played an important and historical role in
elucidation of the phenomenon of heterogeneous catalysts through the discovery that tiny
quantities of poisons could have a large effect on the rates of heterogeneous reactions
(123,124,125). Similar low-level effects of poisons were demonstrated in electrocatalysis of
the HER (46,126). These results led to the concept of "active centres" on catalyst surfaces.

When the electrode membrane is charged cathodically, adsorbed H is generated on the
cathodic side. Under OPD conditions some of this discharged atomic H forms molecular
H2 and escapes as gas bubbles. However, at the same time, a part of it becomes transferred
into the metal membrane (e.g. [24c]) and diffuses to the opposite electrode interface (anodic
side). Considering the HER to proceed in parallel with H absorption, the kinetic rate
equations for the processes at the cathodic side of the membrane can be written as follows:

v, =k,{\-e,} expl-pFrj/RT] - k_^ exp[(l - ffiFrj/ RT] ^
v,=k,0^xp[-/3Frj/RT]-k_,(l-0^xp[(l-/3)Frj/RT]
v^k^-k_,(l-0,)1
and for transfer of adsorbed H across the electrode surface into the metal:
V4 = KabsuH ^max - L-0 ^ ~ Kdes ^0 ^1 — yfl'

where ki, k^ and ks are the respective rate-constants" of the reaction steps in eqns. [36], [37]
and [38], for both forward (i.e. ki) and backward (i.e. k.i). kabs and kdes are rate constants of

The rate-constants are defined as including the concentrations of the reactants or products at the surfaces, for

example k^ = k\a^ ; k_^ = k^a^.
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the reaction in eqn. [39]. With Co representing the concentration of H transferred just inside
the metal at x = 0, and C,nax, is the value of Co for saturation conditions. This is an essential
concept for proper kinetic treatment of the process of H sorption in relation to that of H
adsorption on the outer surface of the electrode and has formed the basis of the important
paper of Lasia and Gregoire (45) in which, e.g. the time-dependences of OH and Co have
been calculated for various assumed values of rate-constants.

The concentration gradient and therefore the hydrogen flux, J(x,t), vary through the
membrane with time and distance, so that the anodic current transient represents the
variation in the flux at the output side. The permeation current eventually reaches a steadystate value as the concentration gradient in the membrane become linear, then the H
diffusion flux into the metal at the entry side is directly equal to the flux at the anodic
output side; i.e.:
/ =77D2=lo-=Fv.

7.=^Y=^4

[40]

Thus the H permeation current-density at the anodic output side can be calculated as:

FD^ _FD^ A^A
,_=roc^roc_
'a ~~.~^0 ~~,~^m&\

^a-(?«)+-l+^A [4i]

The change of surface coverage of H with time, dOn/dt, is proportional to the net rate of
production of MHads, which will be zero in the steady-state, so that

^-=Vl-V,-2V3-V4=0

[42]

The Faradaic current-density, y'c, is proportional to the rate of electron consumption, ro,
which is equal to the sum of vi and V2. Thus
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7,/F=ro(<9^,77)=^+V2

[43]

Taking into account all the rates in eqns. [36 - 39], the steady-state H coverage, GH,can be
calculated by fitting both the experimental current-densities at the cathodic (/c vs r|) and
anodic sides (/a vs T|) simultaneously to eqns. [41] and [43]; then the kinetic parameters
involved in the reaction can be obtained. The kinetic relations between the H adsorption,
absorption and H2 evolution can then be analysed.

xii. Effect of Competitively Chemisorbed Poisons on H Absorption and H2
Evolution

The H-sorption promoting effects are of great interest for possible improvement of extents
and rates of H absorption/desorption of metal-hydride battery-anode host materials. The
presence of certain catalyst-poison compounds has considerable influence on the transfer of
H into metals. These compounds are usually the elements such as As, Te, S, P, Bi, Pb and
Hg or derivatives thereof. The effectiveness of these various compounds of these elements
in promoting H entry has been classified by various investigators corresponding to different
results. Various results and explanations have been reported in earlier literature. Newman
and Shreir (127) found that the permeation of H increases with increasing concentration of
the promoter up to a certain level beyond which it levels off or decreases. Fontana and

Staehle (128) observed that addition of arsenite is not effective in the low cathodic
overpotential ranges in which it acts more like an H inhibitor. At higher overpotentials,
however, the promotion effect is observed.

Several theories has been put forth to account for the action of H promoters. According to
Smialowski (129), the promoter effect arises from the formation of hydrides such as AsHs,
PHs, etc. Shuler and Laidler (130) consider the effect as arising from an increase in M-H
bond strength. Conversely, Subramanyan (122) quotes an opposite view that poisons
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diminish the adsorption bond strength of H to metal surfaces. Some Soviet investigators
think that colloidal particles (origin unclear), supposedly formed during electrolysis,
promote the entry of H and that in presence of poisons, H enters the cathode material as
protons (131,132). According to Evans, the poisons interfere with the H recombination
step, thereby increasing the probability of H entry into the metal (133). The previous
explanations, however, took no account of the diminution of the H coverage on cathode
surfaces due to the competitive adsorption of the poisons. Some of the previous suggestions
seem physically unrealistic (122) or are merely manifestations of the behaviour and not the
physical process leading to the H absorption promotion effect.

Recently the promotion effect was dealt with by Jerkiewicz and Conway (31), using a
thermodynamic approach, and independently by Marcus and Protopopoff (134). They
investigated possible changes in the chemical potential of adsorbed H, (AH, brought about by
the coadsorption of poison species. The basis behind this was that the presence of P led to
changes of the configurational component of HH which in turn could increase the driving
force for H entry into the metal lattice, assuming, as is usually done, that H enters via the
adsorbed H intermediate. It was later shown (31), however, that these changes of the H
coverage, brought about by chemisorption of P, could account for promotion of H sorption
only when effects such as lateral surface-dipole interactions and/or communal electronic
effects in the surface layer were sufficiently significant to lead to a change (increase) in ^H.
The nature of the interactions between H and P that are needed to change |A,H in a way that
the chemical potential for H sorption is increased would have to be repulsive. In this way,
however, the coverage of OH would tend to be decreased to a greater extent than for the case
without interactions. These two effects thus tend to run counter to each other so that the
overall increase in p-n will be negligible in relation to the types of promoting effects seen

experimentally (31).
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The poisoning effects associated with competitive chemisorption of As and S-containing
compounds on the behaviour of the HER, and the hydrogen permeation at Fe and mild-steel
have been investigated in the present work. The poisoning effects of chemisorbed sulphide
species on the behaviour of the UPD of H (i.e. below the Hi/H reversible potential) and
hydrogen absorption at Pd have also been examined. In the presence of poison species, the
exponential terms involving the Pg(0H + Op) factors represent modification of the rateconstants jointly due to induced heterogeneity caused by the communal interactions
between the adsorbed P and H atoms (31,85,135), for a given total coverage by P and H.
Such terms have been included in the kinetic rate equations because they are based on the
communal interaction model. This leads to simplifications since the case for which
interactions between the P and P and H and H arise individually need not be included. Their
inclusion would bring several extra variables into the equations thus making the kinetic
fitting procedure, which is already very complex, become impossible (see Chapters 2, 3 and
4).

The above problem was treated in some detail in the paper by Conway and Gileadi (85)
where those types of example were considered for treating interactions between two species
coadsorbed on a surface.

The results presented in later chapters have been quantitatively evaluated by means of
several experimental and computational methods, including the recently developed (136)
kinetic fitting method (steady-state polarization measurements performed at both sides of
the membrane electrodes simultaneously, then analysed by fitting the kinetic rate equations
for all the constituent partial reactions involved) and some other methods such as
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy, cyclic-voltammetry, potential-relaxation
transients and H permeation transients. These results, to be described and analysed in
subsequent sections of this thesis, provide the quantitative basis for better understanding of
the effects of poisons on H coverage and H absorption.
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CHAPTER 1
EXPERIMENTAL
1.1 Choice of Experimental Procedures

Where possible, experimental results and conclusions should be obtained by using more
than one instrumental method. The nature of the experimental work, and the aims of the
present research, necessitated complementary use of both steady-state polarization
measurements (Tafel relations) and nonsteady-state procedures such as electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy (EIS), recording of potential-relaxation transients (137) from prior
steady-state polarization, and cyclic voltammetry. Complementary steady-state polarization
and H-permeation experiments were also conducted and are important and essential
methods for studying H electrodeposition, coupled with its sorption and desorption, and for
examination of the effect of chemisorbed poisons on the coverage of H, GH, in the UPD and
OPD H regions at Pd, and OPD H at Fe and mild-steel electrodes in the case of the present
work.

In the steady-state polarization measurements, the charging currents at the cathodic side of
metal membrane bi-electrodes (136) were measured simultaneously with the penneation
currents recorded at the anodic side so that the appropriate kinetic rate equations could be
fitted by means of a computer using a non-linear least squares method. An important aspect
was to evaluate the relationship between H coverage on the surface and the H transfer into,
and diffusion through, the membrane electrodes and how the latter processes are affected by
the influence of chemisorption of poison species on the OH and the H concentration (Co) in
the subsurface layer. Through these kinetic measurements, a basis for evaluation of the
mechanism of enhancement of H permeation was provided.
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1.2 Electrochemical Cells and General Setup

The majority of the experiments involving iron, mild-steel and palladium electrodes, and
the poisoning studies, were performed using two three-compartment electrochemical cells
with a common, metal membrane bi-electrode as the working electrode. A schematic
representation of the cell and the electrical circuit involved is shown in Figure 7. This cell,
described by Devanathan and Stachurski (41), was based on the one used by Frumkin and
Aladjalova (107). Hydrogen is cathodically generated on one side of the metal membrane.
Some of the discharged atomic H combines to form molecular H2 and escapes as bubbles
but, at the same time, a fraction of the adsorbed atomic H becomes absorbed into the metal
membrane and diffuses to the opposite side of the bi-electrode. At that side the potential is
maintained sufficiently positive so that all the arriving H atoms are instantly oxidised,
generating an equivalent electrical current. In other words, this current is equivalent to the
flux of the H atoms exiting at this anodic side of the membrane.

Each of the three-compartments of the cell is respectively similar to those of conventional
three-compartment cells. The reference electrode compartment was separate but connected
to the working electrode compartment by a Luggin capillary extended very close to the
membrane electrode to minimize the "IR" drop in solution. The counter-electrode
compartment was isolated from the main compartment by a wetted glass stopcock which is
conductive through the electrolyte at the rough surface between the stopcock's key and
barrel, in the usual way. This allows current to pass between the working and counterelectrodes but prevents migration of oxygen from the counter to the main working-electrode
compartment.

All the glass components of the cell, prior to the experiments, were thoroughly cleaned by
soaking in hot concentrated sulphuric acid for several hours, rinsing in distilled water at
least four times and finally washing with the electrolyte solution.
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Figure 7. A typical permeation cell for study of diffusion of H through a metal membrane.
Although not shown, provision is usually made for deaerating the electrolyte

[from ref. (113)].
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1.3 Electrochemical Measurement Techniques

1.3.1 Cathodic HER behaviour and H permeation measurements

Measurements of steady-state currents, resulting from controlled but variably applied
potential, provided the required information on the overall kinetics of the electrode
processes of hydrogen evolution and H permeation. All measurements made in the course
of this work utilised an automated, computer-controlled, data acquisition system and
employed software developed in previous years in this Laboratory.

The potentiostat/galvanostats used for control of the two three-compartment cells for the
HER and coupled H permeation measurements were required to have the same ground
potential for the working electrode. The instruments of choice were two of the following
Hokuto/Denko potentiostats: HA-501 and HA-301, controlled by an HP 9000 series
computer. An HP-IB-compatible digital-analogue converter (Kepco, Model SN488-122)
was used to supply the desired potential to the external control input of one of the
potentiostats (Model HA-301, Hokuto Denko Ltd.) to provide the controlled potentials.
This D/A converter gave 13 bit resolution over ± 1 V or ± 10 V, which corresponds to
minimum potential increments of 0.2 mV or 2.4 mV, respectively. The corresponding
currents resulting from the applied potentials were monitored by means of an HP-IB-

compatible digital multimeter (Keithley, Model 195A) and recorded by the HP computer.

The computerized experimental setup allowed convenient use of staircase and rectangular
potential programmes for polarization measurements (here, for the H permeation
experiments, the staircase function was chosen to generate the steady-state measurements).
The current data were acquired 4 times after the programmed overpotentials were applied
for 200 to 1000 s (depending on the type of metal membrane and experimental conditions
involved). A final current reading, corresponding to the polarization overpotentials, was
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then calculated (averaged) by the computer and displayed simultaneously on the computer
screen and stored later on a disc. The Tafel measurements were "IR"-corrected and then
plotted using an HP 7470A Plotter.

When the steady-state cathodic HER currents and the corresponding anodic H permeation
currents were measured simultaneously, two Keithley digital multimeters (models 195 and
195A) were then controlled by the HP computer. The latter acquires both the cathodic and
anodic currents at the same time after the programmed overpotentials were applied for
certain periods of time until the steady-state condition at the surface of the membrane was
reached at each potential.

For the H permeation transient measurements, the H entry side of the metal membrane was
polarised galvanostatically so that a constant-flux condition could be maintained at the
entrance face. The anodic H permeation transients, y*a(t), were recorded on a Nicolet 310
digital oscilloscope for data analysis.

The cathodic and anodic compartments were deaerated by passing H2 and N2 through the
respective cells before and during experimentation. The compartments of each of the halfcells contained, in all experiments, 0.2 mol dm NaOH solution prepared from BDH,
Aristar grade material, using Millipore 18.2 MQ.-cm water. The 0.2 mol dm'3 NaOH was
used in order to avoid or reduce corrosion attack of the metal membranes in the case of Fe
and mild-steel electrodes. The cathodic (H entry) side could be controlled either
potentiostatically or galvanostatically. The anodic desorption side was held at a constant
potential (0.58 V vs RHE), appropriate for oxidation of diffused H, without surface
oxidation (see section 1.4.1) becoming significant.
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1.3.2 Potential-relaxation transient measurements

Recording of potential-relaxation transients provides (138,139) a valuable tool for study of
the electrochemical behaviour of the HER in the overpotential range. Such measurements
provide kinetic and adsorption information in the "time-domain", complementary to those
derived from "frequency-domain" (EIS) procedures. Open-circuit potential-relaxation
transients were recorded following the interruption of currents by means of a vacuum

mercury relay (AMP Potter and Bmmfield, Model JMF 22000-71) controlled by a suitably
debounced micro-switch. This mercury module gave a clean interruption of current in a
very short time (duration less than 1 |Lls) with no noise being introduced at the
commencement of the potential transient. Before the interruption of current, similar
experimental conditions were maintained as those for the Tafel measurements under steadystate polarization conditions. The potential vs time relaxation transients were recorded

digitally by means of the Nicolet digital oscilloscope (Model 310).

In some of the time-domain experiments, two or three oscilloscopes were operated in
tandem to cover potential-decay over a total of 6 or 7 decades of time change, starting in the
p-s region. The oscilloscopes were simultaneously triggered from the same actuation signal
of the mercury relay when the current was interrupted. Steady-state current-densities were
monitored prior to the interruption of currents. Since each digital oscilloscope can record
4000 data points, the horizontal time-scan rates were typically set at 1 p-s/point for the first
oscilloscope, 500 jLls/point for the second and 200 ms/point for the third one, depending on
the electrochemical system under study. It is very important that full-range potentialrelaxation transients are recorded in order to be able to make meaningful analyses, i.e.
transients for which the potential relaxes over a wide range, down to or near the reversible
potential.

The data acquired from the oscilloscopes were stored on disks and then treated using
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software developed in our Laboratory in QuickBasic on an IBM PC. Data from the
different time-scales were joined smoothly into one full curve. Very clean potential vs time
relaxation transients were obtained from the careful measurements described above. The
potential transient figures were plotted by means of EXCEL software and printed out using
a HP Laserjet HI printer.

For the open-circuit potential-decay transient measurements, special attention must be paid
to reduce the noise of the primary T|(t) data, since for the best numerical differentiation or
for the curve joining, the T](t) results must be as noise-free as possible. The required
conditions are realised by carefully grounding all instruments together with the working
electrode, and shielding and shortening the reference electrode wires.

1.3.3 Cyclic voltammetry

The technique of cyclic voltammetry (93,94), or CV, involves the procedure of sweeping
the potential linearly in time between two potential limits, under the control of a
potentiostat (acting as a "potentiodyne") at a constant sweep-rate, s, and recording the
potential (time)-dependent current response. The dynamic current-density vs potential
profile can provide uniquely detailed information about a particular surface process, such as
underpotential deposition (UPD) of H, surface oxide formation and anion adsorption, etc. In
the present work, interest was mainly focused on the measurement of the underpotential
deposition of H at (and into) Pd. Chemisorption and desorption, of poison, and its effects on
the UPD H adsorption, were also quantitatively investigated by means of the CV technique.

Instruments used for CV measurements consisted of the following components: (a) a
function generator (Model HB-104, Hokuto Denko Ltd., Japan) which provides a linearlyvarying, time-dependent input potential to a potentiostat; (b) a potentiostat (Model HA301,
Hokuto Denko Ltd., Japan) which controls potentials and monitors current responses; (c) a
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digital oscilloscope (Nicolet 310) which records current, j vs V profiles in two channels;
and (d) a low-frequency filter which is used to reduce electronic noise (the 60 Hz city

electricity noise). A digital multimeter (Racal Dana model 4002) was used to give a
continuous read-out of the voltage to monitor the polarization potentials. Purified N2 gas
was continuously bubbled through the working compartment to reduce or eliminate
dissolved Oi in the solution. The counter-electrode compartment was kept closed all the
time to prevent traces of anodically generated 02 from diffusing to the working-electrode
compartment. Data recorded from the oscilloscope could be stored on disks and treated on
the IBM PC using the softwares developed previously in our Laboratory; the CV's were
then plotted using EXCEL software.

1.3.4 A. c. impedance measurements

A.c. impedance spectroscopy is a powerful complementary tool for studying the
electrochemical interface, and electrochemical behaviour of the HER and H adsorption in
the range of cathodic overpotentials.

The system used for impedance measurements consisted of a Solartron 1255 Frequency

Response Analyser in conjunction with a PARC M273 Potentiostat with option 92 or the
Solartron Electrochemical Interface 1286, controlled by ZPLOT software (Scribner
Associates Inc.).

The Solartron affords a fast and accurate means of measuring a system's frequency
response to various input signals. It consists basically of a programmable sinusoidal
generator and an analyzer. The generator provides an output signal of known amplitude
(A) (under most conditions, the root-mean-square of the amplitude, Amis, is 5 mV in the

present case) and frequency (f) in the form Asin(27rft). This signal is addressed to the
electrochemical system to be tested, through the potentiodyne.
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The response of the electrochemical system to its input signal has a fundamental a.c.
component in the form of Rsin(27Tft+(p). In simple terms, this means that the response of
the system has an amplitude, R, different from the input amplitude, A, and a phase-angle
shift, (p. The function of the analyser is to accept the electrochemical system's response to
the stimulus signal of the generator using a correlation process, resolving it in terms of R
and (p, or as real and imaginary components of the overall impedance for plotting the
response data in the complex plane. Relations of phase-angle and log | Z |, the impedance
vector, to log f can also be analysed and displayed simultaneously as Bode plots.

The frequency range was set from 6.5 x 104 to 0.01 Hz, scanned in a stepwise sequence
(typically 10 steps per decade) on a logarithmic scale. A short integration time was selected
in using the Solartron 1255 FRA, so that only short measurement times (about a few min.)
were required to complete the full range of frequency scan. Before a given frequency scan
started, the electrode was polarized under the same conditions as those for the steady-state
measurements. Very good reproducibility of the impedance spectra was confirmed by

sweeping the frequency from high to low ('LOG DOWN') and then from low to high
values ('LOG UP') in the scan.

The impedance spectra were fitted by means of a complex, non-linear, least-squares

immitance fitting program, LEVM (140), and treated using ZSIM software based on
equivalent-circuit models.

1.3.5 Studies on effects of catalyst poisons

The arsenic- or sulphide-containing poison species were chosen for the surface poisoning
studies in order to examine the effects of two chemically different poisons on the H
adsorption and absorption behaviour at the metal membranes. The effectiveness of various
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elements in promoting H entry has been classified by various investigators (122), as was
discussed in Introduction of this thesis. The arsenic poisoning species was considered to be
the stronger poisoning agent for H sorption promotion while sulphide species was found to
be relatively less active in promoting H entry (141,142,143).

In order to have accurate poison additions, weighed poison chemicals (As20s, 99.95 %
purity, analytical grade, obtained from Aldrich Chemical Company or NazS, 98.5 % purity,
obtained from Johnson Matthey Inc.) were first dissolved in the 0.2 M NaOH solution in a
relatively high concentration. Then an adjustable-volume, digital micropipette (from
Oxford, USA) was used to measure precisely the amount of stock poison solution to be
added into the 0.2 M NaOH electrolyte in the working compartment (m situ adsorption)
which was stirred by H2 gas bubbling, resulting in a uniform and known concentration after
a few seconds.

1.4 Electrodes

1.4.1 Working electrodes

Fe electrodes: The Fe membrane electrodes were the as-rolled pure iron foils or membranes

supplied by Goodfellow (UK) and had a size of 22 x 20 mm, a thickness of 0.5 mm and
were of 99.99 + % purity. In order to eliminate or relieve the rolling stresses, the iron foils
were annealed in high vacuum at 600 C for 2 h and then cooled down in the furnace.

Mild-steel electrodes: The mild-steel was cold-rolled steel RC 90-100 supplied by Paxam
Steel Ltd, having a size of 22 x 20 mm, a thickness of 0.32 mm. The mild-steel membranes
were annealed in 02-free argon at 480 C for 3 h to relieve stresses. For both the Fe and
mild-steel electrodes the surface of the foils were polished using #1200, #2400 silicon
carbide papers sequentially. The diffusion sides of the membrane electrodes were covered
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with a thin film of Pd electrodeposited from a 10'4 M Pd(NOs)2 + 10~4 M NaNOz + 0.2 M
NaOH plating bath at a -100 pA cm'^ current for 2 h. This avoids corrosion in the alkaline
solution on the H-exit side under the condition of anodic polarization required for oxidation
of the diffusing H. This Pd film was also thin enough (~ 0.6 [im) not to interfere with H
permeation through the underlying membrane metal.

Palladium electrodes: The electrode foils used in comparative cathodic polarization and
permeation experiments at Pd were obtained from Johnson Matthey and had a size of 25 x
25 mm, a thickness of 0.1 mm and purity 99.9975 %. Prior to experiments, the Pd
membrane electrodes were annealed in vacuum (< 10 Torr) at 850 °C for 3 h.

1.4.2 Reference electrodes

Potentials of working electrodes are usually referred to the potential of a reference electrode
immersed in the same solution under study. Two kinds of reference electrodes were
employed in the present work. The conventional hydrogen reference electrode (at platinized
Pt; see below) was used in the cathodic-side compartment while a saturated calomel
reference electrode (SCE) was employed in the anodic-side compartment. A second
hydrogen reference electrode could not, of course, be used on that side due to possibility of
oxidation of diffused Hi. These reference electrodes were selected for compatibility since
they are thermodynamically reversible (non-polarizable electrodes) and stable with time at
constant potential in the experiments. They were also designed to conveniently fit the
construction of the cells.

Hydrogen reference electrode: The reversible hydrogen electrode, H~^H2(Pt), (RHE) is one
of the most commonly used reference electrodes in electrochemical experiments (144). It
was prepared by the usual procedure of electrodeposition of Pt from a 2 % chloroplatinic
acid (H2PtCl6) solution on to a bright Pt gauze. The Pt gauze (projected area ca. 1 cm2) was
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of 99.99 % purity and 100 mesh, supplied by Johnson Matthey Inc., USA. Purified N2 gas
was continuously bubbled into the reference compartment of the cell. The RHE was used
mostly in the cathodic half-cell compartment in the present work. The potential of the RHE
was very stable in all the experiments.

Saturated calomel electrodes: A double junction, commercially fabricated, saturated
calomel electrode (SCE) was employed as a reference electrode in the anodic compartment.
The SCE electrode has large exchange currents and therefore small sensitivity to
disturbances. The SCE reference electrode compartment was also separated from the
experimental electrode compartment by a closed, wetted stopcock.

1.4.3 Counter-electrodes

Pt gauzes, around 3-4 cmz in area, used as counter electrodes, were of 99.99 % purity and
100 mesh, supplied by Johnson Matthey Inc., USA. They were prepared by the following
procedure: first a Pt wire was flame-welded to a long piece of Ag wire to provide an
electrical contact; then "degreasing" in acetone was earned out for several hours and the
electrode was then sealed into pre-cleaned soft-glass tubing without contact with hands;
finally the Pt gauze was spark-welded to the Pt wire and cleaned in concentrated sulphuric
acid. The surface area of the counter-electrode has to be large enough to reduce polarization
at its surface. The latter electrode was set in a separate compartment of the electrochemical
cell with a closed, wetted stopcock, to avoid migration of anodically generated 02 to the
working electrode compartment since the working electrode is very sensitive to traces of Oi
when it is operating in the range of small overpotentials.

1.5 Gas lines

Nitrogen and electrolytic grade H2 gases, used for the hydrogen reference electrode and for
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deoxygenation (outgassing) of the solutions, were further treated in conventional
purification trains (145) before use, to remove traces of Oz since the latter is chemically
reactive and electrochemically reducible, leading to well known depolarization-current
problems. Actually, an account of the high sensitivity of the measurement system, residual
02-reduction currents of < 10'7 A cm'2 could sometimes be detected.

Hydrogen gas was passed through a gas train consisting of Mg(C104)2 as a drying agent,
molecular sieve (BDH type 4A), an oven containing Cu turnings and palladized asbestos at
623 K, and finally activated charcoal traps in liquid N2.

Nitrogen gas was passed through a similar gas purification train except that only Cu
turnings were used in the oven for removal of 02. The metallic surface of the Cu turnings
was periodically regenerated by passage of H2 through the oven.

1.6 Corrections for Effects of Solution Resistance

When the electrode potential is measured in the usual way, the potential unavoidably
includes any so-called "IR" drop due to solution resistance. The experimental errors due to
this "IR" drop become significantly large when appreciable currents are passed (146),
depending on the conductance of the solution. It is therefore important to make accurate
and reliable "IR"-drop correction measurements.

In the present work, all Tafel plots were corrected for the above 'W effects due to solution
resistance. "IR" drops were determined by the current-intermption method with digital
recording of the potential-relaxation transients made by means of a Nicolet digital
oscilloscope, Model 310. As described in section 1.3.2, currents were interrupted by means
of a fast vacuum mercury relay, controlled by a suitably debounced micro-switch which
gave a clear intermption of current without noise or "ringing" in the potential transient. The
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current interruption measurements were usually carried out at various currents. Then, by
plotting a set of "IR" drop vs current data, a linear relation can be obtained by using a linear
least squares fitting method, giving a slope R as shown in Figure 8. Ohm's law must be
followed when the measurement current was changed because "IR" drop is caused by the
current passing through the solution resistance. In this way, the solution resistance, R, can
be reliably determined since the usual inaccuracy in the reading of potential drop ("IR"
drop) recorded on an oscilloscope, due to slow time response, can thus be avoided.

The solution resistance can also be measured by means of a. c. impedance spectroscopy
using the Solartron Frequency Analyzer 1255 and the Electrochemical Interface 1286. The
R can then be obtained from the intercept on the real (Z') axis of the complex plane plot at
the high-frequency response end of the frequency scan.

The results of "IR"-drop measurements by the two methods were in quite good agreement.
"IR" drop corrections, based on these measured resistances, were applied in all the
polarization experiments, especially for electrodes polarized at relatively high cathodic
overpotendals resulting in passage of appreciable currents.

1.7 Detection of Arsine at Mild-steel Cathodes in the Presence of AsiOs

1.7.1 Marsh's test for detection of AsEb

AsHs can be fanned from As-containing electrolytes by cathodic reduction of As(ffl); its
detection is based upon the fact that arsine, a colourless and extremely poisonous gas with a
garlic-like odour (here mixed with hydrogen), when conducted through an heated glass
tube, becomes decomposed into hydrogen and a visible film of the metalloidal elemental As
(Marsh's test) which is deposited as a brownish-black "mirror" just ahead of the heated part
of the tube (the decomposition temperature of AsHs is about 300 °C).
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Figure 8. The relation of "IR" drop to applied current, measured by the potential-relaxation
method.
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A special test system was constructed as shown in Figure 9 for determining whether small
amounts of AsHs, electro-generated, could be detected in the hydrogen gas evolved at the
mild-steel cathodes. In the electrolytic cell, the ambient gas contains Hi and AsHs; they

have different densities (d(H2) = 0.0899 g dm'3; d(AsHs) = 2.695 g dm'3). The AsHs gas is
much denser than Hi gas, so the conducting tube must be put at a low position, just above
the electrolyte surface in the cell. This gas mixture was generated by cathodically polarizing
the mild-steel electrode gal vanostatic ally at - 40 mA cm'A in the AsOi'-containing

electrolyte [added As(III)] for 3 hours.

The gases were collected from the mild-steel electrode chamber and passed through the
heated glass tube. After the electrode had been polarized for 3 h, a brownish-black 'mirror'
deposit on the test tube was clearly observed (as shown in Figure 13 in Chapter 5), which is
characteristic of As generated by thermal decomposition of AsHs, generated from the
cathodically polarized electrode, the basis of Marsh's test.

1.7.2 Silver nitrate solution test for detection of AsHs

Another proof of the formation of AsHs was provided by observation that the gases
collected from the cathode surface, when passed through a silver nitrate solution, cause
generation of a blackish suspension in the solution on account of the reduction of silver ions

toAg(0)(147):
6AgN03 + SH^O + AsH3 —>H3As03 + 6Ag + 6HN03

[1.1]

An easily observable black suspension was formed in the silver nitrate solution after the gas
had been collected from the mild-steel cathode, polarized in the As02'-containing solution
for 0.5 h. This result is characteristic of the presence of AsHs; hydrogen gas itself does not
cause such a reduction reaction (147).
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Figure 9. An apparatus for testing for the presence of small amounts of arsine in the
electrolytically generated H2 at a mild steel cathode (Marsh's test).

The above two tests provided a clear qualitative indication that AsHs (or initially As) was
reductively electrogenerated during cathodic polarization in the presence of As(ffl) species.

1.8 Ex situ Surface Analysis of a Mild-steel Electrode Polarized in the As203-

Poisoned KF 2HF Melt

Effects of As-containing species on H permeation into Fe or mild-steel cathodes are
encountered in the technology of electrolytic ?2 production from KF-2HF melts. In the
present work, such effects have been studied comparatively at the same electrodes as in
aqueous NaOH solution; however, the mechanism of AsOi' reduction (e.g. AsOi first being
reduced to As, then AsHs) is similar in both electrolytes. In order to provide evidence for
deposition of As at the electrode surface, the mild-steel electrode samples were examined
by means of X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and energy-dispersive X-ray analysis

(EDX).
The mild-steel electrode samples which had been polarized in KF-2HF melt (its 'acidity'
may be considered in relation to analogy with the aqueous NaOH/H^O system) in the
presence of 2.5 x 10'3 at % AszOs were carefully washed by Millipore 18.2 MQ-cm water to
clean off any remaining KF-2HF melt which is easily dissolved in water. The arsenic
adsorbed or deposited on the electrode surface cannot be washed away because it is
insoluble in water. The mild-steel electrode samples were then examined by means of XPS
and' EDX. The results of such experiments showed that adsorbed arsenic is readily
observable using the former technique (135).

1.9 Kinetic Data-Fitting Procedure for Analyses of the Experimental Results

In earlier works on the kinetics and mechanisms of the HER at various methods, the
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approach has commonly been to den ve exchange current-densities (/c ) and Tafel slopes, b,
and then discuss or assign a mechanism in terms of a rate-determining step, on the basis of
b values. This is rarely an unambiguous procedure (except probably at Hg) and gives no
reliable or quantitative information on OH and its dependence on T|.

In the present work, a different and more complex approach, described below, has been
adopted in order to quantify the kinetic behaviour of the HER comparatively in the presence
and absence of two catalyst-poison species, SH' and As species, and thus to provide a new
approach to understanding the origin and significance of the phenomenon of enhancement
of H sorption into metal electrodes by adsorption of catalyst poisons.

It was mentioned in the introduction of this thesis that a thermodynamic analysis of coadsorption of poison species with H does not lead to a meaningful explanation of the poison
effects, so that a kinetic approach should be examined. This has been the basis of the
present work.

The procedure involved is to make "kinetic fitting" to the observed cathodic polarization
behaviour as a function of T| simultaneously with that to H permeadon rates recorded at the
same time and over the same ranges of r| values. The fitting procedure is based on use of

the electrode-kinetic equations ([36], [37] and [38]) given earlier for all steps of a given
pathway, coupled with the rate equations for H transfer (sorption) and diffusion into the
metal (the H permeation rates). The result of such operations, conducted by a computational
procedure (see below), is a set of rate constants for various steps from which can also be
derived the surface coverage, OH and 9p, of adsorbed H and P species as a function of
potential, i.e. in relation to the rates of H2 evolution and H permeation.

It is to be strongly emphasized that this procedure is not simply an operation of "curve-

fitting" to a series of experimental points (which would be trivial) but is a much more
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sophisticated approach to fit the experimental results to a series of non-linear, potentialdependent rate equations. Because of the latter's non-linearity property and the coupling
with the H permeation kinetics, the derived rate-constant data are not arbitrary since the
data are fitted simultaneously to a series of equations representing the kinetics of the overall
processes in terms of all steps involved. Details of the computational procedure are outlined
below and the main kinetic fitting program is recorded in an Appendix section of this thesis.
The required optimization (non-linear least squares) programme is the same as that used for
the a.c. impedance, complex non-linear least squares fitting program (LEVM version 4)
made by J. R. Macdonald.

Importantly, this procedure, which we refer to as "kinetic-fitting", also enables GH and 6p
information to be derived, as mentioned earlier.

The steady-state cathodic and anodic response currents in relation to applied overpotentials
on both sides of a membrane were digitally recorded simultaneously. These experimental
Tafel ffc - T|) and permeation (/'a - T|) data were first converted to a format required by the

fitting programme and then fitted to the kinetic eqns. [43] and [41] for the poison free case
(in the presence of poisons in the solutions, the fitting equations will also include terms for
poison reduction and modification of the rate constants due to induced heterogeneity caused
by the communal interactions (31,136) between the adsorbed "P" and H atoms in each of
the reaction steps) using a matrix of values of the rate constants and optimising the fit by
means of the non-linear, least-squares method performed using a FORTRAN program on
an RS 6000 system (Unix operating system). By this means, the kinetic parameters
involved in all steps of the reaction were obtained. The resulting kinetic data then enabled
the effect of poison enhancement of hydrogen entry to be elucidated in terms of a kinetic
approach, and OH and 9p values to be evaluated as a function of potential.

The mechanistic conclusions that have been reached in the present work originate from
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evaluation of a series of rate-constants derived by means of the above non-linear, least
squares fitting of the observed current vs potential relations to series-parallel potential and
H coverage-dependent contributions from equations [36], [37] and [38], and importantly
also in relation to the H sorption equation [39]. The lack of arbitrariness of the derived rate
constants can be argued from the following several points:

1) All rate-constants are defined as independent of the (over-) potential terms (i.e. the latter
are separated) in the equations involved in the fitting programme. There are eight equations,
for example, for the clean-solution case, to be used to evaluate seven parameters (which are
all independent of the potential term).

2) In the fitting procedure, an arbitrary change of the initial values of the introduced
parameters even by several hundred-fold always gave the same set of kinetic parameter
values as long as the fitting equations are convergent, indicative of uniqueness of the

solution. The fit quality factor (FQF) value had been compared during the fitting procedures
which give values, in most cases, in the range -200 to - 600 (the smaller the FQF, generally

the better is the fit).

3) The relative standard deviations of the derived rate constants, listed beside the respective
individual constants in the Tables, demonstrate good reliability of each of the determined
values of the rate constants.

4) In a "retro" consistency test, the rate constants from the fitting procedure were put back
into the equations to simulate the relations ofjc vs r|,7'a vs r| and r| vs OH; again the same
curves as those obtained by the fitting procedure resulted, indicating absence of cumulative
errors. With a slight change in the value of a given rate constant, the shapes of the

They still, of course, contain a hidden exp factor in the absolute metaVsolution potential difference at the
reversible potential (see page 12).
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simulation curves become changed and no longer represent the experimental behaviour.
This substantiates the consistency, sensitivity and applicability of the fitting programme to
given experimental results, and hence the uniqueness and self-consistency of the
parameters.
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CHAPTER 2
(Paper No. 1)

KINETIC RATIONALIZATION OF CATALYST POISON EFFECTS
ON CATHODIC H SORPTION INTO METALS:
RELATION OF ENHANCEMENT AND INHIBITION TO H COVERAGE
The absorption and permeation of H into transition metals under conditions of cathodic
polarization or wet corrosion is commonly enhanced by adsorbed catalyst poisons which,
however, supposedly decrease the coverage by adsorbed H, the intermediate in the
hydrogen evolution reaction. This unexpected direction of behaviour has remained
inadequately explained. How can the presence of catalyst poisons in electrolytes have
effects either of promotion or inhibition of H permeation into metals? How does the
permeation current through the metal and the coverage of H on the surface of metal depend
on the species of poison and conditions of polarization? How is the permeation current
related to the coverage of H on the surface of electrodes? How do poisons which decrease
H coverage increase the penneation of H? These questions have remained unclear for a
long time as explained in Introduction of this thesis.

It is known that poisons such as arsenic species are strongly adsorbed on the surface of
transition-metals on the right-hand side of the d-band (Fe, Ni, Co, Pt, Pd, Rh etc.). Effects
of As-containing species on H permeation into ferruginous metals such as Fe or mild-steel
cathodes are encountered in the technology of electrolytic Fi production from KF-2HF (at
85 C), in corrosion of such metals and at such cathodes in aqueous solutions.

In the present chapter, the paper describing poisoning effects associated with competitive
chemisorption of As-containing compounds on the behaviour of the HER and hydrogen
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permeation at Fe and mild-steel is presented. Such effects are studied comparatively vis a
vis those at the same electrodes in poison-free aqueous NaOH, using a DevanathanStachurski, bi-electrode membrane cell to follow H permeation currents in relation to
simultaneously measured polarization behaviour on the Hz-evolution side of the electrodes.
By means of the newly developed equation-fitting procedure (described in Chapter 2),
applied to the kinetics of all the constituent partial reactions involved, including cathodic
reduction of added As02' to As(0) and AsHs, and also considering the factors which
represent modification of the rate constants due to induced heterogeneity caused by the
communal interactions between the adsorbed H and poison species on the surfaces of Fe
and mild steel, a good account of the mechanism of the effects of As-species can be
derived.

Here it should be,mentioned that White et al. (148), in examining the effect of adsorbed Tl
in promoting H entry into HY-130 steel, assumed that only the H + H recombination step
was involved in £[2 formation. On the basis of kinetic equations for this process they
derived H coverage in the presence and absence of Tl, as a function of overpotential in the
HER. Significantly they found GH values appreciably increased in the presence of Tl.
However, there are no experimental indications that the recombination process controls the
rate of the HER at Fe or steels; on the contrary, Tafel slopes around 100 mV are usually
observed so that recombination control, on which their treatment was based, is not
indicated.

It has been found that the presence of As (initially as As02') significantly enhances H
permeation into Fe and mild-steel but only at appreciable cathodic potentials; however, it
reduces H permeation currents at less cathodic potentials. The effect involves reductive
desorption of As-containing species to AsHs (gas) coupled with increased H coverage at
high cathodic overpotentials, leading to enhancement of absorption and permeation, while
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at lower cathodic overpotentials, the presence of poison species blocks sites on the
electrode surface and reduces the OH.

The permeation current is not only related to the coverage of H, OH, but is more directly
determined by the H concentration, Co, at the sub-surface layer (see equation 41 in
Introduction). The Co is proportional to the ratio of the rate contributed by H absorption,
Vabs, to the sum of the rates contributed by H desorption, Vdes, H diffusion, Vdiff, and H
absorption, Vabs. While Vdes and OH can be significantly changed by the catalyst poison
species, the promotion of H sorption is shown to be largely due to the substantial reduction
of Vdes by the chemisorbed poison.

This paper is a result of my own essential and original contributions in development of
methodologies used, including the data-processing procedures, and in the experimental and
theoretical parts of the work. All of the writing of this part of the work was conducted by
the author of this thesis. Dr. B. E. Conway contributed, however, time for discussion and
editing of the final forms of published paper and this thesis. Similar contributions of Dr. G.
Jerkiewicz were also in the discussion and editing.
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KINETIC RATIONALIZATION OF CATALYST POISON EFFECTS
ON CATHODIC H SORPTION INTO METALS:
RELATION OF ENHANCEMENT AND INHIBITION TO
H COVERAGE

S. Y. Qian, B. E. Conway and G. Jerkiewicz, J. Chem. Soc., Faraday Trans., 94, 2945

(1998).
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Abstract
The absorption and permeation of H into transition metals under conditions of cathodic
polarization or wet corrosion is commonly enhanced by adsorbed catalyst poisons which,
however, decrease the coverage by adsorbed H, the intermediate in the hydrogen evolution
reaction. This unexpected direction of behaviour has remained inadequately explained.
Depending on the species of poison, H absorption can, in fact, be promoted or inhibited.
Effects of As-containing species on H permeation into Fe or mild-steel cathodes are
encountered in the technology of electrolytic ?2 production from KF-2HF (at 85 °C). In the
present work, such effects are studied comparatively vis a vis those at the same electrodes in
aqueous NaOH, using a Devanathan-Stachurski bi-electrode membrane cell to follow H
permeation currents in relation to simultaneously measured polarization behaviour on the H2evolution sides of the electrodes. By means of an equation-fitting procedure applied to the
kinetics of all the constituent partial reactions involved, including cathodic reduction of added
As02' to As(0) and AsHs, a good account of the mechanism of the effects of As-species can be
given. It involves reductive desorption of As-containing species to AsHs (gas) coupled with
increased H coverage at high overpotentials, leading to enhancement of absorption and
permeation. A critical factor is the interfacial sub-surface concentration (Co) of H in relation to
the surface-coverage fraction, OH, of adsorbed H on the surface of the electrode.

Introduction
The behaviour of hydrogen permeation into metals has been investigated intensively in
various areas, particularly energy conversion (e.g. Ni/metal-hydride batteries) and degradation
of transition metals, e.g. through spalling, hydrogen-embrittlement cracking and corrosion. Of
major significance in the present work is the sorption of H into fermginous metals such as Fe
and mild-steel as a result of cathodic polarization or corrosion under conditions where the
cathodic partial process in a solution is cathodic deposition of H from HzO followed by H2
evolution. It has been puzzling for a long time how the presence of catalyst poisons (P) in
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electrolytes can have effects either of promotion or inhibition of H permeation into metals,
depending on the chemical identity of the poisons, e.g. arsenic, sulfur species, amines and heavy
metals/' Thus poisons such as arsenic (As) species in their lower oxidation states (+3,0, -3)
and sulfur species, e.g. HiS and thiourea, which are known3 to be strongly adsorbed on
transition-metal surfaces, promote H ingress and permeation7'10'n but some amines ' and

Pb° inhibit H absorption into metals.
Adsorption of poisons generally blocks electrode surface sites, competitively
diminishing the coverage by adsorbed of H which is the intermediate resulting from discharge
of H+ in the cathodic Hi evolution reaction (HER). ' 2> ' This effect, it would be expected,
would reduce the tendency for entry and absorption of H into metals due to surface blocking
effects. In particular, it has been unclear how poisons which normally tend to diminish the
coverage by adsorbed H, from which absorption originates, could enhance H sorption into a
number of transition metals as discussed in some of our earlier papers.
Previous attempts to explain enhancement of H sorption by catalyst poisons have been
varied and evidently controversial, as follows: (i) poisons strengthen the metal-to-H bond at the
surface;17 (ii) metal-to-H bond energy is reduced in the presence of the promoting species as
then is the activation energy for the interfacial transfer process; ' (iii) formation of a volatile
hydride, e.g. AsH^ or H2S is an essential step, '19 resulting in formation of "H alloys of high

stability"; (iv) formation of "colloidal particles" (origin unclear!) catalyses H entry; ' and (v)
adsorbed poisons interfere with the H + H recombination step in the HER/
In an attempt to provide a thermodynamic basis of the promotion effect in terms of
chemical potentials of coadsorbed H and poison (P) species, we showed that under Langmuir
conditions of adsorption of H and P, the chemical potential, p,, of H at a given coverage, OH,
would not be changed by the presence of P. Then, if (J,H is not increased by the presence of P,
H sorption would not tend to be enhanced. However, enhancement would arise for
thermodynamic reasons for conditions where lateral H-P interactions on the electrode surface
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become significant.16
The aim of the present work is to study poisoning effects by arsenic species on hydrogen
transfer into and through Fe and mild-steel in aqueous NaOH solution, and its relation to the
hydrogen coverage on the metal surface and the kinetics of the HER. In the process of
commercial F2 production, mild-steel that is used as the cathode suffers corrosion resulting in

hydrogen blistering that is enhanced by the presence of As species in the KF-2HF melt (85 C)
used for anodic ?2 generation. The As also greatly affects the electrocatalytic behaviour of the
steel electrode. The use of a Devanathan-Stachurski23> bi-electrode, metal-membrane cell
enabled sensitive and quantitative H transfer and permeation measurements to be made as a
function ofcathodic overpotential, r|, and evaluation of H diffusion constants in the Fe or mildsteel electrodes.

Experimental
The electrochemical set-up for study of H permeation through a metal membrane or foil
was based on that of Devanathan-Stachurski. ' The membrane was clamped between two
separate cells sealed with an 0-ring on each side. Two potentiostats (Hokuto Denko, HA-303
and HA-501) were employed, one being used to provide potentials or currents to the cathodic
side of the membrane, and the other to provide constant potential at the anodic (diffusion) side
of the membrane. The two potentiostats had a common ground which was connected to the
working electrode.
Data were acquired and recorded using NIC 310 digital oscilloscopes, the collected data
being then transferred to a PC for subsequent processing. For Tafel polarization measurements,
the potential was applied for 200 to 500 seconds (depending on the type of membrane and
experimental conditions) at each given potential which was long enough for steady H
permeation currents to be reached; the latter could be measured as low as 0.01 pA, using a
noise-reducing, low-pass filter.

Both counter-electrodes were Pt gauzes. Reference electrodes were a double-junction
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saturated calomel electrode (SCE) in the anode cell and an Hb electrode in the cathode cell. The

electrolyte solution was 0.2M NaOH (BDH, Aristar grade) made up in high purity Millipore
distilled water. Pre-cleaned Hi and N2 gases were purged into the cathode and the anode
compartments, respectively, for removal of dissolved oxygen.
The Fe samples were the as-rolled pure iron foils or membranes supplied by Goodfellow
(UK) and had a size of 22 x 20 mm, a thickness of 0.5 mm and were of 99.99+% purity. The Fe
foils were annealed in high vacuum at 600 C for 2 h to relieve rolling stresses. The mild-steel
(cold rolled RC 90-100, supplied by Paxam Steel LTd.), having a thickness of 0.32 mm, was
annealed in 02-free Argon at 480 °C for 3 h. For both the Fe and mild-steel electrodes the

surface of the foil were polished using #1200, #2400 silicon carbide papers sequentially. The
diffusion side of the foil was covered with a thin film of Pd electrodeposited from a 10 M
Pd(NOs)2 + 10'4 M NaN02 + 0.2M NaOH plating bath at a -100 (iA cm'2 current for 2 h. This
avoids corrosion in the alkaline solution on the H-exit side under the condition of anodic
polarization required for oxidation of the diffusing H. The Pd film was also thin enough not to
interfere with H permeation through the membrane. A constant potential (0.58 V vs. RHE) was
held at the Pd-deposited anode side where diffusing H atoms become oxidized to H^ ions, but
was insufficient to cause surface oxide formation at the Pd.
The electrode foils used in comparative experiments at Pd were obtained from Johnson
Matthey and had a size of 25 x 25 mm, a thickness of 0.1 mm, and purity 99.9975%. Prior to
experiments, the electrodes were annealed in vacuum (< 10'4 Torr) at 850°C for 3 h.
Aqueous NaOH was chosen as the electrolyte and originated from a requirement of
comparing As poisoning effects in KF-2HF melts15 since that system is the F-analogue of strong
aqueous KOH (here, for convenience, NaOH was employed for conformity with other works
in the literature).
Weighed As203,99.95+% purity, as the initial P species, was introduced into the NaOH
solution in the cathode cell to give a concentration of 2.1 x 10~4 M.
By recording the cathodic and anodic response currents in relation to charging
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overpotentials, quantitative information concerning the kinetics and mechanism of hydrogen
adsorption, absorption and diffusion behaviour in the membrane in the presence of poisons was
obtained. The behaviour of H adsorption and absorption in Tafel polarization and H permeation
was modelled using rate equations for each of the steps of the Hi evolution reaction without any
assumptions being required about which is rate-determining. Based on the fitting of
experimental data through such kinetic modelling, an explanation of promotion of H penneation
into iron and mild-steel by adsorbed catalyst poisons can be provided and the relation between
permeation current density, 7a, the H concentration, Co and the H coverage was demonstrated.
The diffusion coefficients for H permeation in Pd, mild-steel and Fe membranes were
determined from the anodic-current transient by the ti/2 method^ and by fitting of the^t^'co curve
for the H flux according to Pick's diffusion laws/3 ti/2 is the half-time for rise of the permeation
current, 7*00 is the anodic transient current density attained in the steady-state of H transfer and
jt is the time-dependent permeation current density during the transient approach to the steadystate.

Theory
(a) Processes of Hydrogen Discharge and Entry into Metals
The treatment and interpretation of the polarization and related permeation rate results
is based on a fitting procedure (see below) using kinetic equations for the coupled processes
involved. The HER proceeds via the three well-known Volmer (la), Heyrovsky (Ib) or Tafel
(1c) steps. A fourth step, (Id) is important in the present case, viz. H transfer across the metal
interface into a sub-surface state 3> 27 and should be included in the overall electrode process
when H absorption and diffusion takes place. Following H entry into the sub-surface region, the
absorbed H atoms diffuse down the concentration gradient through the metal membrane and
immediately exit at the anodic side by oxidative desorption to H+ or HiO.
The various electrochemical steps are:
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M+e- +H,0^—i—>MH^ +OH~ (la)
'-1

k.

MHads + e- + H.O >H, + OH- + M (Ib)

k

'-2

or alternatively

k

MH^ + MH^ (—>H. + 2M (1c)
k-3

coupled with
^ak—^^ diffusion
MH^ < , 'MHabs )MH^ (Id)
'des

Here, MHads and MHabs represent the absorbed and absorbed H species at, and just in,
the metal, respectively. The rate of each step, including forward and backward directions of the
reactions, corresponding to the cathodic processes in eqn. (la, b, c, d), can be expressed by the
following rate equations:

vi = kiexp[-Pg(9H+ep)](l-eH-9p)exp[-pFTi/RT]

- k.iexp[(l-P)g(eH+Op)]eHexp[(l-P)FTi/RT] (2a)
V2 = k2exp[pg(9H+ep)]9Hexp[-pFTi/RT]
- k.2exp[-(l-P)g(eH+ep)](l-6H-9p)exp[(l-P)FTi/RT] (2b)
vs = ks exp[2pg(eH+9p)] On2 - k-s exp[-2(l-P)g(9H+9p)] (l-eH-Op)2 (2c)
and

V4 = kabs OR (Cmax - Co) eXp[Pg(0H+9p)] - kdes Co(l-6H -9p) exp[-(l-P)g(6H+9p)] (2d)
The exponential terms involving the Pg6 factors represent modification of the rate
constants due to induced heterogeneity caused by the communal interactions between the
adsorbed P and H atoms.15' 16 The surface concentrations ofreagents are already included in the
rate constants. OH and 9p are the fractional surface coverages by H and P, respectively; T| is the
cathodic overpotential, taken negative, (3 is the usual barrier symmetry factor (see Tables 1 and
2) and g is the lateral interaction factor.^0 g > 0 corresponds to repulsive, while g < 0 to
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attractive forces, ki to ks are the respective rate constants of the three steps in eqn.(la) - (1c),
including both forward (e.g. ki) and backward (e.g. k-i) reaction directions, kabs and kdes are rate
constants of step (Id), for forward and backward directions, respectively. Co is the concentration
of H in the metal at the sub-surface lamina, a monolayer or a few layers below the metal surface
and Cmax is the saturation concentration for H accommodation in the interstitial sites.
Each of the above kinetic equations is written with a common symmetry factor R and
interaction factor g having values shown in Tables 1 and 2. The assumption of common values
derived from the fitting procedure is, of course, an approximation, but any other choice would
make the fitting procedure arbitrary due to an excess of variables.
Reactions of As species (P) at the electrode also have to be taken into account and are
proposed as follows:

k

M + As02- (species) ~pa )M/As02~ads (3a)
The species initially adsorbed on the metal surface is AsC>2~; at cathodic overpotentials for H2
evolution, this species becomes further reduced to As0, then to AsHs which can leave the surface
as gas. The overall As reduction process is hence:
MAsO^ads + 2R^O + 3e~ —>M/As + 40H~

(3b)
M/As+SHp-hSe- —k£d->M+AsH:3+30H
We have demonstrated experimentally the formation of AsHs from AsOi' during the
HER at mild-steel, as is qualitatively well known; the reaction involves six electrons, kpa and
kpd represent rate-constants for poison adsorption and desorption processes, respectively. In the
steady-state, the coverage by adsorbed As is invariant with time, so that dOp/dt = 0; thus

kpa(l-Op) = kpd 9p expE-pFTi/RT] (4a)
giving
+

Note that if the As-containing species are in oxidation state V, e.g. as in AsFs or AsF6',

poisoning effects do not arise until some reduction to As(ffl) species has taken place15. This
is because of the diminished donor character of the As due to 5-, or 6- coordination by F.
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9p = kpa / (kpa + kpd exp[-pFTi/RT]) (4b)
which indicates that Op should be ay(r|). Importantly, it decreases with increase of -r| (the T|
difference between the reversible As/As02' and Hi /H^ potentials is a constant at constant pH,
and can be included in kpd; hence the T| here is still vs. Hi /H^ for convenience). The rate for the
reduction of poison species is:

Vp=kpd9pexp[-pFTi/RT] (4c)
For the anode reaction, according to Pick's first law, the H diffusion flux is proportional
to the H concentration gradient in the metal membrane; hence the penneation current j'a, is:

^=-FDt-^} =FDC./L
9X

).=L

u

(5)

which applies when the concentration of H at x = L is limitingly zero (Cexit = 0), where L is the
thickness of the metal membrane, and D is the H diffusion coefficient. The permeation flux also
corresponds to the rate of H entry, V4, in eqn.(2d). Thus

kabs OH (Cmax-Co)eXp[Pg(eH+ep)] - kdes Co(l-eH-6p )exp[-(l-P)g(6H+ep)] = DCo/L (6a)
or

Cmax kabs OH eXp/r y%f OH + Op )J

0~

kdes(l -0H-0p )^l-(l - P)g(0H + Op)] +^ + kabs OH ^P[ Pg( OH + 0p )J
Substituting eqn. (6b) into eqn. (5), the permeation currentj'a, can then be calculated as:
FCmaxkabs6>HeXp[^((9H + <9p)]
ja

T.

T.

_

C6c

1 + kdes^(l - 6>H - 6>p)exp[-(l- ^)g(6>H + <9p)] + kabs^(9Hexp[y%(6>H + (9p)]

Experimentally, the OH can be obtained in relation to T| from the joint fitting of
experimental Tafel and permeation data, i.e. the jc - r\ relation for the cathode reaction and the
7a - T| relation for H permeation. The Faradaic current density jc is proportional to the rate of
electron consumption, ro, which is equal to the sum of vi, V2 and Vp, the latter being the rate of
reduction of the poison species [eqn.(4c)]. Thus
y'c /F = ro(6H,r|) =vi + ¥2 + 6vp (7)
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Likewise, dOn/dt is proportional to ri, the rate of production of MHads; dGn/dt will be zero in the
steady-state,29 so that

(qi/F)(d9H/dt) = n(6H,Tl) = Vi - V2 -2vs - V4 = 0 (8)
where qi is the monolayer charge per cm for the overpotentially deposited (OPD) H
intermediate corresponding to OH = 1.
Note that for the case of H sorption into the cathode material, considered here, the
steady-state condition must include the rate, V4, of sorption of H into the metal from its outer
surface, and continuing diffusion through the metal.
Since ¥3 is defined as the rate of Hi production in eqn. (1c), or (on a molar basis) half
the rate of consumption of adsorbed H in this step, the consequence is that a factor two appears
in eqn. (8). Substituting all the rates in eqn. (2) into eqn. (8), OH can be calculated. By fitting
both the experimental Tafel (/c - T]) and permeation (/'a - T|) data simultaneously to eqn. (7) and
(6c) using a matrix of values of the rate constants and optimizing the fit by means of the nonlinear least-squares method performed employing a FORTRAN program on an RS6000 system
(Unix operating system), the kinetic parameters involved in the reaction were obtained. This
enables the effect of poison enhancement of hydrogen entry to be elucidated in terms of the
above kinetic approach.
The rate constants are not all independent even though the rate equations include the RgO
factors. The k values are constrained by the equilibrium condition for the overall reaction and
must obey eqn. (9):

kl k2 ^ k\ k3 ^ ^
k-ik-2 k-ik-3

Therefore two rate constants can be eliminated.
The mechanistic conclusions that will be reached in the present work originate from
evaluation of a series of rate-constants by means of nonlinear least squares fitting of the
observed current vs potential relations to series-parallel potential and H coverage dependent
contributions from eqn. la, Ib and 1c, and importantly also in relation to the H sorption eqn. Id.
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The question arises to what extent such fitting is arbitrary or empirical, i.e. how unique are the
derived rate constant values and thence the mechanistic conclusions.
The uniqueness of the derived rate constants can be seen from the following several
points: (1) All rate-constants are defined as independent of the potential terms (i.e. the latter are
separated) in the equations involved in the fitting program. There are eight equations, for

example, for the clean-solution case [(2a), (2b), (2c), (2d), (5), (6a), (7) and (8)], to be used to
evaluate seven parameters (which are all independent of the potential term). (2) In the fitting
procedure even a change of the initial values of the introduced parameters by several hundredfold always gave the same set of convergent values, indicative of uniqueness of the solution. (3)
In a "retro" consistency test the rate constants from the fitting procedure were put back into the
equations to simulate the relations ofjc vs r|,7'a vs r| and T| vs GH; again the same curves as those
obtained by the fitting procedure resulted, indicating the absence of cumulative errors. With a
slight change in the value of the rate constant, the shapes of the curves changed. This
substantiates the consistency and sensitivity of the fitting programme, and the uniqueness and
self-consistency of the parameters.

b) Permeation Transients
Under galvanostatic conditions for cathodic charging, the diffusion of H in the cathode
metal is governed by Pick's second law:
9_C_ ^ ^ 9 2 C
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~

9

x

2

(10)

At a given T|, the entry flux is assumed to be constant, and the boundary conditions according
toref.30,31are

t<0, 0<x<L: C=0 (11)
t>0, x=0: Js=-D(3C/3x) (12)
t>0, x=L: C=0 (13)
where D is the H diffusion coefficient, t the time and x is the distance into the membrane
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referred to the entry plane. C is the concentration of hydrogen as H. Condition (11) refers to the
situation before the start of cathodic charging. At the charging surface, the flux Js is constant,
being proportional to 3C/3x. At the exit side, the H concentration is reduced to zero. Therefore
the steady-state permeation current density isjoo = DFC(/L where F is the Faraday constant.

Solving the differential equation (cf. ref. 30, 32) for the boundary conditions in eqn. (11) - (13),
the ratio j //oo can be derived as

4- - 1 - ±S ^°-exp[ _^(^±2)^]

y, * n ffo 2n+l ~"rL 4L2 J ^4^

In the present work, the permeation transient experiments were performed under
galvanostatic conditions, so eqn. (14) was used in the evaluation and interpretation of the anodic
current transients. D can be evaluated from the fitting of the experimental H permeation
transients to the diffusion model using eqn. (14). The other simple method for determining D
is by measuring the half time, ti/2, which is the time required forj to reach 0.5/'co, measured from
anodic transients, so that D can be evaluated, as in ref. 31: ti/2 = 0.379I//D.

Results and Discussion
(a) Permeation Transient Fitting and the Diffusion Coefficient of H
A prototype system, H in Pd, which gives well-known behaviour, was first examined in
order to verify the proper functioning of the H absorption and transfer system for application
to Fe and mild-steel in the bi-electrode cell. Anodic current transients for a Pd membrane in 0.2
M NaOH solution at a constant cathodic current of -100 pA were recorded as shown in Fig. 1,
inset; a small current density was chosen to avoid the phase change in Pd.33 Shortly after the
cathodic charging, the transient current arises at the anode side, then increases and gradually
approaches a limiting value, corresponding to the attainment of a steady H permeation rate.
After terminating the charging, the permeation current rapidly declines towards zero (Fig. 1).
Upon reapplying the charging current, the permeation current increases again.
Fig. 1 also shows the normalized permeation current density (/t//cc) plotted vs time so that
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fitting according to eqn. (14) (solid line) can be made to the experimental data (circle points in
Fig. 1); the fit is so good that the line of best fit can hardly be distinguished from the profile of
points. An approximation calculation involving the first few terms (n = 0 - 7) of eqn. (14) was
made and fitted the whole curve satisfactorily except for the first few points, as shown in Fig.
1. A value of D = 2.8(±0.1) x 10~7 cm2 s-l was found from the nonlinear regression, and is
comparable to the literature values^ which range from 1.0 x 10'' cmA s-l to 6.3 x l0~/ cmA s-l,

depending on the method that had been used. Using the ti/i method gave a value of D
2.9(±0.3) x 10'7 cm2 s-l. The D values for H in Pd, evaluated using the above two methods, are
in quite good agreement, thus validating the procedures used.
H permeation transient current densities, ji, for Fe in 0.2 M NaOH solution were
similarly measured at various cathodic charging current densities. The current density rises
initially and reaches a maximum, then slowly decreases, as observed in other works8'35> 36 on
H permeation in Fe. The ti/2 was measured from the current transient, giving D for H in Fe as
4.5(±0.5) x 10 cm2 s-l, which is consistent with literature values3 that range from 1.2 x 10
cm2 S'1 to 8.3 x 10 cm s . The same method was used for determining D for H in the mildsteel electrodes and gave a value of 6.2(±0.4) x 10 cm s . Note that although it is often
assumed (as here) that D is independent of extent of H sorption, XH, the value of D may in fact
change with increasing XH, especially if phase changes arise.

(b) Fitting of the Steady-State £[3 Evolution and H Permeation Behaviour
The Tafel polarization and H permeation currents at various T|'S were recorded
simultaneously at the electrodes under steady-state conditions. Fig. 2 shows the Tafel plots (•,
D) and the corresponding permeation currents (•, 0) for the Fe electrode in 0.2 M aqueous

NaOH solution (empty symbols) and in the presence of 2.1 x 10 M AsiOs in solution (filled
symbols). The Tafel currents in the presence of As20s are much smaller than those for the clean
solution case, corresponding to diminution of the rate of the HER by the poison/'J An higher
T| is required for the poisoned electrode to reach the same given current as that for the non-
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poisoned electrode. However, the behaviour of the H permeation currents is interesting: for the
As-poisoned electrode, the ja is smaller than that for the clean solution at low overpotentials
(> -0.33 V) (Fig. 2) while for larger T| values (< -0.33 V) the permeation current increases
significantly (Fig. 2) and then becomes much larger than that in the absence of arsenic poison.
The solid lines drawn in Fig. 2 are for results fitted by using the above kinetic equations.
For the un-poisoned surface, 6p is, of course, zero and so is Vp. For the Tafel relation and anodic
permeation currents, both for the un-poisoned and As-poisoned surfaces, eqn. (6c), (7) and (8)
were used in the fitting procedure, employing again the non-linear least-squares method. The
resulting kinetic parameters and rate-constants derived from this procedure are listed in Table
1. It is seen that in the presence of arsenic, the rate constant of the electrochemical adsorption
step, i.e., ki, increases but the rate constants for electrochemical desorption, k2 and the H + H
recombination, ks, decrease.

Table 1. Kinetic parameters for Hi evolution and H permeation at Fe in 0.2 M NaOH
Parameters

Without AszOs

With2.1xlO'4MAs203

ki / mol cm~A s'

(4.4 ±0.2) x 10-12

(3.3 ±0.6) x 10-6

k-i / mol cm'^ s~

(3.6 ±0.4) x 10-11

(5.1±2.4)xl0-15

k2 / mol cm s

(1.2 ±0.2) x 10'12

(3.7±0.8)xl0'13

ks / mol cm s

(1.24±0.16)xl0-10

(1.03±0.56)xl0-l:)

kabs / cm s

(1.03±0.13)xl0~9

(1.84±0.4)xl0'lu

kdes / cm s

0.01

0.04

p

0.52 ±0.01

0.31±0.01

g

0

4.9±0.7

kpa / mol cm'^ s'

0

(4.7±0.3) x 10'11

kpd / mol cm s

0

(2.8±0.1)xl0-13
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The kinetic parameters obtained from the fitting procedure enable OH and 6p to be
derived as shown in Fig. 3 as a f^\), with and without the presence of As species; the rate
constants used were derived from the fitting of data in Fig. 2. In the clean solution, OH increases
with r| then approaches a limiting value near -0.4 V. In the presence ofAs02', Op decreases with
increasing T|. OH increases, however, "slowly" with T| in the IOW-T| region, but keeps rising until
around -0.8 V, then levels off. At smaller cathodic potentials, the OH value for the poisoned
surface is smaller than that without poison. However, at more cathodic potentials, it is surprising
that the OH with As present surpasses that without As203 present in the solution (see below for
explanation). The permeation currents from poisoned and un-poisoned solution in Fig. 2 show
similar behaviour to that of the OH - r| plots in Fig. 3.
The curve-fitting results for the Tafel relation and permeation currents at mild-steel in
0.2 M aqueous NaOH solution, with and without the presence of As20s, are shown in Fig. 4.
The corresponding kinetic parameters and rate constants derived from the fitting results are
listed in Table 2.
Fig. 5 shows clearly that the permeation current density (plotted on a linear scale) with
poison present is smaller at small rfs but rapidly increases and surpasses that without AsiOs
present at higher r|'s. Fig. 6 shows the resulting relationships of OH, with and without the
presence of As203, and of 6p to T|, using rate constants from the fitting of data in Fig. 4. In the
clean solution, OH increases with r|, then approaches a saturation value near -0.4 V (same as at
the Fe electrode). In the presence of AsOi', the behaviour of 9p and OH with increasing T| tends
to follow that found for Fe (see above).
Surprisingly, Figs. 3 and 6 both indicate that the H coverage in the presence of poison
becomes larger at higher T|'S than without poison. It is suggested that this effect arises because
the initially adsorbed As poison species becomes reduced to AsHs, which has been found to be
desorbed as a gas.15 The strongly adsorbed species may disturb the bonding between metal
atoms (or metal and a thin oxide film), leaving some activated (perturbed?) sites for the re-
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Table 2. Kinetic parameters for H2 evolution and H permeation at mild-steel in 0.2 M
aqueous NaOH solution

Without As20s

With2.12xlO-4MAs203

ki / mol cm s

(6.8±0.2) x 10-13

(6.10±0.03)xl0-7

k-i / mol cm s

(2.5±0.4) x 10'u

(1.4±0.01)xl0-14

k2 / mol cm s

(5.7±0.9) x 10~13

(5.9±l.l)xl0-12

ks / mol cm s

(1.2±0.3)xl0'10

(6.4±0.01) x 10'10

kabs / cm s

(2.1±0.4)xl0-8

(3.7±0.8) x 10-8

kdes / cm s

0.01

0.033

p

0.56±0.01

0.45±0.01

g

0

0.46

kpa / mol cm s-l

0

(2.9±0.6) x 10-9

kpd / mol cm s

0

2.8 x 10~14

Parameters

adsorption of H and renewed sorption. An interesting observation, relative to electrogeneration
of AsHs, in that of Radhakrishnan and Shreir who found that when AsHs generated outside
the cell was passed into the solution, the j\ for an Fe electrode was not increased. This behaviour
seems to be consistent with our observations. Probably, therefore, it is As(0) that is the
poisoning and permeation-enhancing species. Although AsHs is a trigonal pyramidal molecule

with a lone-pair of electrons, its fluctional behaviour (like NHs) could impair availability of the
lone-pair for chemisorption.

(c) Relation Between Co, OH and the H Permeation Current,7'a, Through Eqn. (6b)
Using the kinetic parameters obtained from the fitting procedure enables key factors
which can affect the H permeation current to be identified. Thus, using eqn. (6b), the H

concentration, Co, at the sub-surface lamina, can be calculated. The physical implications of eqn.
(6b) are very clear: Co is the product of Cmax and the ratio of the rate of H absorption, Vabs, to the
sum of the rates of H desorption, Vdes, H diffusion, Vdiff and H absorption, Vabs, i. e.:
o ~~ ^r

(15)

Vabs

Vdes + Vdijf + Vabs

If the rates of H desorption and H diffusion are very small or negligible compared to the
rate of H absorption then the Co in eqn. 6b is equal to Cmax. Therefore the permeation current
can reach a maximum value when the other parameters are not changed. If these two terms are
larger than (or close to) the rate of H absorption, then Co will be smaller than Cmax, so that the
permeation current would tend to be reduced. The value of Co depends, of course, mainly on
which term in the denominator of eqn. (6b) has the largest value.
The value of each of such terms can be calculated by using the parameters obtained from
the fitting procedure and the values of OH and 6p, over the potential range from 0 to -1 V for four
conditions, as shown in Table 3. It can be clearly seen that for each case there is one term having
a value much larger (here written in bold type) than that of the others so that the other terms can
be virtually eliminated. It is not a coincidence that for both Fe and mild-steel in the absence of

Table 3. The derived values (cm s-l) for each term of the denominator in eqn. (6b)

kdes (I-OH -Op) exp[-(l-P)g(OH+9p)]

D/L

kabsOHexp[pg(9H+9p)]

Fe clean

0.04 - 0.01

0.0009

< 4.9 x 10-9

Fe poisoned

<L3xlO-8

0.0009

< 8.29 x 10-10

0.01 - 0.0046

0.000188

<l.lxl0-8

<2.3 x 10 -7

0.000188

<4.51xl0-8

M-steel clean
M-steel poisoned

poison, the first term is much larger than the others while, in the presence of poison, both Fe and
mild-steel have the second term much larger than the others. The first term, for both the Fe and
mild-steel cases, is evidently significantly reduced because of the effect of the poison adsorption
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at low T|'S and the increased OH at higher T|'S. Therefore the inside surface H concentration. Co,
also increases as shown in Fig. 7.
For both Fe and mild-steel, in the absence of AS203 (clean solution case), by eliminating
the second and third terms, and taking g = 0 in eqn. 6b, the ja is then:
•D ^ kabs^H

J-=ITl-m"k^l-0H) d6)
It is clear (and obvious) that the permeation current is proportional to the ratio of the rates of
hydrogen absorption, kabs©H , and hydrogen desorption, kdes(l-OH). On the T| scale it is only
dependent on the change of OH/ (1-On) in eqn. (16) because all other parameters are constant
with change ofr|.
In the presence of poison, the first and third terms in the denominator of eqn. (6b) are
negligible, relatively so that the permeation current becomes:

Ja = F Co^ = FCmax kabs 6'H eXp[^g(6>H + 6>p)] ^7^
Here j'a is only proportional to the H absorption rate in the presence of poison (6p). The H
desorption rate here is negligible compared to the diffusion rate (see Table 3) because of the
effect of the poison blocking the surface.

The value of exp[pg(6H+Op)] changes little with change ofr|; therefore the change iiy'a
with r| is mainly dependent on OH. Plots of OH vs. r| in the presence of As species and OH /(1-Qn)
for the clean solution are shown on a log scale in Fig. 8 for the Fe electrode and Fig. 9 for mildsteel. They have exactly the same shape as the experimental and calculated^ results shown in
Fig. 2 and 4, confirming consistency of the numerical treatment of the results and emphasising
the direct relation between ja and OH.
It is clearly seen that 9p, OH, and Co play important roles in the course of H penneation.
That the poison species can enhance the H permeation current arises because the available sites,
previously blocked by P, become available, allowing increased OH, which therefore reduces the

H desorption rate at high rfs. At somewhat lower T|'S, the sites blocked by poison species also
reduce the H desorption rate which, in turn, increases the sub-surface H concentration, Co,
consequently increasing the H penneation current. At substantially lower T|'S, near to the
reversible potential, H adsorption sites are mainly blocked by As-species leading to inhibition
of the sorption of H. The overall ja in the presence of P is dependent on H absorption rate
(eqn.17). For the clean-solution case, the rate of H desorption is relatively larger, causing
reduction of Co so that thej'a becomes smaller. That is why the ja is dependent on the ratio of the
rates of H absorption and desorption [cf. eqn. (16)].
The H coverage in the presence of As species at high rfs, where the As may be desorbed,
can become substantially greater than for an initially "clean" solution (Figs. 3 and 6) at the same
potentials. It is possible that a strongly adsorbed poison may disturb the bonding between metal
atoms (or between the metal and its surface oxides), leading to an increase in the size of lattice
interstices as proposed by McCright38 or create some new active sites for renewed H adsorption.
Thus, upon reductive desorption of the As species, the electrosorption of H is stronger on newly
revealed types of surface sites, leading to larger OH than for the initial clean-surface experiments,
and hence enhanced H permeation.

(d) Relationship Betweeny'a andy'c
Various studies have been pursued in an effort to explain H permeation behaviour from
kinetic and mechanistic points of view. One of them is the model by lyer et al.3y in which a
relation between the charging (/c) and permeation (/a) current densities was proposed (see also
ref. 32). Based on the critical assumption that the recombination step, eqn. (1c), is ratecontrolling in the HER, it was concluded that a linear relation would be found between ja and
Jm, Vizja = K {Jc -j&)/2 = Kjm wherejr is the rate of supposed recombination39 which can be
obtained experimentally from the residual difference,7'c -j'a.
In our experiments, H permeation currents were measured (as Za values) simultaneously
with various steady-state cathodic charging currents for the Fe and mild-steel membranes in 0.2
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M NaOH. Test plots ofy'a vs Uc-J&) plots for an Fe and mild-steel electrode in 0.2 M aqueous
NaOH solution are shown in Fig. 10 but are not linear for either case. In the absence of As
species, 7'a tends to reach a limiting value quickly with increase of Uc-ja) , while in the Aspoisoned solution, the (experimental) y'a, increases almost exponentially at first, but the
extrapolation of the fitting behaviour (Fig. 10, in presence of As) then approaches a limiting
value with Uc-JaY'^- Such experiments were repeated several times and the same behaviours
were observed in these two systems. The lines in Fig. 10 show results calculated from the
parameters obtained using the fitting procedure. The results do show a tendency for j 'a to
increase with (/c-7'a)l/2 but only over a very short current range would the results look linear. The
currents over so short a range do not, however, represent the whole relation between thej'c and
7'a. The difference between our results and those in the literature (ref. 39) can arise, it seems,
because the assumption39 of recombination control in the HER may be neither realistic for, nor
applicable to, our systems.
Fig. 11 shows the individual rates of steps calculated from the above fitting parameters
for mild-steel electrodes in 0.2 M aqueous NaOH solution. The electrochemical desorption rate,
V2, is much larger than the recombination rate, ¥3, over most of the potential range, especially
at higher rfs; therefore step 2 is the predominant and rate-controlling step. The Tafel slope,
being 106 mV decade4, is close to the typical value40 of 120 mV for electrochemical desorption
control with OH —> 1. Thus no jc relation exhibiting a 30 mV slope at low overpotentials,
progressing into a limiting current, characteristic ofTafel's recombination step, as shown by the
vs curve (cf. ref. 40), is observed. The H absorption rate, 74, which reflects the H pemieation
current, does have a shape similar (in the range of higher r|'s ) to the hydrogen recombination
rate, ¥3. This is because both vs and ¥4 are related to OH. When OH approaches its limiting value
(but OH still <1), both vs and V4 tend to reach limiting values. The potential for vs and V4 to reach
limiting values is ca. -0.35 V, the same as shown in Fig. 6 for OH. The hydrogen evolution rate
(vi + ¥2) increases further at higher rfs but the^'a does not rise further. The efficiency (e) of H
entry and permeation is calculated as: s =j\/jc = V4 /(vi + ¥2). With ¥4 at its limiting value and
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(vi + ¥2) continuously increasing exponentially, e obviously decreases exponentially at high rfs
as the 7'a approaches its maximum value. The Tafel slope for the Fe membrane in 0.2 M aqueous
NaOH solution being 117 mV decade , also indicates (OH not being near zero) that jc is
controlled by the electrochemical desorption step.
In the presence of P species, it is not difficult to understand that j\ will also reach a
limiting value eventually with increase of the jc (even though the permeation current is
ultimately enhanced by the poisoning effect), as predicted by the curve (Fig. 10) calculated from
the fitting parameters.

(e) Effect of Concentration of Poison Species on the H Permeation Current
Permeation transients were also measured at mild-steel at various concentrations of
As203 in the melt as shown in Fig. 12 which clearly indicates thatja's increases initially when
4 or 40 ppm As, as AsiOs, are introduced into the cell, but thaty'a decreases as the concentration
(as As) is increased to 238 ppm. Similar results were reported by Radhakrishnan and Shreir",
and McCrightJ° who found that maximum H absorption occurs at concentrations of 1-5 ppm (as
As). However, our results (Fig. 13) show that this behaviour depends on the charging current
density, ,/c. At greater concentrations the hydrogenation of the specimen decreases due to codeposition of metallic As along with H2 evolution.
At mild-steel, it has been found , in relation to its corrosion, that when AsOi' is present
in the solution, permeation of H is suppressed at the corrosion potential. The present results at
Fe and mild-steel also show such current reduction at the corrosion potential (Figs. 2 and 4). At
potentials 100-350 mV negative to the corrosion potential, the permeation rates from As02'containing solution are less than those for the poison-free solution, as shown in Figs. 2, 4 and
5. In this potential range, the P species are adsorbed on the surface, but reduction of As02' to
elemental As or AsHs has not yet occurred. Thus As02~ acts as an inhibitor of H absorption at
the corrosion potential and at small cathodic rfs. The extent of this inhibition depends on its
concentration.
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Fig. 13 shows the 7a calculated from the above model using the fitting parameters and
by increasing the relative values of the P concentration, Cp; this decreases j'a at small T|'S, so T|
must be increased for the samey'a to be attained. At higher r|'s,ya, for all concentrations, becomes
much larger than that for the poison-free solution. Fig. 14 shows the derived 9p and OH as f(r|);
Op is extended to a higher T| when the concentration of the P species is increased. A
corresponding increase of OH arises in the same way. From eqn. (17), the change ofja. with TI in
the presence of P depends on OH; decrease of QH would obviously lead to a decrease of H
permeation current density.

Conclusions
A kinetic model accounts for the Tafel and H permeation current density (/a) behaviours,
taking into account all reaction steps and interaction between the adsorbed H and poison species
on the surfaces of Fe and mild-steel in 0.2 M aqueous NaOH solution, j'a values for the clean
solution are proportional to the ratio of the rates of H absorption, kabs^H , and H desorption,
kdes(l-0H). On the potential scale j'a is dependent on the change of OH / (1-OH )•
The presence of As (initially as AsOi') significantly enhances H permeation into Fe or
mild-steel at appreciable r|'s. The coverage of As species decreases, however, with increasing
T| and, at sufficiently high T| values, the adsorbed As species become reduced to AsHs which
becomes desorbed as a gas from the surface. It is suggested that vacant sites generated by the
desorption of As provide new active sites for renewed H adsorption enabling OH to be increased
which reduces the H desorption rate at high rfs. At lower T|, however, 7a is actually decreased
compared to the value for the clean solution. This is because the adsorption of P species blocks
sites and reduces OH. The overall j\ in the presence of P is dependent on H absorption rate. In
the clean solution case the H desorption rate is relatively large, reducing Co, so that the values
of/a becomes diminished. The value ofy'a is determined by the ratio of the rate of H absorption
to that of H desorption.
No linear relationship between permeation current and the charging current (1c) can be
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identified for either the Fe membrane or mild-steel case. 7a increases with increase of (Jc-jsi)1'^,
then attains a limiting value as OH reaches its saturation value. The observed Tafel slope values,
and the derived results, show that the HER is controlled by the electrochemical desorption step
given in eqn. (Ib). In the presence of As species, the j\ is enhanced but still reaches a limiting
value as the charging current is increased.
The enhancement of H sorption is thus a complex phenomenon determined by various
kinetic, and H and P coverage parameters.
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CHAPTER 3
(Paper No. 2)

ELECTROCHEMICAL SORPTION OF H INTO Fe AND MILD-STEEL:

KINETIC CONDITIONS
FOR ENHANCEMENT OR INHIBITION BY ABSORBED HS

Hydrogen embrittlement of fermginous metals under cathodic polarization in aqueous
solution and in wet corrosion is a topic of major interest in electrochemical surface science
and in the materials science of metals. The H-sorption process is promoted by catalyst
poisons (P), such as H^S or sulphide ions, which are chemisorbed at transition metal
surfaces leading to enhanced sorption of H. When the concentration of H in such metals
reaches a critical level, cracking can occur, and the physical and mechanical properties of
the metal become seriously impaired, especially in oil and gas-field applications. A variety
of studies have been carried out in order to understand and better define the mechanism(s) of
promotion of sorption of H by adsorbed catalyst poisons but the origins of the effect are still
not well understood as was noted in earlier chapters.

Poisoning by "S-species" can arise from several S-containing molecules: H2$, SH", S^',
polysulphide ions, thiols and thiourea. However, in the case of H2S and SH', sulphur itself in
the adsorbed state can arise from dissociative chemisorption or chemisorption with electron
transfer, and H2S can arise from electrolydc reduction of thiourea.

Sulphide species, HS', S and H2S, are often the most common and important poisons that
arise in practical situations of embrittlement of transition metals such as Fe and mild steel
etc. by sorbed H. In the present paper, the effect of chemisorption of sulphur-containing
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species SH' have been studied by following H permeation currents in relation to
simultaneously measured polarization behaviour on the H2-evolution side of an electrode
membrane in a Devanathan-Stachurski bielectrode-membrane cell. It has been found that Scontaining compounds have poisoning effects similar to those of arsenic species on the
behaviour of H absorption and permeation, which can be either enhanced or inhibited under
conditions of cathodic polanzation. However, the poisoning effect of SH~ on the saturation
or attained limiting value of H surface coverage, GH, is different from that in the presence of
arsenic species. The former poison decreases GH, but the latter increases it compared to the
OH behaviour in the solution in the absence of poison species. The H absorption and
permeation can be enhanced in both situations of decreased or increased limiting H coverage
values, OH. Therefore the change of OH alone, brought about by chemisorption of poisons,
cannot directly account for promotion of H sorption.

The effect of chemisorption of S-species on H transfer into and through Fe and mild-steel in
aqueous NaOH solution has been studied comparatively in relation to poisoning by species
derived from As02' (paper No. 1) using the kinetic equation-fitting procedure applied to H
permeation currents in relation to simultaneously measured polarization behaviour on the
Hz-evolution side of a bi-electrode membrane. A kinetic-fitting model (see Chapter 1) is
applied to all the constituent partial reactions involved at the electrode, including processes
involving chemisorbed poison (P) species, as also treated in paper No. 1.

The relation of surface coverage by H, OH, to the H concentration, Co, in a sub-surface state
is important in relation to the kinetics of steps in the cathodic H2 evolution reaction (HER)
and the step of interfacial transfer of H into the sub-surface state within the metal host. It has
been found that the rates of absorption and desorption of H, and its diffusion from the subsurface layer into the bulk metal, play important roles in the change of the sub-surface
concentration of H, therefore of the H permeation current.
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Abstract

Sulphide species, HS', S and N28, are often the most common and important
poisons that arise in practical situations of embrittlement of ferruginous metals by sorbed H.
The absorption and permeation of H can be either enhanced or inhibited under conditions of
cathodic polarization in the presence of HS'.
The effect of chemisorption of S on H transfer into and through Fe and mild-steel in
aqueous NaOH solution has been studied comparatively in relation to poisoning by species
derived from AsOi' using a kinetic equation-fitting procedure applied to H permeation
currents in relation to simultaneously measured polarization behaviour on the H2-evolution
side of a bi-electrode membrane. A kinetic-fitting model is applied to all the constituent
partial reactions involved at the electrode, including processes involving chemisorbed
poison (P) species. The important relation of surface coverage by H to the H concentration
in a sub-surface state is examined in relation to the kinetics of steps in the cathodic H2
evolution reaction (HER) and the step of interfacial transfer of H into the metal host. The
rates of absorption and desorption of H, and its diffusion from the sub-surface layer into the
bulk metal, are important in determining the effects of the poisons on the sub-surface
concentration of H and therefore the H permeation current.

Introduction
H-sorption into transition metals under cathodic polarization in aqueous solution and
in wet corrosion is a topic of major interest in electrochemical surface science and in the
materials science of metals. It is well known that the process of H-sorption into transition
metals is promoted by catalyst poisons (P) such as compounds of arsenic or sulphur,
especially N28 or sulphide ions, which are strongly chemisorbed at metal surfaces. Major
effects are also found with electrodeposited thallium at HY-130 steel, though the extent of
electrodeposition was not recorded. When the concentration of H in such metals reaches a
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critical level, cracking can occur and the physical and mechanical properties of the metal
become seriously impaired, especially in oil and gas-field applications/ A variety of studies
have been carried out in order to understand and better define the mechanism(s) of
promotion of sorption of H by adsorbed catalyst poisons but the origins of the effect are still
not well understood and remain controversial.
Several suggestions concerning the mechanism of the promotion effect that have
been proposed in previous literature were reviewed by Subramanyan3 and are as follows: (i)
they strengthen the metal-to-H bond at the surface; (ii) the metal-to-H bond energy is
reduced in the presence of the promoting species as then is the activation energy for the
process of interfacial transfer of H; ' (iii) formation of a volatile hydride, e.g. AsHs or H^S
is an essential step,7' resulting in formation of "H alloys of high stability"; (iv) formation of
"colloidal particles" (origin unclear!) catalyses H entry;9'10 and (v) that adsorbed poisons

interfere with the H + H recombination step in the H2 evolution reaction (HER).11 Effect (ii)
receives direct confirmation in recent work by Zolfaghari1^ et al. and by Sung1 J et al., thus

contradicting effect (i).
The above explanations are entirely qualitative, and some trivial and contradictory.
Recognising this situation, Conway and Jerkiewicz gave a thorough thermodynamic
analysis of the coadsorption of H and P species in terms of the configurational chemical
potential function (^n) involving the fractional coverages, 9, of coadsorbed H and P species.

They showed that coadsorption of P with H could have an effect on (AH (and hence sorption
of H) only if there were significant lateral interactions between H and P. No thermodynamic
explanation of H sorption enhanced by P can be found in terms of the configurational
functions in OH alone. This situation led Qian et al., in their recent paper, related to the
present one, to examine if a kinetic basis could be found for the poison effects using, as
examples, the experimental behaviour of Fe and mild-steel in aqueous NaOH with regard to
H sorption in the presence of arsenic species as poison. That work has led to the present
paper which kinetically treats the effect of HS~ as poison (commonly involved in practical
situations of embrittlement of iron and steels), in comparison with that of arsenic species, on
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the rates of component steps in the HER and especially on changes of coverage by H
coadsorbed with P.
In the previous paper, we examined the effect of chemisorption of arseniccontaining species by following H permeation currents in relation to simultaneously
measured polarization behaviour on the H2-evolution sides of electrode membranes in a
Devanathan-Stachurski16'17 membrane-bielectrode cell.
HS' has poisoning effects similar to those of arsenic species; arguments based on
polarization and permeation experiments have led to several proposed mechanisms for
the role of H2S or HS' in promoting entry of H into iron and steel, and its effect on the
kinetics of the HER. S-containing compounds enhance the rate or extent of H sorption into
metals, diminish the coverage by H, which is the intermediate in the HER and the source of
H that is absorbed. However, the change of H surface coverage, OH, alone, brought about by
chemisorption of poisons, cannot directly account for promotion of H sorption ' since OH
is usually substantially diminished by poisons.
In the new work presented in this paper, we examine the effect of chemisorption of
HS' on H transfer into and through Fe and mild-steel in aqueous NaOH solution, and its
relation to OH and importantly to interfacial transfer of H to, and site occupancy (Co) of the
sub-surface state within the metal host. Also, the effects of the adsorbed poison on the
kinetics of steps in the HER are of major significance. The procedure, as used in ref. 15,
involves equation-fitting applied to the kinetics of the constituent partial reactions involved,
including chemisorbed poison species, using a matrix of rate constants which lead,
simultaneously, to best fit of both the experimental H2 evolution and the H permeation
kinetic behaviour.

Experimental
(a) Electrochemical set-up and data acquisition
The electrochemical set-up for study of H permeation through a metal membrane
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was based on that of Devanathan-Stachurski,16'17 using a bi-electrode, metal membrane cell
as described in our earlier paper.15 Briefly, the membrane was clamped between two
separate cells sealed with 0-rings. Two Hokuto Denko, 301 and 501, potentiostats were
employed to control the electrochemistry on each side of the membrane and had a common
ground connected to the working electrode.

The cathodic side (which gave the Tafel characteristics for the HER) was controlled
by an HP 9000 series computer connected to one of the potentiostats to provide a precise
and constant control for various potential-holding times at each potential. The H-penneation
currents, measured as anodic H exit ionization currents, were recorded using an NIC 310
digital oscilloscope and then transferred to a PC for subsequent processing. Experiments
were conducted at 298 K. Corrections for the IR drop between the Luggin capillary of the
reference electrode and the working electrode were made by means of ac impedance
measurements or the open-circuit current intermption method.22'23

(b) Metal membranes and electrodes
The Fe membranes were as-rolled pure iron foils supplied by Goodfellow (UK) and
had a size of 22 x 20 mm, a thickness of 0.5 mm and were of 99.99+% purity. The Fe
membranes were annealed in high vacuum at 600 °C for 2 h to relieve rolling stresses. The
mild-steel membranes (cold rolled RC 90-100, Paxam steel), having a thickness of 0.32 mm,
were annealed in 02-free Ar at 480 °C for 3 h. The surface of the membrane was polished
using #1200, #2400 silicon carbide papers sequentially. In order to avoid corrosion in the
alkaline solution on the H-exit side under the condition of anodic polanzation required for
oxidation of the diffusing H, a thin film of Pd was electrodeposited on that interface from a
10'4 M Pd (N03)2 + 10'4 M NaN02 + 0.2M NaOH plating bath at -100 ^lA cm'2 for 2 h. A
constant potential (0.58 V vs. RHE) was held at the Pd-deposited anode side where diffusing
H atoms became oxidized to H~^ ions, this potential being insufficient to cause surface oxide
formation at the Pd.
Both counter-electrodes were Pt gauzes. A double-junction saturated calomel
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electrode (SCE) was used as a reference electrode in the anode cell and an Hi electrode in
the cathode cell.

(c) Solutions and gases
The electrolyte solution was 0.2 M NaOH (BDH, Aristar grade) made up in
Millipore water having a resist! vity of 18.2 M^2 cm. Purified H2 and N2 gases were purged
into the cathode and the anode compartments, respectively, for removal of dissolved oxygen.
Alkaline solutions were used in order to avoid active corrosion of the Fe or mild-steel
electrodes.
Crystalline N028 of 99.9% purity was introduced as the poison species into the 0.2 M
NaOH solution in the cathode cell to give a concentration of 5.4 x 10 M HS' ions, taking
into consideration the equilibrium constants for the two stages of ionization of H^S and the

pH of the 0.2 M NaOH solution (pH = 13.3).6
Kinetics of processes of hydrogen discharge and entry into metals in the presence of

HS
The HER proceeds via the three well known, Volmer, Heyrovsky or Tafel steps.
Importantly a fourth step, the transfer of H across the metal interface into a sub-surface state
at concentration Co (see later) has to be included in the overall electrode process when H
absorption and diffusion in the metal takes place, as discussed in earlier literature. >125 The
four steps are written as follows:

ki

M+e- +H,0^—L-^MH,^ + OH- (la)
^-1

k2
MH^ + e- + H.O ' ^H. + OH- + M (Ib)
k-2

or alternatively, as the H desorption step,
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k3
MH.,. + MH.,, —^H, + 2M (1c)
k-3

coupled with the step of interfacial transfer of H from its adsorbed state to the sub-surface
state, MHabs? at concentration Co:
labs_>^,. diffusion

MH^ < , 'MHabs w—— )MH^ (ld)
'des

Here, the first species in this process equation, MHads, represents the absorbed H
species at the metal. The second species, MHabs, represents the sub-surface state of absorbed
H, ' just following transfer from the 2-d adsorbed state; it is this sub-surface state that is
the immediate source of the H that diffuses through the bulk metal and becomes oxidatively
desorbed at the anode exit face. The rate of each step, including forward and backward
directions of the reactions, corresponding to the processes in eqns. (la - d), can be expressed
by a series of rate equations, as respectively designated by the subscript numbers. These
equations were already written out in ref. 15 but for convenience of the reader and to show
the origin of the material which follows, we have repeated them in an Appendix.
The present work differs from that recently reported15 in that HS~ instead of As
species is studied as the initial poisoning species. It is to be noted that the chemistry of the
As poisoning is different from that of HS' (or S^' and H2$, each of which species has
donative lone-pairs of electrons that are involved in chemisorption). In the As case,

reduction from initially present AsOi' [As (HI)] can take place to give As (0) and As (-ffl),
AsHs which is desorbable from the electrode as a gas.lj'^u In the 0.2 M NaOH solution used,
the equilibrium concentration of HS' is much larger than that of S or H^S so that HS' is the
principal source of sulphur species at the electrode that has to be taken into account (cf. ref.

27).
Recent work on adsorption of sulphur species at Pt(lll)13'28 from S2' ion in solution
indicates that the actual chemisorbed species derived from such ions is chemisorbed "S".
This conclusion is based" on ex situ AES and Core Level EELS studies on the species
derived from S ion. If this is the case (cf. ref. 13), then the chemisorption of S2" (or HS')
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ions, as S, must have involved substantial charge-transfer (electrosorption valency^ effect)
to the adsorbent metal, as known for the case of I' at Pt30 where the I' is chemisorbed
virtually as the I atom.
The following adsorption processes have then to be considered:

M+HS;^ +OH-(—>M^[S,i)^^->MS^ +2e-(M)+H20 (2a)
Note this is an electrosorption process involving charge-transfer and not a continuous
Faradaic reaction. A corresponding dissociative chemisorption of H^S, as S, occurs from the
gas-phase, releasing stoichiometnc traces of H2. At significant overpotentials in the HER,
reductive desorption can arise with readsorption of H, as observed in ref. 21 with S-species
derived from adsorbed thiourea, through the non-continuous overall process:
MS.,, +2H,0+3e-(M)-^-»MH,,, +HS^ +20H- (2b)
In the above, kpa and kpd represent rate-constants for poison adsorption and desorption
processes, respectively. In the steady-state, the coverage by adsorbed S is invariant with
time, so that d9p/dt = 0; thus

kpa(l-Op) = kpd 6p exp[-pFTl/RT] (3a)
giving

9p = kpa / (kpa + kpd exp[-pFTi/RT]) (3b)
so that 6p should be a function of overpotential (T]). Importantly, it decreases with increase

of |^| through step (2b) (the i[\ difference between the reversible SH7S + 2e and H2/IT^ + e
potentials is a constant, at a given concentration, which can be included in kpd; hence the T|
here can still be vs. H2 /H^ + e for convenience). The rate for the desorption of poison
species is:

Vp=kpd9pexp[-pFTl/RT] (4)
For the reaction of anodic exit of H, the H diffusion flux, according to Pick's first
law, is proportional to the H concentration gradient in the metal membrane; hence the
permeation current, j^ is:
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J^-FD^^=FDC,/L (5)
which applies when the concentration of H at x = L (x measured from the inner boundary) is
limitingly zero (Cexk = 0) where L is the thickness of the metal membrane and D the H
diffusion coefficient. The permeation flux also corresponds to the rate of H entry, ¥4, in eqn.

(A4). Thus
Cmax kabs 6>H CXp[/%((9H + <9p)]

Co =—-—^——-^^. ..,^^ -p/. ——^ ^
kdes (1 - 6>H - 6>p) exp[-(l - /?)g(6>H + (9p)] + f- + kabs 6>H exp[y%(<9H + (9p)]

Bringing eqn. (6a) into eqn. (5), the permeation current, ja, can then be written as:

FCnwc kabs6>Hexp[/?g(<9H +0v)} _ (6b)
Ja

^

.

._

^.

.

L

1 + kdes^(l -OH -6>p)exp[-(l - y0)g(<9H + (9p)] + kabs^-6>Hexp[ ^g((9H +(9p)]

The significant difference between the cases of As02' (previously studied ) and HS'
is that reduction of the former involves six electrons for formation of AsHs while the
reaction of adsorbed HS~ [as S, eqn. (2b)] involves only three electrons in the process of
desorption of the poison species, finally generating a readsorbed H atom. The Faradaic
current-densityjc, is proportional to the rate of electron consumption in the usual way and is
equal to the sum of vi, ¥2 and 3vp. Thus

jJF = ro(9H, TI) = vi+ V2+ 3vp (7)
Likewise, dOn/dt is proportional to ri, the rate of production of MHads; dOn/dt will be zero in
the steady-state, so that
(qi/F)(d9H/dt) = r^Gn, Tl) = Vi - V2 - 2vs - V4 + Vp = 0 (8)
where qi is the monolayer charge per cmz for the overpotentially-deposited (OPD) H
intermediate corresponding to OH = 1 when 9p —> 0. Carrying all the rates in eqns. (Al) -

(A4) and (4) into eqn. (8), OH can be calculated. By fitting both the experimental Tafel (jc vs
T]) and permeation (y'a v^ T]) data simultaneously to eqns. (7) and (6b), using a matrix of
values of the rate constants and optimising the fit by means of the non-linear least squares
method (see Appendix), the kinetic parameters involved in the reaction can be obtained. The
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details of the procedure for the kinetic fitting of the experimental results were presented in
detail in our previous paper. Note that the procedure involved is not the trivial operation of
fitting a curve to a series of experimental points but rather the self-consistent fitting of a set
of non-linear current vs potential relations using an optimized set of rate constants [see (a)
below].

Results and discussion
(a) Fitting of the steady-state Hz evolution and H permeation behaviour
The steady-state Tafel polarization and permeation currents were digitally recorded
simultaneously at the membrane bi-electrodes. The results were plotted on a log scale for the
Fe electrode in 0.2 M aqueous NaOH solution in the presence of 5.4 x 10 M HS' as shown
in Fig. 1 (filled symbols). For comparison, the results obtained in poison-free aqueous
solution are also shown in Fig. 1 (open symbols). The square symbols (•, D) represent the
HER Tafel plots and the circle symbols the corresponding permeation currents (•, 0). The
Tafel currents in the presence of HS' (in the solution) are smaller than those for the poisonfree solution in the lower overpotential range, probably due to the blocking effect of
adsorbed sulphur species. In the higher overpotential range (-0.27 to -0.4 V), the Tafel
currents are, however, surprisingly, quite similar both in the presence and absence of HS'.

This is probably due to reductive electrochemical desorption of the sulphide (sulphur) at
sufficiently negative surface charges (cf. ref. 21). At even higher overpotentials it can be
expected, by extrapolation of the fitting results (Figs. 1 and 2; see below), that the Tafel
current would be smaller in the presence of the HS' poison species. This probably
corresponds to a potential being reached where the limiting GH value is smaller than that for
the poison-free solution, even after some H readsorption. However, the differences between
the permeation currents in the presence and absence of poison are quite large (see Fig. 1).
The permeation current, y'a, rapidly increases with r| of the HER and dr| / d(log7'a) is
about 75 mV decade , compared to the slope for the clean-solution case of 210 mV
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decade and for the As02' case, 213 mV decade . Thus, the permeation current increases
much faster with |r|| than in the poison-free solution. The penneation current at Fe in the
presence of HS' surpasses that for the clean solution at -170 mV, which is substantially
lower than that for the presence of As species at Fe (-340 mV), as shown in ref. 15 (see Fig.
2 therein). The permeation current can become increased because the strongly adsorbed
poison species becomes progressively desorbed from the electrode surface with increasing
|r||. Fig. 1 indicates clearly that desorption of the HS' poison (process 2b) takes place already
at relatively low |r|| values while, in the case of AsOi, the poison becomes reductively

desorbed (see Fig. 2 in ref. 15) only at higher |r|| values.
For the Tafel and anodic penneation currents, both for the poisoned and poison-free
solutions, eqns. (6b), (7) and (8) were used in the fitting procedure, employing the nonlinear least-squares method. In the poison-free case, 0p is, of course, zero and so is Vp. The
Tafel current is then equal to zF times the sum of vi and vz. The kinetic fitting results are
shown in Fig. 1 as solid lines. The kinetic parameters and rate constants that correspond to
this fitting procedure are listed in Table 1 which shows that the rate-constant, ki, of the
electrochemical adsorption step becomes increased but its back reaction rate-constant, and
the rate-constants for electrochemical desorption, k2, and H + H recombination, ks, become
decreased quite significantly.

The Tafel polarization (symbol •) and H permeation currents (symbol •) obtained
at mild-steel electrodes in 0.2 M aqueous NaOH solution in the presence of 1.1 x 10'"' M HS'
are plotted in Fig. 2 as a function of T|. For comparison, the Tafel and penneation currents
measured in poison-free solution are also plotted in Fig. 2 (as open symbols, D and 0). The
solid lines drawn in Fig. 2 are for results fitted by using the above kinetic equations [(eqns.
(6b), (7) and (8)]. The resulting kinetic parameters and rate constants for processes at mildsteel, derived from this procedure, are listed in Table 2
Note that the derived rate-constant values in Tables 1 and 2 can be specified from the
fitting procedure with relatively satisfactory estimates of ± uncertainties, as shown in the
Tables.
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Table 1. Kinetic parameters for H2 evolution and H permeation at Fe in 0.2 M
aqueous NaOH solution

PARAMETERS

WITHOUT HS-

WITH 5.4X10-4 M* HS-

ki / mol cm s

(4.4±0.2) xl0-12

(1.5±0.3)xl0'10

k.i / mol cm s

(3.6±0.4)xl0-n

(7.3±0.6) xl0-13

ki/molcm s

(1.210.2) xl0'12

(7.312.9) xl0'13

ks / mol cm s

(1.24±0.16)xl0-10

(l.l±0.2)xl0-13

kabs/cms

(1.03±0.13)xl0-9

(1.210.5) xl0-10

kdes/cms

0.01

0.04

0.52± 0.01

0.41±0.08

0

8.8

kpa/molcm s

0

(L5±0.2) xl0-10

kpd / mol cm s

0

(L8±0.8) xl0-12

p

G

calculated from the concentration of added Na^S and the ionization equilibrium constant

The Tafel currents in the presence of HS' are quite similar to, or slightly larger than,
the values for poison-free solution over most of the overpotential range. At higher

overpotentials the fitting procedure would predict (by extrapolation) that the Tafel currents
would eventually become smaller. However, the H permeation currents again show the same
behaviour as at the Fe electrode (i.e. the permeation currents in the presence of HS' are
smaller than those for the clean solution at low overpotentials but are significantly increased
at higher overpotentials and then surpass those in the absence of HS'). The permeation
current at mild-steel in the presence of HS' surpasses that for the clean solution case at T| =
-155 mV which is a much smaller value than that for the presence of As02' (-390 mV) (cf.
Fig. 4 in ref. 15). It is significant that at both Fe and mild-steel the T] at which the
permeation current in the presence of HS' poison species surpasses that for the clean
solution case, is much smaller than that15 in the presence of AsOi'. These results clearly
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show that desorption of sulphide poison species (as chemisorbed S13) occurs at substantially
lower |r|| values than does As in the arsenic-poisoning experiments.

Table 2. Kinetic parameters for Hi evolution and H permeation at mild-steel in
0.2 M aqueous NaOH solution

PARAMETERS

WITHOUT HS'

wrrai.ixio~3M*HS'

ki / mol cm s

(6.8±0.2) xl0"13

(3.7±0.4) xl0-10

k-i / mol cm s

(2.5±0.4)xl0-n

(2.6±0.8) xl0-12

ki/molcm s

(5.710.9) xl0-13

(7.3±0.7) xlO'11

ks / mol cm s

(1.2±0.3)xl0-10

(7.1±)xl0-8

kabs/cms

(2.1±0.4)xl0'8

(2.3±) xl0-8

kdes/cms

0.01

1.0±0.3

0.56± 0.01

0.25±0.004

0

24.9

kpa/molcm s

0

(2.3±0.07) xlO-11

kpd / mol cm s

0

(2.7±0.04) xl0-12

p
g

* calculated from the concentration of added NazS and the ionization equilibrium constant

Several of the above results indicate that enhancement of H sorption rates by HS',
and by As-species studied in ref. 15, arises only at appreciable overvoltages, greater than
ca.-0.15 V. This conclusion is consistent with the results of Bockris et al. who found that
permeation enhancement at Armco iron by CN' and naphthonitrile became observable or
increased as the overpotential was raised, i.e. at higher current-densities. These results were
also clearly confirmed by Radhakrishnan and Shreir32 on steels in 0.1 N H2S04 solution in
the presence of sulphur compounds.
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(b) Hydrogen and poison coverages, OH and 9p, in relation to the overpotential

The kinetic parameters derived from the fitting procedure enable the H and P
coverages, OH and 9p, to be expressed as a function of r| at the Fe electrode in the presence of
HS', as shown in Fig. 3. OH for the poison-free case, and OH and Op for the presence of As02'
(ref. 15) are also plotted on the same diagram for comparison. It can be seen that 9p
decreases with increasing |r|| according to eqn. (3b) but its effect sets in at substantially
lower |r|| values than for the arsenic-poisoned electrode. The corresponding OH also becomes
increased at |r|| values that are lower than those for the arsenic-poisoned electrode and
attains a saturation limit at about -0.5 V, i.e. more negative than that for the clean-solution
case (-0.35 V) but much less negative than for the arsenic-poisoned case (-0.8 V). It should
be noted that the saturation value for OH in the presence of HS' is smaller than that for the
clean-solution case while for the arsenic-poisoned electrode, it is larger.
OH and 9p as a function of r| at the mild-steel electrode in the presence of HS' are
shown in Fig. 4 from which it is seen that Qp decreases and OH increases at much lower |r||
values than those for the arsenic-poisoned electrode. The saturation value for OH at mildsteel follows the same trend as that observed at the Fe electrode.
It is surprising that at both the Fe and mild-steel electrodes the OH in the presence of
HS~ becomes smaller at higher |r|| values than without poison while, at both electrodes in the
presence of AsOi', QH becomes larger than for the clean-solution case. For the arsenic-

poisoned case it was suggested that the initially adsorbed As poison species (? As ) becomes
reduced to AsHs which becomes desorbed as a chemically identifiable gas.1""1'^0 The strongly
adsorbed species may disturb or restructure the metal surface lattice, leaving activated sites
for the re-adsorption of H and enhanced sorption. However, the adsorption of HS' (as S) is
not as strong as with As02' d.e. As0 derived therefrom), so overall it may be only less able
to create new active sites for H re-adsorption, notwithstanding adsorption of H in eqn. 2b.
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(c) Relation between Co, OH and the H permeation current-density,7'a
In our previous paper we emphasised the importance of the H concentration, Co, in
the sub-surface lamina;AJ it can be calculated according to eqn. (6a):

(9)

V,

abs

Co = C\

vdes+vdiff+vabs

from which it is seen that Co is dependent on the ratio of the rate contributed by H
absorption, Vabs, to the sum of the rates contributed by H desorption, Vdes, H diffusion, Vdiff,
and H absorption, Vabs. In other words the value of Co depends on which term in the
denominator of eqn. (9) has relatively the largest value if the change of the rate of H
absorption, Vabs in the numerator of eqn. (9), is relatively small compared to the change of
the denominator.
The value of each of these terms can be calculated using the parameters obtained

from the fitting procedure together with the derived values of OH and 6p, over the potential
range 0 to -1 V for Fe and mild-steel electrodes in the presence and absence of HS~ or
As02', as shown in Table 3. It can be seen clearly that the changes of rate due to
chemisorption of the poison species for Vabs are, in all cases, less than 10 times (6 times at Fe

Table 3. The derived values for each term of the denominator in eqn. (6a)

Surface

WI-BH -Op) exp[-(l-P)g(6H+9p)]

D/L

kabseHexp[Pg(6H+9p)]

Fe (clean)

0.04 - 0.01

0.0009

< 4.9 x 10-y

Fe (AszOs)

< 1.3 x 10'8

0.0009

< 8.29 x 10-lu

Fe (NazS)

3.6 xl0-6-0.00050

0.0009

< 1.54x10-'

M-steel (clean)

0.01 - 0.0046

0.000188

<l.lxl0'8

M-steel (As20s)

<2.3 x 10-7

0.000188

<4.51xl0'8

M-steel (NaiS)

7.1 x 10-9 - 0.0035

0.000188

< 2.3 x 10-s

th

electrodes, 4 times at mild-steel electrodes, see 4l" column in Table 3) while the rate changes
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for Vdes are in the range of 10 - 105 times (see 2nd column in Table 3). Therefore the
permeation current mostly depends on the change of the denominator of eqn. (9). For both
Fe and mild-steel electrodes in the absence of poison, the first term of the denominator is
much larger than the others (written in bold type in Table 3), i.e. it is the Vdes that has the key
effect, while the Vdiff and Vabs terms are sufficiently small compared to Vdes that they can be
neglected in the denominator of eqn.(9).
In the presence of As02', however, both Fe and mild-steel have the second term
much larger than the others, i.e. the rate of H diffusion, Vdiff, is the dominating factor
determining Co. The rate for H desorption becomes small because of the effect of the poison
adsorption at low overpotentials and the increased OH at higher overpotentials. In the
presence of HS', the situation is different: at low |r||, the rate of H desorption, Vdes, is small,
so that the second term, Vdiff, is the key factor; hence the permeation current behaves
similarly to that at the arsenic-poisoned electrode. It is understandable that, at low |r||, the
sulphide or sulphur poison species, having a similar effect to that by arsenic adsorbed on the
electrode surface, blocks surface sites, therefore reducing the rate of H desorption (from the
sub-surface layer). Such behaviour is actually observable at an H-charged Pd electrode at
which, in the presence of thiourea or NaCN, anodic desorption of previously sorbed H is

substantially inhibited/1'^ Only at higher |T||, when the sulphur poison species tends to
become desorbed, does H coverage become increased but only to a saturation value smaller
than for the clean-solution case (cf. Figs. 3 and 4). When the rate of H desorption, Vdes,
becomes increased to a value comparable with that of Vdiff, then neither the first nor the
second term in eqn. (9) can be neglected. Only the third term in the denominator of the
equation is then negligible, so that the sub-surface H concentration becomes:
'0 ~ ^max

abs

Vdes+Vdiff

Figures 5 and 6 show Co values in relation to the HER overpotential at the Fe and
mild-steel electrodes, respectively. It is seen that Co in the presence of As02' has the largest
value because the denominator in eqn. (9) is smallest (Vdes being of the order of 10 - 10 ).
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The Co in the absence of poison has the smallest value because the Vdes becomes sufficiently
large (of the order of 10'2) that the second term becomes negligible, while in the presence of
HS', Vdes is increased compared to the clean-solution case but only to a value which is still
comparable to the second term, so that the Co is less than that in the presence of AsOz' but
larger than for the clean-solution case.
According to eqn. (10), through eqn. (6b), the permeation current-density in the
presence of HS' can be written as:

. ^ p D C^k^0,exp[fig(0,+0,)] ^
L^..(l-0H-^)exp[-(l-^)?(0H+0,)]+-^At sufficiently low |r||, the first term in the denominator is much smaller than the second and

thus can be eliminated; the change of the permeation current with |r|| is then mainly
dependent on OH (the value of exp[Pg(9H+9p)] changes little with change of r|). Plots of the
r| vs. OH and T| vs. j'a relations on the same log scale for an Fe electrode are shown in Fig. 7
which shows that the OH and 7'a relations at low |r|| have quite similar shapes. As |r||
increases, the rate of increase of^'a becomes slower than that of GH because the rate of H
desorption increases owing to the desorption of the sulphur poison (the first term, Vdes, being
increased to a value comparable to that of the second term).

(d) Relationship between j'a and jc
The relation between the charging (/c) and permeation (/a) current-densities was
evaluated by lyer et al., based on the assumption that the H + H recombination is the ratecontrolling step for the HER at Fe (but this is not supported by our earlier results, ref. 15,
nor by previous literature on Tafel slopes). It was concluded that a linear relation would be
found between ja and j'rl/2,viz. y'a = K(/c - ^a)l/2 = K/rl/2 where 7'r is the rate of supposed
recombination which can be obtained experimentally from the residual difference,^ -j'a.
PlotS Of J'a VS. (fc - 7a)l/^ for an PC and a mild-steel electrodes in 0.2 M aqueous
arsenic-poisoned NaOH solution and in the absence of poison show, in fact, that no linear
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relation can be observed for either case, as pointed out previously.15 Fig. 8 shows similar
relations for Fe and mild-steel electrodes in 0.2 M aqueous NaOH solution in the presence
of HS'. Again no linear relation between the permeation current-density and the charging
current-density [(or (/c-7a) )] arises in either case. Clearly the permeation current-density,
7'a, increases at first exponentially, then tends to a limiting value. The solid lines in Fig. 8
show the results calculated from the parameters obtained using the previously employed
fitting procedure. The only tendency for ja to appear to increase with (/c -7a)l/2 is over a very
short current range but such a range does not represent the overall relation between ja and^'c
shown in Fig. 8.
The rates of individual steps calculated from the above fitting parameters for an Fe
electrode in the 0.2 M aqueous NaOH solution in the presence of HS~ are shown in Fig. 9.
The cathodic current-density, jc, is the net sum of the rates of the component steps in the
HER and the desorption of the poison species, Vp [eqn. (7)]. Thus, Fig. 9 shows how the
rates vi and ¥2 increase with increase of |r||, while the rates for hydrogen recombination,
vs, and H absorption, V4, tend to reach limiting values. It is seen that it is the electrochemical
desorption step that is effectively rate-controlling because ¥2 and vs, being in parallel, the
process having the larger rate characterises the overall rate (here V2 > Vs). The net H
absorption rate, ¥4, which determines the H permeation current-density, and the
recombination rate, ¥3, reach limiting values because both are H covefage-dependent. If OH
approaches the saturation value, of course, vs and V4 also tend to reach limiting values (see
Figs. 3 and 9).
The hydrogen permeation efficiency (e) can also be calculated as £ = j& I jc =
V4/ (vi+V2+Vp) for the poisoned electrode. Fig. 10 shows the experimental results forja/jc in
relation to r| and the results calculated from the parameters obtained using the kinetic-fitting
procedure, e is increased at low |r||; this is because both 7'a and^'c are becoming larger but y'a is
increasing faster than jc (see Fig. 9, V4 and the sum of vi + V2 + Vp). The efficiency reaches a
maximum then declines exponentially when the overpotential further increases. This is
because V4 reaches its limiting value but the cathodic current for H2 evolution is, of course,
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increasing continuously at an exponential (Tafel) rate. The efficiency, e, obviously must
then decrease exponentially at higher overpotentials.

(e) Potential-relaxation behaviour at an Fe electrode in the absence and presence of
poison species
Potential-relaxation transients recorded following interruption of a cathodic
polarization current give information on the interfacial capacitance. In the short-time
domain (10'5 - 10'2 s), we have shown26'36 that the relaxation is mainly due to the
contribution of potential change from self-discharge of the double-layer capacitance Cdi,
while over the longer-time region (here beyond 10'A s) the discharge of the H
pseudocapacitance, G(]), which is associated with the r| -dependence of OH involved in the
desorption of overpotential-deposited (OPD) H, becomes dominant. Then an arrest3 appears
on the potential-relaxation transient in this region as shown on curve 2, inset in Fig. 11.
Otherwise, when the discharge of the H pseudocapacitance is very small or negligible (e.g.
as caused by co-adsorption of a poison, see below), the arrest disappears on the transient
curve as seen for curve 1, inset in Fig. 11. When H sorption, into or from an electrode, is
possible, the relaxation transient is somewhat modified by those processes. At Fe or mildsteel such effects are small but are much larger at Pd.
Digitally recorded, open-circuit potential-relaxation experiments were earned out at
an Fe electrode in 0.2 M aqueous NaOH solution in the absence and presence of poisons.
Arsenic and sulphur species were introduced as As20s (4 x 10'4 M) or HS' (5.4 xlO M),
respectively, into the solution as the poison species. Fig. 11 shows the potential-relaxation
transients in the absence of poison (•), in the presence of HS' poison (D) and in the
presence of As02' as (initial) poison species (•). It can be seen that it takes a longer time for
the electrode potential to decline in the presence of the poisons over the short-time region
because strong adsorption of the poison increases the faradaic resistance for proton
discharge and hence the time constant (this effect is stronger in the presence of As02' than
that with HS'). Over the long-time region, a clear arrest due to the electrochemical
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desorption of the previously discharged H intermediate can be identified at about -0.1 V
for the clean-solution case while it arises at about -0.3 V for the arsenic-poisoned case. C^
for H is defined as the product of the charge-density for monolayer coverage, qn, and the
derivative of coverage, OH, with r|, strictly also including possible r|-dependence of 9p:

C.=C.,,+C^=J9^1+J^
^ =S,// +^^,P =(IH\ ~^~ \+^P\
fpl

377 J ^ 377

(12)

However, the second term becomes negligible due to P readsorption being diffusion
controlled; hence C^ can be taken as ^ C^ H in a relatively short-time fraction of the longtime region. A related capacitance Cp is treated in the fuller discussion in ref. 36.
The C()> has a maximum value when OH increases fastest with |T]|. In Fig. 3 it can be
seen that the increase of OH already arises at the lowest overpotential for the clean-solution
case, but only at the most elevated overpotential for the arsenic-poisoned case. (Even though
OH is obtained from the steady-state condition, the peak potential for dOn/dri may not be
exactly the same as the transient value, but the trend is still quite clear). The arrest is less
clear when HS' is present, probably due to diminished H adsorption and consequent
decrease of its pseudocapacitance caused by HS' (S) poison species.
When |r|| decreases further towards the open-circuit potential, the poison species
probably becomes readsorbed, a process that usually takes much longer than that for
desorption of OPD H. In previous work on S-containing catalyst poisons on the UPD of H at
Pt a time of between 10 min to 1 h was needed to reach a relatively stable P coverage,
depending on the concentration of P in the electrolyte. In Fig. 11, a second arrest, probably
due to readsorption of P species, can be observed at about 100 s on the transient in the
presence of AsOz' as the source of P species.

Conclusions

(1) General kinetic examination of the problem of enhancement of H sorption into
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transition metal electrodes by adsorbed catalyst poisons indicates that complex, interrelated
effects are involved between permeation current,^ the hydrogen and poison coverages, OH
and 6p, and the H concentration, Co, at the sub-surface layer.

(2) The permeation cmrent-density is enhanced at high, but is reduced at low |r|| by
the presence of HS'. H permeation currents for the HS'-poisoned electrodes are proportional
to the ratio of the rate of H absorption to that of H diffusion in the metal at low |r||, as was
previously observed for arsenic-poisoned electrodes.

(3) As the |T]| increases,^ is determined by the ratio of the rate of H absorption to the
sum of the H desorption and H diffusion rates in the metal due to the increased rate of H
desorption associated with the effects of adsorbed poison.
(4) The poison coverages, 6p, decrease with increase of overpotential but this effect
arises at |r|| values that are lower than those for the arsenic-poisoned case.
(5) The permeation current is not only related to the OH but is more directly
determined by the H concentration, Co, at the sub-surface layer which is proportional to the
ratio of Vabs and Vdes + Vdiff + Vabs. Vdes can be significantly changed by the catalyst poison
species and OH. The promotion of H sorption is largely due to the substantial reduction of
Vdes (the rate changes can be 10 -105 times!) by the chemisobed poison. The change
(diminution) of external hydrogen coverage (On) alone, brought about by adsorption of the
poisons, cannot account for promotion of H sorption.
(6) The permeation current-density increases with increasing cathodic currentdensity but then tends to a limiting value as OH reaches its saturation value.
(7) The permeation efficiency, e, increases at first with increase of the charging
overpotential but then decreases exponentially after attaining a maximum value, due to
increasing rates of Hi evolution.
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Appendix
Electrode-kinetic equations used for treating the effects of a co-adsorbed catalyst
poison, P, on the rates of cathodic H2 evolution and coupled H sorption into Fe and mildsteel, as employed in ref. 15, are repeated here. The set of equations is related to that given
by Parsons^"" and more recently by Gao et alw and by LasiaJ/ and Divisek/

The digitally acquired Tafel (for Hi) and H permeation current data are fitted to the
equations given below by means of the non-linear least-squares method performed

employing a FORTRAN program on an RS6000 system (Unix operating system) for which
the best-fit values of the rate constants are obtained.

vi = kiexp[-Pg(eH+ep)](l-6H-9p)exp[-pFTi/RT]

- k-iexp[(l-P)g(eH+9p)]9Hexp[(l-P)Fli/RT] (Al)
V2 = k2exp[pg(eH+9p)]9Hexp[-pFTi/RT]
-k.2exp[-(l-P)g(eH+6p)](l-eH-ep)exp[(l-P)FTi/RT] (A2)
vs = ks exp[2|3g(eH+9p)] Gn2 - k-3 exp[-2(l-P)g(eH+6p)] (1-OH-ep)2 (A3)
and

V4 = kabs OH (Cn^x - Co) exp[|3g(8H+6p)] - kdes Co(l-6H -Op) exp[-(l-P)g(6H+ep)] (A4)
The exponential terms involving the |3g6 factors recognise (cf. ref. 15) that
modification of the rate constants with coverage by H and P can take place due to induced
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heterogeneity caused by the communal interactions between the adsorbed P and H
atoms. ' The terms involving r|, the overpotential, recognise the usual Tafel-function
dependence of rates. The surface concentrations of reagents are included in the rate
constants. OH and 6p are the fractional surface coverages by H and P, respectively; T| is the
cathodic overpotential, taken negative, P is the usual harder symmetry factor and g the
lateral interaction factor.39 Each of the above kinetic equation is written with a common
symmetry factor P and interaction factor g having values shown in Tables 1 and 2. The
assumption of common values derived from the fitting procedure is, of course, an
approximation, but any other choice would make the fitting procedure arbitrary due to an
excess of variables.15 g > 0 corresponds to repulsive, while g < 0 to attractive interaction
energies, ki to ks are the respective rate constants of the three steps (la) - (1c), for both
forward (e.g. ki) and backward (e.g. k-i) reaction directions, kabs and kdes are rate constants
of step (Id), also for forward and backward directions, respectively, while Co was defined
earlier; Cmax [eqn. A4)] is the saturation concentration for H accommodation in the
interstitial sites.
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CHAPTER 4
(Paper No. 3)

COMPARATIVE EFFECTS OF ABSORBED S-SPECIES ON
H SORFTION INTO Pd FROM UPD AND OPD H;
A KINETIC ANALYSIS
The H/Pd system has attracted considerable interest because of its use as a permselective
membrane for the generation of pure hydrogen and as a model for interpretation of processes
of H sorption into metals. Historically, the first extensive work on electrochemical sorption

of H into Pd was that of Frumkin and Aladjalova in 1944 (107). Most publications dealing
with various aspects of the H/Pd system refer to work carried out in the cathodic hydrogen
evolution potential region but the transition from the a to P PdH phases usually causes some
complications in the interpretation of the data for progressive sorption of H up to PdHo.6. Of
special interest is that H can also become absorbed into Pd at potentials positive to the
reversible potential of the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) (in the standard state), i.e.
over the UPD region, especially in the presence of catalyst poison species.

However (cf. ref. 7 in Chapter 4), H can also become sorbed into Pd by dissociative
chemisorption from H2 in gas-phase and sorption isotherms as a function of H2 fugacity have
been extensively evaluated.

An aspect of special interest in the phenomenon of electrochemical H sorption is that
adsorbed molecules of the catalyst poison kind, e.g. As, Tl and S species, are found to
enhance sorption of H into the transition metal despite indications that the surface coverage
by absorbed H is diminished - the point already noted earlier in this thesis. Thus it is well
known that competitive adsorption of a poison, such as sulphur, HiS or SH' substantially
diminishes the fractional coverage of H, OH, which, supposedly, would tend to reduce the
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current equivalent to the rate of H diffusing into and through the metal. Studies on this topic
have been many but the previous explanations of the promoting effect of chemisorbed
catalyst poisons on H sorption at electrodes, however, take no account of the diminution of
the H coverage on electrode surfaces due to the competitive adsorption of the poison. This
problem was also addressed in papers 1 and 2 (Chapters 2 and 3).

The effect of chemisorption of a sulphur species (SH') on H transfer into and through Pd in

the region of underpotential deposition (UPD) of H in aqueous NaOH solution has been
studied in the present paper. The kinetic-fitting model (Chapter 2, and papers 1 and 2) is

applied to the H electrosorption step involved at the UPD polarization side and the
corresponding H oxidation at the permeation side of the Pd bi-electrode, including processes
involving chemisorbed poison (P) species. The relations of surface coverage by H on the Pd
surface in the UPD region (also extended to the OPD region) to the subsurface concentration
of H and the effect of chemisorption of sulphide species on H transfer into and through the
Pd-membrane electrode has been examined.

It has been found that the UPD of H on a Pd electrode surface is largely suppressed by the
presence of HS~ in an aqueous NaOH solution, as it also is at a Pt electrode. The OH over the
UPD region is diminished by the chemisorption of S species which, however, can be

oxidatively desorbed by cycling the potential to relatively high positive values (149). The H
adsorption and the H permeation rates are related in a 1:1 ratio in the UPD region in both the
absence and presence of poison solutions. It is shown that the rate of transfer of H inside the
Pd is not rate-limiting in the steady-state of diffusion of H through the Pd membrane but is
related to the kinetics of the H entry at the polarization side.

A 100% penneation efficiency, e, arises at the Pd surface in the H UPD region, as may be
intuitively expected. However, when the potential becomes more negative (into the H OPD
region), the e decreases in an exponential way with increase of the |r|| because the H
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permeation current tends to reach its limiting value, but the cathodic current can continue to
increase at an exponential rate (Tafel behaviour), due to parallel cathodic Hi evolution.

The H-pseudocapacitance obtained by the kinetic-fitting procedure has been compared with
that measured by the a.c. impedance method, and shows that the pseudocapacitance obtained
by the former procedure is more reliable than that derived by the a.c. method in which
measurements at low frequency are interfered with by time-dependent H sorption and
desorption.

This project originated from joint discussions between S. Y. Qian, Dr. Conway and Dr.
Jerkiewicz. Then the author decided to carry out the experiments on Pd in order to compare
Fe and steel with a H sorbing metal which reveals UPD H behaviour. In that respect, the
present paper is an extension of the research reported in papers 1 and 2 to a more complex
system UPD H + OPD H vs. H absorption and H2 evolution.

This paper is a result of my own essential and original contributions in development of the
methodologies used, including the data-processing procedures and in the experimental and

theoretical parts of the work. All of the writing of this part of the work was conducted by the
author of this thesis. Dr. B. E. Conway contributed, however, a lot of time for discussion and
paper editing. The contribution of Dr. G. Jerkiewicz was also in the discussion and editing
work.
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Abstract

The effect of chemisorption of HS', as S, on H transfer into and through Pd over the

potential range for underpotential deposition (UPD) of H in aqueous NaOH solution has
been studied. A kinetic-fitting model is applied to the constituent partial reactions involved

at the UPD polarization side and the corresponding H permeation (exit) side of a Pd bielectrode, including processes involving chemisorbed poison (P) species. The relations of
surface coverage by H on the Pd surface in the UPD region [also extended comparatively to
the overpotential-deposited (OPD) H region, involving net rates of Hi evolution] to the
subsurface concentration of H, and the effect of chemisorption of sulfide species on H
transfer into and through the membrane electrode have been examined. In the case of Pd, the
H adsorption pseudocapacitance derived by the kinetic-fitting procedure is more reliable
than that evaluated by a.c. impedance.
It is shown that the expected 1:1 correspondence between the H adsorption and H
permeation rates arises almost quantitatively over the UPD region for which, in both the
presence and absence of sulfide species, electrodeposition of H is found to be the ratedetermining step in the overall H permeation process.

Over the OPD potential region, sorption of H into Pd arises both from the OPD and
the UPD H.

Introduction
Following Graham's discovery [1] of absorption of hydrogen into Pd, similar
behavior has been found at various transition metals such as Fe, Ti, Zr and mischmetall
alloys. The sorption behaviors of H into Ni (as a "NiH" compound), Fe, and fermginous

alloys were studied in detail by Smialowski [2] and others [3, 4], including effects of
adsorbed catalyst poisons. In a recent paper [5], we provided a kinetic basis for effects of As
poison species on H sorption into Fe and mild steel, it having been shown earlier [6] that no
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direct thermodynamic basis could be found for enhancement of H sorption by co-adsorption

of poisons (P).
Publications dealing with H sorption into Pd are many, e.g. refs. 7, 8, 9;
electrosorption studies have been conducted mainly at cathodic overpotentials where coevolution of H2 takes place [10] while H can be sorbed from gas-phase H2 [9] or NHs.
An aspect of special interest in the present work is that adsorbates of the catalyst
poison kind, e.g. As, Tl [11] and S species, enhance H sorption into electrode metals despite

indications [12] that the fractional coverage by absorbed H, the intermediate in cathodic Hz
evolution, is diminished. Thus, e.g. S-species competitively diminish H coverage, normally
reducing the current equivalent to the rate of H diffusing through the metal. Previous
explanations of the promoting effect of adsorbed poisons on H sorption have been
controversial [13] and have taken no account of diminution of H coverage at the electrode's
surface as indicated, e.g., from potential-relaxation measurements [12].
In recent reports by Jerkiewicz and Conway [14], and independently by Marcus and
Protopopoff [15], the promotion effect was examined by a thermodynamic approach that,
however, could not account for the promotion effect [6] simply in terms of configurational
chemical potentials of H and P species.
In a recent paper [16], we have studied the effects of HS' on the HER at Fe and mildsteel membrane bi-electrodes from a kinetic point of view. The H permeation current-

density is enhanced at high cathodic overpotentials (r|) of the HER but is reduced at low
|r||'s in the presence of HS' as poison species. The permeation current is not only related to
the H coverage on the electrode (entry) surface (as discussed in ref. 16) but, most
importantly, is dependent on the H concentration, Co, at the sub-surface layer [17] of Hsorbing metals.
In the present paper, we examine the coverage by H on a Pd electrode surface in the

potential range of underpotential deposition (UPD) of H [also extended to the overpotential
deposition (OPD) region], its relation to the sub-surface concentration (Co) of H and the
effect of chemisorption of sulfide species on H transfer into and through a Pd membrane bi-
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electrode in aqueous NaOH solution by using the kinetic equation-fitting procedure of ref. 5
applied to the kinetics of the constituent partial reactions involved.
In the case of Pd, and also Ru [18], direct evaluation of UPD H coverage by means
of cyclic voltammetry, as can be made at Pt, is not possible owing to simultaneous
absorption of H from the adsorbed H film, and vice-versa in an anodic H desorption sweep,
which give erroneously high apparent H coverage values [19]. Attempts to diminish or
circumvent this problem have been made in refs. [20, 21, 22, 23] using thin Pd films, fast
potential scanning or impedance spectroscopy.

Theory and treatment of results

(a) H electrosorption processes in the absence of poison species

In this paper we show that H can be sorbed into Pd both from UPD H and OPD H.
Respective coverages of these species are designated OH, UPD and OH, OPD in the appropriate
equations below.
The processes of electrochemical adsorption and absorption at, into and through Pd
membranes can be represented as follows [2, 5, 6, 10, 17, 24]. At Pd, as at Pt, UPD of H
from alkaline solution takes place as follows:

(E>EHHB) M+e-+H,O^^MH,^>+OH- ^
When the potential becomes negative to the RHE, ERHE, overpotential deposition (OPD) of
H commences according to the Volmer step of the HER:
kl

(E < ERHE) M + e- + H.O^T^ MH^QPD) + OH- (Ib)
^-1

While eqns. (la) and (Ib) are stoichiometrically the same, the H adsorption states at
Pd (or Pt), as well as their standard chemisorption energies, can be quite distinct [19], except
at the reversible potential.
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The electrochemical (Heyrovsky) step of desorption of HOPD» leading to Hz, is
represented by
k2
MHads(OPD) + H20 + C- 7-^->M + H, + OH- (2)
k-2

Under certain conditions, OPD H species can chemically combine to form H^ (Tafel step)
but it is thennodynamically impossible for this to occur from UPD states of H. However,
interfacial transfer into Pd can take place either from the UPD or the OPD H to generate
absorbed H.
The experimental results, derived below, indicate that transfer of H from its UPD
states (cf. Ref. 10) can take place across the Pd interface into a sub-surface state [17]:

Lst>s ^ ^ ^ diffusion ^^ . ^,- ,/ . „ ^ . -

MH^upD) < , 'MH^ —-" >MH^ + OJT —>M + ^,0 + ^kdes

A formally similar sequence of equations applies to sorption into Pd from OPD H (MHads
(OPD)), i.e. for |r|| > 0, also into a sub-surface state. Step 3 is important in the overall H
sorption process, and provides the source of H which enters the bulk metal and diffuses to
the exit side in a bi-electrode-cell measurement.
Sorption of H in the UPD region at Pd commences at ca. + 0.4 V RHE and continues
through to the Hi reversible potential. For convenience in the kinetic-fitting procedure, a
potential scale (V) is taken relative to that for onset of UPD of H, i.e. + 0.4 V vs RHE.
Beyond, i.e. at cathodic overpotentials, the H sorbed into Pd arises from the total OH, UPD +
OH, OPD which are not distinguishable in the kinetics of the sorption process at finite HER
overpotentials.
For the purposes of kinetic analysis by the fitting procedure we use a surface
occupancy function, GH, which is the fraction of the total OH, UPD + QH, OPD that can arise from
processes la and Ib that are involved in the kinetics. Formally, one could write additional
rate equations in GH, UPD and OH, OPD, and respective ki and k.i rate constants but then the
kinetic fitting procedure would be inapplicable owing to the increase of variables. The H
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sorption into Pd arises from the total UPD + OPD H when |r|| > 0.
The rate of each step, including forward and backward directions of the reactions,
corresponding to the processes in eqns. (1, 2, and 3), can be expressed by a series of rate
equations, as respectively designated by the subscript numbers; they are:

vi = ki(l-9H)exp[-|3F(V)/RT] - k.i9Hexp[(l-P)F(V)/RT] (4)
V2 = k26Hexp[-(3F(V)/RT] - k.2(l-9H)exp[(l-P)F(V)/RT] (5)*
V3 = kabs OH (Cmax - Co) - kdes CO(I-OH) (6)
where ki, k2 and k.i, k-2 are the respective rate constants of the reaction steps (1 and 2), for
both forward (e.g. ki) and backward (e.g. k-i) directions of the process, kabs and kdes are rate

constants for step (3). The H+H recombination step in H2 evolution (OPD conditions) is
found not to be significantly involved at Pd. The |3 in eqns. 4 and 5 is the usual harder
symmetry factor, taken the same for UPD H and OPD H processes and Co is the
concentration of H in the metal at the sub-surface lamina. Cmax is the saturation
concentration for H accommodation in the interstitial sites.
The Faradaic current-density,7'c, is proportional to the rate of electron consumption,
TQ, in the usual way [25] and is equal to the sum of vi, Vi, the latter when |r|| > 0. Thus

jc/F=ro(6H,Tl)=Vi+V2 (7)
Likewise, dGn/dt is proportional to the rate of production of MHads, ri; dOn/dt will be zero in
the steady-state, so that

(qi/F)(d6H/dt) = n(6H, Tl) = vi - V2 - vs = 0 (8)
where qi is the monolayer charge density of the UPD H species per real cm of the substrate
surface, corresponding to OH = 1 on the sites available for H adsorption.
For the anode reaction, the permeation current, j&, is proportional to the H
concentration gradient along the direction, x, normal to the entry surface; so that:

Strictly, the kinetically relevant coverage for step 2, in the HER, is SH, OPD in relation to the definition of OR
given above
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ja=~FE(^=FDCO/L (9)
which applies when the concentration of H at x = L is limitingly zero (Cexit = 0) where L is
the thickness of the metal membrane (measured from the H-entry side) and D is the H
diffusion coefficient. The permeation flux also corresponds to the rate of H entry, ¥3, in eqn.

(6). Thus
abs^H
^

~

^max

/,

kdes(^-0H)+:T+kab.0H

,

..D.

.

(10)

Bringing eqn. (10) into eqn. (9), the permeation current,^ can then be calculated as:
FC max kabs OH
7a=—L

^

,

1+^^(1-6>H)+^^<9H

,

.

.

Z—

(11)

Carrying all the rates in eqns. (4), (5) and (6) into eqn. (8), the steady-state H coverage, OH,

can be calculated. By fitting both the experimental currents at the cathode side (jc vs V) and
anode side (/'a vs V) simultaneously to eqns. (7) and (11), using a matrix of values of the rate
constants and optimizing the fit by means of the non-linear least squares method [26], the
kinetic parameters involved in the reaction can be obtained. The details of the procedure for
the kinetic best fitting of the experimental results have been presented in detail in a previous
paper [5] (q. v.) on sorption of H into iron and mild-steel, and will not be repeated here.

(b) The processes of H adsorption and absorption in the presence of HS'
In the presence of HS' as the catalyst poison species in the 0.2 M NaOH solution, the
electrons consumed at the electrode, and any H coverage change caused by the poison
species on the Pd membrane surface, have to be considered in the reaction.
Recent work on adsorption of sulfur species at Pt(lll) [27, 28] from S2' ion in
solution indicates that the actual chemisorbed species derived from such ions is chemisorbed
"S". This conclusion is based [27] on ex situ Auger electron spectroscopy and core-level
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electron energy loss spectroscopy studies on the species derived from S ion; then the
chemisorption of S2' (or HS") ions, as S, must have involved substantial charge-transfer. In
the alkaline solution used (0.2 M NaOH), the concentration of HS~ is much larger than that
of S^' or HiS; therefore processes involving principally HS' at the electrode have to be taken
into account as follows:
M+HS-.oin +OH-(—>M^HS-di)—kp^->MS^ +2e-(M)+H20
This is an electrosorption process involving non-continuous charge-transfer [29]. When the
potential shifts to values negative to the RHE, reductive desorption can arise (the reverse of
12), as observed in ref. 30 (with S-species derived from adsorbed thiourea):
MS^ + 2e- (M) + H^O kpd )M + HS-sohi + OH-

coupled with rapid readsorption of H at the free M site:

M + H^O + e- —>MH^ ++OH~
OH

(14)

which, with (13), is equivalent to
MS^ + 3e- (M) + 2K^O kpd )MH^s + HS-.oin + 20HIn the above, kpa and kpd represent rate-constants for poison adsorption and desorption
processes, respectively. In the steady-state, the coverage by adsorbed S is invariant with
time, so that d6p/dt = 0; thus

kpa(l-6p) = kpd 9p exp[-pW/RT] (16)
giving 9p = kpa / (kpa + kpd exp[-pF^/RT]) (17)
so that 8p should be a function of polarization potential (V). The rate equation for the
desorption of poison species is:

Vp = kpd 9p exp[-pW/RT] (18)
The Faradaic current-density,./c, should include the electron consumption due to the
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process 15 involving HS', thus
7c/F = ro(9H, V) = vi+ V2+ 3Vp (19)
and the dOn/dt also has to include the rate for H readsorption (eqn.15) caused by desorption
of poison species (rate Vp), so that

(qi/F)(d6H/dt) = n(9H, V) = vi - V2 - vs +Vp = 0 (20)
OH can be calculated by carrying all the rates that appear in eqns. (4), (5) and (6) (but
modified by inclusion of appropriate 6p terms) into eqn. (20). Then both the experimental
currents at the cathode and anode sides can be fitted simultaneously to eqns. (11) and (19)
by means of the non-linear least squares method, enabling the kinetic parameters involved in
the reaction in the presence of HS' to be evaluated in a way similar to that in ref. 5.
In the presence of poison species, the modification of the rate constants due to
induced heterogeneity [31, 32] caused by communal interactions between the adsorbed P
and H atoms also has to be taken into account. In our recent treatment [5] of H sorption into
Fe and mild steel, interaction effects between adsorbed H and P species were included in the
rate equations through terms such as Pg(9H + Op), where g is the lateral interaction factor
[33]. The g value obtained by the fitting procedure is, however, quite small, as is supported

by the width at half-height [33] of the H UPD peak [20].

Experimental
(a) Electrochemical measurements and data acquisition
The electrochemical permeation measurements of H adsorption and permeation were
based on the procedure of Fmmkin and Aladjalova [34], and Devanathan and Stachurski
[35, 36], using two, three-compartment electrochemical cells with a common, metal
membrane bi-electrode as the working electrode. The potentiostat/galvanostat used for
control of the two cells had the same ground potential for the working electrode. The
instruments were two Hokuto/Denko potentiostats, HA-501 and HA-303, controlled by an
HP 9000 computer. The measured and recorded cathodic H sorption + HER currents, and
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the anodic H desorption currents, were digitized by two Keithley digital meters (model 195)
and then recorded by the HP computer. Corrections for the IR-drop between the Luggin
capillary of the reference electrode and the working electrode were made by means of a.c.
impedance or current intermption methods. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS)
measurements were made using a Solartron 1286 potentiostat/galvanostat coupled with a
Solatron 1255 frequency-response analyzer (FRA) controlled by an IBM-compatible
computer running ZPLOT software. Experiments were conducted at 298 K. On all figures in
this paper, the potentials are versus RHE and, except for cyclic voltammograms, have been
corrected for IR-drop.

(b) Membrane and electrodes
The Pd membrane [Aesar Puratronic 99.98% (metals basis)], 0.1 mm in thickness,
was annealed in vacuum at ~ 700 C for 3 h, then cooled down within the furnace to room
temperature. The membrane was polished by #2400 silicon carbide paper and then cleaned
in an ultrasonication bath, first with acetone then Millipore water. Before H permeation
experiments were conducted, the cathodic side of the Pd membrane was cycled between 0.2
and 1.5V vs RHE until sharp peaks for reduction of previously formed surface oxide at Pd,
and a "flat" double-layer charging region were observed. Then the cathodic side of the
electrode was kept at open-circuit potential until the permeation current at the anodic side
became negligible. The anodic side of the Pd membrane was kept at a constant potential
(0.58 V vs. RHE, low enough to avoid surface oxidation) at which the diffusing H atoms
become immediately oxidized to H^O.

(c) Solution and gases
The electrolyte solution was 0.2 M NaOH (BDH, Aristar grade) made up in 18.2
M^-cm Millipore water. N2 and N2 gases used for bubbling in the cell compartments for
removal of dissolved oxygen were purified, especially deoxygenated, as described

previously [37].
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HS' ions at 8.8 x 10 M were introduced as the P species into the 0.2 M NaOH

solution in the cathode cell from NaiS of 99.9% purity (taking into consideration the
equilibrium constants for the two stages of ionization of HiS and the pH of the 0.2 M NaOH
solution).
All electrochemical glassware was cleaned prior to experiments in hot, concentrated
sulfuric acid, and then washed four times in an ultrasonication bath with Millipore water.

Results and discussion
(a) Cyclic voltammetry at Pd in the presence of HS'
As with Pt electrodes, cyclic voltammetry at Pd exhibits a well defined, quasiirreversible surface oxide formation/reduction region and an almost reversible region
corresponding to the UPD of H (observable at very thin electrodes and/or at high sweeprates [21]). However, at a smooth Pd electrode thicker than, say, 0.25 jim [20], the current

associated with the UPD process is additively increased by that arising from H sorption into
the metal lattice.
Comparison of the cyclic voltammograms for Pd electrodes in the poison-free (Fig. 1,

line 1) and HS'-containing 0.2 M NaOH (Fig. 1, line 2) clearly shows that UPD of H on the
Pd surface and subsequent H sorption, is largely suppressed by the adsorbed S species
(eqn.12). When the potential scan in the positive-going direction reaches ca. 1.1 V, currents
due to the oxidative desorption of the chemisorbed S species and to Pd surface oxidation

arise. Earlier publications [5, 30, 33] show that anodic desorption of H is inhibited so long as
P species remain on the surface. The current peak at 0.63 V, corresponding to reduction of
surface oxide (Fig. 1, curve 2) is smaller than that in the poison-free case indicating that the
P species have been partially oxidized, but some still remains on the surface.
When the upper reversal potential limit has been changed to 0.55 V with the lower
one kept at 0.05 V, the fractional poison coverage on the Pd surface increases, approaching
unity. The currents for the coupled H adsorption and absorption processes are largely
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suppressed over the H UPD range (see Fig. 1, curve 3). Sulfide poison adsorption and
desorption is slow so steady-state experiments required each potential to be held for about
1200-1400s.

(b) Fitting of the data for the processes of H UPD and H permeation
The steady-state H adsorption (absorption) and the H permeation currents in the
UPD region were recorded simultaneously at the Pd membrane bi-electrodes and plotted
comparatively on a log scale for the Pd electrode in the presence and absence of 8.8 x 10 M
HS' as shown in Fig. 2; symbols are defined in the caption. The currents in the presence of
HS' are significantly smaller than those for the poison-free solution, as the cyclic
voltammograms in Fig. 1 also show. Clearly chemisorbed HS' blocks surface sites otherwise

available for binding of H and thus diminishes the H adsorption and resulting absorption.
The permeation currents commence at around 0.4 V vs RHE then gradually increase as the
positive potential decreases, eventually approaching the cathodic H adsorption currents

corresponding to virtually all of the UPD H being absorbed into the Pd lattice and diffusing
to the anode side, then becoming oxidized [10]. Recall that consumption of MHads in
reaction (2) cannot arise at UPD potentials.
The H adsorption and the H permeation currents for the Pd electrode in the 0.2 M

NaOH aqueous solution were fitted to the eqns. (7), (8) and (11), while for the currents
arising in the presence of HS', eqns. (19), (20) and (11) [but including 6p terms with the
exponential terms Pg(6H + Op), cf. Ref. 5] were used, employing the non-linear least-squares
method.
In both the absence and presence of poison, the H adsorption currents around 0.4 V
are bent towards larger values (Fig. 2) which makes satisfactory fitting difficult to achieve.
This effect could be due to currents (~10'/ A cm'^) for reduction of traces of oxygen (¥4)
which, when allowed for, lead to the good kinetic-fitting results shown in Fig. 2.
The kinetic parameters and rate constants that result from this procedure for the Pd
electrodes in the poison-free and HS'-containing solutions are brought together in Table 1,
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from which it is seen that the rate constant of the H adsorption step, ki, becomes reduced
and that for its back-reaction step, k-i, becomes increased by P. The equilibrium constant for
H adsorption, K = ki / k-i, becomes reduced from IxlO"3 to 6x10 in the presence of HS',
corresponding to OH, being diminished by S adsorption (see following discussion).

Table 1. Kinetic parameters for UPD H processes and H permeation at Pd in 0.2 M NaOH

PARAMETERS

WITHOUT HS-

WrTH8.8X10'4M*HS~

ki / mol cm s

(5.5±0.4) xl0-13

(2.6±0.2) xl0-13

k.i / mol cm s

(5.5±1.3)xl0'10

(4.2±0.8) xl0"9

k2 / mol cm s

(9.6±2.7) xl0'15

(1.8±0.3)xl0'14

k4/molcm s

(2.1±0.05)xl0'12

(5.9±0.5) xl0-13

kabs/cms

(9.1±1.0)xl0'9

(3.9±0.4) xl0-8

kdes/cms

(5.3±0.5) xl0-4

(5.3±0.4) x 10-4

p

0.53± 0.02

0.40±0.06

g

0

0.00110.0002

kpa/molcm s

0

(2.7±0.1)xl0'12

kpd / mol cm s

0

(5.5±0.7) xl0-13

* calculated from the concentration of added NazS and the ionization equilibrium constant

Fig. 3 shows the rates of H adsorption (absorption) processes and of each individual
step (cf. ref. 32) calculated from the fitting parameters for Pd electrodes in the poison-free,
0.2 M aqueous NaOH solution. Three regions of the cathodic behavior can be distinguished:
in region A, at the most positive potentials (0.4 - 0.3 V), the H adsorption rate, vi, and the H
permeation rate, vs, increase in the same way. The current in this region may also contain a
small contribution from reduction of traces of 62 referred to earlier. The H desorption rate,
V2, is much smaller (by about 1000 times, as expected) than the rates of all other steps (Fig.
3). In region B, the H adsorption and permeation rates still increase in a parallel way.
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The cathodic current is almost entirely contributed by the vi UPD rate and no H2 evolution
can arise. An important conclusion (although implicit in earlier works) is that UPD H,
despite its adsorption energies at low OH being large and comparable with that for
chemisorption of H from the gas phase [19,38], can easily become sorbed into Pd through its
interface; thus H sorption does not require overpotential-deposition of the intermediate in
the HER. In region C, the potential is in the OPD region and sorption arises from the total OH
which is approaching its full value; therefore the H permeation rate (vs) also approaches a
limiting value. Then the H adsorption (rate vi) and desorption (rate Vi) steps on the electrode
surface become dominant in the overall cathodic reaction under OPD conditions.
Fig. 4 shows the rate of the H adsorption and permeation processes, and the rates of
each individual step calculated from the fitting parameters for Pd electrodes in the presence
of the HS' poison species. In region A, the overall reaction is dominated by the reductive
desorption of poison species and influenced a little by reduction of any remaining traces of
02. When the potential shifts to more negative values, the 6p becomes decreased; then the
dominant steps are similar to those for the poison-free case. An important effect, brought
about by the P species, is that the potential for OH —> 1 is shifted towards more negative
values (see the vs line in Figs. 3 and 4).
It is important to note that the H adsorption rate, vi, and the H permeation rate, ¥3, are
almost exactly in the same ratio over the UPD potential region in both the absence (Fig. 3)
and presence (Fig. 4) of the poison species. The 1:1 correspondence between the H
adsorption and H permeation rates indicates that the rate of transfer of H inside the metal is
not the process limiting the rate of steady-state diffusion of H through the membrane, but it

is directly related to the kinetics of the H entry at the polarization side determined by the
rate-constant, ki, for H deposition. Comparing the rate constant for H adsorption (reaction
1), ki, with the rate constant of the H absorption, kabs from Table 1, it is seen that ki is 4
orders smaller than kabs. Therefore H adsorption is the rate-determining step.
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(c) Relation between Co, OH and the H permeation current-density,7'a
According to eqn. (9), the H permeation current-density,7'a, should be proportional to
the sub-surface H concentration, Co, (eqn. 6 and ref. [17]), as emphasized in our previous
paper [5]. Co, given by eqn.21:

0 = L/ max

abs

'Vdes+Vdiff+Vabs (21)

is determined by the ratio of the rate of H absorption, Vabs? to the sum of the rates of H
desorption, Vdes, H diffusion, Vdiff and H absorption, Vabs. Each of these terms can be
calculated using the parameters obtained from the fitting procedure together with the values
of OH and 6p, over the potential range V= 0.4 to -0.4V (not considering any possible effects
of "Pd-H" phase change). Figs. 5 and 6 show these terms for Pd electrodes in the absence
and presence of HS' species, respectively. Vabs is much smaller than Vdiff or Vdes over all the
potential range, and hence can be neglected in the denominator of the eqn. (21). Since Vdes is
larger than Vdiff over the more positive potential region, it therefore dominates the
denominator, so that Cg s C^^ v ^ /v^ . Consequently,^ is proportional to OH(I-OH) with
change of potential in the absence of poison species, while it is proportional to OH
(I-GH -Op)'1 in the presence of poison [cf. eqn. (6c) in ref. 5]. From Figs. 5 and 6, it is seen
that the curves for GH (l-On)'1 (in the absence of poison) and OH (I-OH -Qp)"1 (in its presence)

coincide well with curve ja (the value ofy'a being divided by ¥DfL) in the positive potential
range. When the potential goes further negative, Vdes become smaller; then both Vdes and Vdiff
become dominant in the denominator of eqn. (21), so that Cp = C,max

v abs
des ' " diff

„-!
The H diffusion coefficient, D, in Pd is 2.8 xl0'/ \-7
cm^_2s-l,
much smaller than that in

Fe (4.5 x 10 cm s ). Thus, the Vdiff is much smaller than Vdes in the Pd electrode (Vdiff= 2.8
x 10 cm s ) over the more positive potential region and can become relatively negligible
when Vdes is larger. For the Fe electrode (see ref. 5) the Vdiffis much larger (Vdiff =9 x 10 cm
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s ) than that in the Pd electrode and hence dominates the denominator of eqn. (21) in the
presence of poison species where the Vdes become reduced by the chemisorption of the latter
(Vdes < 1.3 X 10'8 cm S'1 in the presence of AsOi' in ref. 5).
In relation to potential of the Pd electrodes, Fig. 7 shows that Co in the presence of
HS' is smaller over the less negative potential range because of the effect of P. However, as
the potential becomes decreased, Co in the presence of P rapidly increases and then
surpasses its values without HS' present. This causes the H permeation current to be
correspondingly enhanced at appreciable negative overpotentials where the adsorbed poison
has become progressively desorbed from the surface, as was observed at Fe and mild-steel
electrodes over the OPD H region in our previous work [5,16].
OH values in relation to the potential, with and without HS' present, were calculated
from the kinetic-fitting procedure as shown in Fig. 8. In the poison-free solution, OH

increases with |T]|, then approaches a limiting value at a potential slightly negative to 0 V
(this is expected for UPD of H). In the presence of HS', OH increases at a much slower rate
due to the poison effect. The H coverage fraction attains a value of only 0.3 at 0 V (the
reversible potential), while in the poison-free solution, OH already reaches 0.9 at that
potential.

(d) H permeation efficiency
The efficiency (e) of H entry and permeation is calculated as: e =j\ /jc, where ja is
the pemieation current-density and jc is the cathodic polanzation current-density leading to

UPD of H or further H deposition (OPD) forming Hz. e values at Pd electrodes in the
absence and presence of HS' are shown in Figs. 9 and 10, and increase with more negative
potential in the UPD region until they reach a maximum value at about 0.1 V RHE in the
poison-free solution and at ~ 0 V in the presence of P. Then e decreases with more negative
potential, exponentially in both cases. The cathodic current (i.e. for UPD of H, i.e. positive

to 0.0 V RHE), is vi [note V2 is limitingly zero (-12 to -17 on log scale) for UPD conditions]
plus the small rate, V4, contributed by any residual oxygen reduction while in the presence of
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P, it should include the rate of reductive desorption of P, Vp. At the most positive potentials
(~ 0.3 to 0.4 V)7c is dominated by Vp with the residual V4 (Figs. 3 and 4). If V4 and Vp are
excluded from the^'c, then the H permeation efficiency will be £ =7'a / F(v 1+72) = 1, as shown
in Figs. 9 and 10. Thus, as expected over the UPD region, e is virtually 100 % since H2
formation is thermodynamically impossible. Note that the transition from increasing to
decreasing e in Fig. 10 as the potential passes from the UPD to the OPD region at the
reversible potential, corresponds to the actual Gibbs energy for UPD H becoming identical
with that for OPD of H. Then the "driving force" for H sorption into Pd from the two states
of H becomes identical.

At increasingly negative potentials (into the H OPD region), OH reaches its limiting
value. The permeation current, which is directly related to the OH through Co, also attains its
limiting value, but jc continues to increase exponentially because of the parallel r\ -dependent
HER rate (see Figs. 3 and 4), so that e decreases in an exponential way with increase of |r||
as shown in Figs. 9 and 10.

(e) Pseudocapacitance and H coverage

i) Pseudocapacitance calculated from the kinetic-fitting procedure
The adsorption pseudocapacitance is defined [25] as the product of the chargedensity for monolayer coverage, qi, and the derivative of coverage with potential:

C,=-q^dG,/dV)
as has been treated elsewhere [33, 39]. Here the steady-state value of OH is obtained by
setting the rate of production of MHads, ri, equal to zero at any dc potential and solving for
OH as a function of potential [25]. From Fig. 8, the OH vs V relation, the steady-state dGn /dV
at the Pd electrode in the absence and the presence of P can be calculated. Therefore C^ in
relation to potential can be obtained using eqn. (22) as shown in Fig. 11. It can be seen that
the peak pseudocapacitance is shifted to more negative potentials in the presence of P
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species. The values of C^ are also significantly reduced over the H UPD region because of
the competitive adsorption between the P and H.

ii) Pseudocapacitance measured by a. c. impedance
A capacitance related to the pseudocapacitance measured by a. c. impedance is called
Cp [40] which appears in combination with a resistor, Rp, associated with the adsorbate
formation/removal in the equivalent circuit (see Fig. la, in ref. 40). Cp can be obtained by
simulation of the frequency-response behavior of an electrochemical reaction based on a
rationally chosen equivalent circuit [41, 42].
Here the equivalent-circuit in Fig. 12 (inset) with a CPE (constant phase element),
was employed for evaluation of the experimental frequency-response behavior with the ZCPE
= l/(jTco)(p. The experimental and simulated impedance behavior for the Pd electrode in the
0.2 M NaOH solution are compared in Figs. 12 and 13, and the resulting values for the
circuit elements are listed in Table 2; evidently, Cp values are much larger than those of C^
at the same potential.
Table 2. Values of the equivalent-circuit elements for the data shown in Figs. 12 and
13 for four electrode potentials, E / V vs. RHE.
EA^ Rs/^cmz Ri/k^cmz T/^iFcm

-2

<t>

RpM2cmz Cp/pPcm^ C./pPcm
-2

.-2

0.4 33±8 2L8±0.4 29±2 0.97±0.007 242±4 1.0±0.3 4
0.3 26±6 2.52±0.06 33±2 0.90±0.006 6.0±0.2 718±10 210
0.2 21±1.4 1.5510.01 36±0.8 0.97±0.001 19±1 12200±380 939
0.1 15±5 5.3410.02 20±0.6 0.96±0.002 20±1 10800±830 675
0 19±0.5 l.2±0.02 3010.6 0.9710.002 21±2 3340±1800 303

The (apparent) values of Cp in Table 2 are about 14 times greater (at 0.3 V, 3 times
greater) than C^except at 0.4 V. This is because some of the H adsorbed on the surface has
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become absorbed into the metal and some of the H in the metal can become desorbed and
reaches the surface during the low-frequency cycles of an a.c. impedance measurement. All
this H, including that absorbed in the subsurface layer of the metal, can become involved in
the charge/discharge cycles of the measurement. The observed behavior then becomes
equivalent to many H layers being apparently "adsorbed", giving erroneously high values
for the apparent OH and corresponding Cp. If Cp is normalized to C^ by division by 14

(symbols ), then both depend on potential in a similar way (Fig. 11).
From Table 2 it is seen that the (CPE) double-layer capacitance, T, has a normal
value, i.e. between 20 to 36 pF cm'z and the charge-transfer resistance, Ri, actually
decreases with decreasing potential (Fig. 12). However, at 0.1 V, Ri increases because GH is
approaching its saturation value so that 73 tends to a limiting value. While ¥2 is still not large
enough to substantially reduce the OH, adsorption of H becomes more difficult than at more
positive potentials, so that Ri becomes increased. With potential becomes more negative, the
component V2 becomes increased, then Ri becomes small again.
The Cp values obtained by the same procedure for the S-poisoned Pd are plotted in
Fig. 11 (symbols •), and are about 1.7 times larger than C^ at more positive potentials (but
less so than for the poison-free solution); therefore some absorbed H is again still involved
in the charge/discharge cycle of the a.c. measurement.

Conclusions

The UPD coverage by H, on a Pd electrode surface, is largely suppressed by the
adsorption of HS' from an aqueous NaOH solution, but the resulting chemisorbed S species

can be oxidatively desorbed by cycling the potential to relatively high positive values.
A kinetically-treated model for UPD and OPD of H in the presence and absence of
adsorbed sulfide poison satisfactorily represents the H adsorption and penneation behavior
at a Pd electrode in 0.2 M aqueous NaOH solution. The H adsorption and the H permeation
rates have a 1:1 ratio in the UPD region both in the absence and presence of poison in
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solution.

A 100% permeation efficiency, e, arises at the Pd surface in the H UPD region, as
may be intuitively expected. However, at cathodic overpotentials, i.e. into the H OPD
region, e decreases exponentially because the H permeation current reaches its limiting
value, but the HER current continues to increase exponentially.
The sub-surface H concentration, Co, in the UPD region in the presence of HS' is
smaller than in its absence because of the effect of the poison on H coverage. However, as
negative potential is increased, Co rapidly increases and surpasses that without HS~ present,
corresponding to the H permeation rate being enhanced by the presence of sulfide poison
species.

In the UPD region, the H permeation current, 7*a, is limitingly proportional to
QH (l-Qn)'1 in the absence of P species, while it tends to GH (I-OH -Op) in the presence of P.
Cp, determined by a.c. impedance, is substantially larger than that calculated from
the OH results obtained from the fitting procedure. This is because H already absorbed in the
metal gives a low-frequency response leading to anomalously high apparent H
pseudocapacitance.
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CHAPTER 5

GENERAL DISCUSSION
(Overall general discussion collated from the discussion sections of the three papers)

5.1 Hydrogen and Poison Coverages, OH and 9p, in Relation to the Overpotential

Hydrogen coverage, OH, is an important parameter involved in, and determining, the
behaviour of cathodic H2 evolution on and H sorption into the transition metals. There is no
direct method for measuring OH even though some transient (46) methods are available for
estimating the values of OPD OH and their dependence on potential. However, for some
metals, when H absorption is significant in the reaction on the surface, the values of "GH"
obtained by these methods can be erroneously high since some of the hydrogen absorbed in
the metal may reach the surface during the transient and become ionized. In the present
work, the kinetic-fitting method (see Chapter 1, section 9) has been developed and provides
a complementary and reliable way for evaluating the OH and its relation to the chemisorption
of poison species such as AsOz' and HS', initially co-adsorbed with H.

The kinetic-fitting procedure, described in Chapter 1 , was applied to the Tafel and
permeation current results simultaneously and the derived kinetic parameters enabled the H
and P coverages, OH and 6p, to be expressed as a function of T| at the Fe electrode in the
presence and absence of HS', as shown in Fig. 3 in Chapter 3 and compared with
corresponding results for the presence of As02~ reported in Chapter 2 where they are plotted
on the same diagram. It was shown kinetically that 9p decreases with increasing |T]| but, with
HS', its effect, though similar, sets in at much lower |r|'s| than for the arsenic-poisoned
* The computational details of this procedure are given in Chapter 1 and in the Appendix.
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electrode. The corresponding OH also becomes increased at |r|'s| that are lower than those for
the arsenic-poisoned electrode. It is also to be noted that the saturation (or attained limiting)
value of OH in the presence of HS' is smaller than that for the clean-solution case while for
the arsenic-poisoned electrode, it is larger.

OH and 6p as a function of T| at the mild-steel electrode in the presence and absence of HS~
are shown in Fig. 4 in Chapter 3 from which it is seen that 9p decreases and OH increases
again but at much lower |r|'s| than those for the arsenic-poisoned electrode.

It is surprising that at both the Fe and mild-steel electrodes the saturation or limiting value of
OH in the presence of HS' becomes smaller at higher |r|'s| than without poison while, at both
electrode-metals in the presence of As02', the saturation or limiting value of GH becomes
larger than for the clean-solution case.

It is known that As is a strong poison species which can be chemisorbed on the metal
surface. The initially adsorbed As02~ poison species becomes reduced to (or
electrodeposited as) As0, then to AsH3, which eventually becomes desorbed as a chemically

identifiable gas (135, 136 and see Chapter 1) at high cathodic potentials (as was proved
experimentally; the details of the detection of AsHs are discussed in section 5.6). It is
possible that a strongly adsorbed poison may disturb or restructure the metal surface lattice
at the atomic level (or between the metal and its surface oxides) leading to an increase in
lattice interstices or creation of some new active sites for renewed or extended H adsorption.
Thus, upon reductive desorption of As species, the electrosorption of H could be stronger on
newly revealed types of surface sites, leading to larger GH than for the initial clean-surface.
However, since the adsorption of HS' (as S) is not as strong as that from As02' (i.e. As0
derived therefrom), it may be less able to create new active sites for H re-adsorption.
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It is important to point out that the saturation or limiting value of OH in the presence of HS" is
decreased compared to the clean-solution case while for the arsenic-poisoned electrode, it is
increased. However, the H permeation currents were enhanced in both cases. It is shown
that OH is an important factor related to the H sorption but, more importantly, the H
permeation is dependent on the H concentration, Co, at the sub-surface layer of H-sorbing
metals, as will be discussed in more detail in the following section.

5.2 The Effect of Sub-Surface H Concentration, Co, in Determining the Rate of H
Permeation into the Metal

The essential and significant aspects of the present work are the comparisons between the H
sorption behaviours at Fe, mild-steel and Pd in the presence and absence (control
experiments) of As and S species as catalyst poisons.

The importance of the H concentration, Co, in the sub-surface layer (see Figure 5 and eqn.
[41] in the introduction of this thesis) is to be emphasised; it can be calculated according to

eqn. [5.1] (eqn. [6b] in paper No. I):
Cmax kabs 6>H CXp[^g(6>H + (9p)]
-°~

_

..

_

.

._

D

kdes (1 - 6'H - 6>p) exp[-(l - y0)g((9H + (9p)] + ^ + kabs 6'H exp[/?g(6>H + (9p)] [5-1]

which can be simplified to:

Co = d

abs

v^.
+ v.^ + v
des'rvdiff
^ vabs [5.2]

and indicates that Co is dependent on the ratio of the rate of H absorption, Vabs, to the sum of
the rates of H desorption, Vdes, H diffusion, Vdiff and H absorption, Vabs. In other words, the
value of Co depends on which term in the denominator of eqn. [5.2] has relatively the largest
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value if the change of the rate of H absorption, Vabs, in the numerator of eqn. [5.2], is
relatively small compared with the change of the denominator.

The value of each of these terms was calculated using the parameters obtained from the
fitting procedure together with the derived values of OH and 9p, over the potential range 0 to
-1 V for Fe and mild-steel electrodes in the presence and absence of HS' or As02~. The
changes of rate due to chemisorption of the poison species for Vabs are, in all cases, less than
6 times (6 times at Pe electrodes, 4 times at mild-steel electrodes) while the rate changes for
Vdes are in the range of 10 - 10 times. Therefore the permeation current mostly depends on
the change of the denominator of eqn. [5.2] where Vdes has the predominant effect.

In the presence of As02', however, both Fe and mild-steel have the second term much larger
than the others (see Table 3 in Chapter 2) in the denominator of eqn. [5.2], i.e. the rate of H
diffusion, Vdiff, is the dominating factor determining Co. The other two terms (Vdes and Vabs)
are much smaller compared to the second term (vdiff) so that they can be taken as negligible.
In the presence of HS', Vdiff is found to be the key factor at low |r|'s| (see Table 3 and eqn.
[9] in Chapter 3); hence the permeation current behaves similarly to that at the arsenicpoisoned electrode. The H permeation current in the above situation can be written as:

7» =FC,°-= FC^k^ff, exp?(0» + 0,)]

[5.3]

Here j'a is only proportional to the H absorption rate. The value of exp[pg(9H +0p)] changes
little with change of T| because the sum OH + 6p —> 1; therefore the change ofy'a with T| is
mainly dependent on OH.

It is understandable that, at low |r|'s|, the sulphide or sulphur poison species, having a
qualitatively similar effect to that by arsenic adsorbed on the electrode surface, blocks
surface sites, therefore reducing the rate of H removal (from the sub-surface layer). Note
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that it has been shown elsewhere (150) in work from this laboratory that when an electrode
surface is poisoned, e.g. as at Pd, the anodic desorption is much inhibited.

At higher |r|'s|, when the sulphur species tends to become desorbed, OH becomes increased
but only to a limiting value smaller than for the clean-solution case (cf. Figs. 3 and 4 in
Chapter 3). When the rate of H desorption, Vdes> becomes increased to a value comparable
with that of Vdiff, then neither the first term nor the second can be neglected. Only the third
term in the denominator of the equation is then negligible, so that the sub-surface H
concentration becomes:

'0 — ^ max

vabs

V^
+ V.;
des

T

vdiff

[5.4]

According to eqn. [5.1], and through a complex kinetic equation for^'a, the permeation
current-density at high |r|'s| in the presence ofHS' can be written as:

D ^ax^.^exp[^(^+^)]

Ja = r —

L ^(I-(?H -e,)exp[-(i-p)g(e^ +e,)}+^ t5-5]

For both Pc and mild-steel, in the absence of poison (clean solution case), the first term is
much larger than the others (see Table 3 in Chapter 2) in the denominator of eqn. [5.2], i.e.
the rate of H desorption, Vdes, is the dominating factor determining Co. Therefore the subsurface H concentration becomes:

'0 — v" max

Vabs

'dos

The permeation current-density,j'a, then can be written as:
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[5.6]

,,.A,.-^
L "~ k^(l-0,)

[5.7]

It is obvious that the permeation current is proportional to the ratio of the rate of hydrogen
absorption, kabsOn, to that of hydrogen desorption, kdes (I-QH)- On the T| scale it is only
lent on the change of ^ _ because all other parameters in eqn [5.7] are constant

(1-^)

with change ofr|.

Plots of T| vs. OH for the condition of presence of As species, and ... for the clean"'~~ (i-e,)

solution case, are shown on a log scale in Fig. 10 in the present Chapter for a mild-steel
electrode. They have exactly the same shape as the experimental and calculated ja results
over the cathodic potentials, confirming consistency of the numerical treatment of the results
and emphasising the direct relation between y'a and GH.

Figures 5 and 6 in Chapter 3 show values of the critical quantity, Co, in relation to the HER
overpotential at the Fe and mild-steel electrodes, respectively. It is seen that Co for the
presence of As02' has the largest value because the denominator in eqn. [5.2] is smallest
(Vdes being on the order of 10'° to 10'/). The Co in the absence of poison has the smallest
value because the Vdes becomes sufficiently large (on the order of 10-z) that the second term
becomes negligible, while in the presence of HS', Vdes is increased compared to the cleansolution case but only to a value which is still comparable to the second term, so that the Co
is less than that in the presence of AsOi' but larger than that for the poison-free case.

The permeation current is proportional directly to the H concentration, Co. Therefore it can
be seen that both poisoning species (arsenic or sulphur containing species) can lead to an
enhancement effect for H sorption. The promotion effect in the presence of As02' species is
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case for a mild-steel electrode in 0.2 M aqueous NaOH solution. The symbols are experimental
data and the dashed lines are calculated results of r| vs.j\. The relationship of r| vs. j'a, r| to OH and
GH/CI-OH) are calculated from parameters derived from the kinetic-fitting of the experimental
results (Table 2 in Chapter 2). A and B are constants to shift the curves horizontally.

stronger than that of S-containing species.

5.3 Relationship Between Permeation Current-density, ja, and the Polarization
Current-density,7'c

The relation between the permeation current-density (/a) and the polarization (charging)
current-density (/c) is of principal practical as well as fundamental interest. For Fe and mildsteel, thej'a is plotted vs (/c -ja)m, a relation proposed by lyer et al. (151) on the supposition
that the H + H recombination step is rate-determining in the external HER and would lead
to a linear plot for the above function. Evidently (cf. Fig. 10 in Chapter 2 and Fig. 8 in
Chapter 3) this supposition is far from being confirmed either for HS' or As as poison
species. This is because the kinetics of the HER at Fe or mild steel do not follow
recombination control as indicated by the slopes of Tafel (log^'c vs potential) relations. The

Tafel slope, being 106 mV/decade, is close to the typical value of 118 mV/decade (10) for
electrochemical desorption control with OH —> 1. Thus noy'c relation exhibiting a 29 mV
slope at low overpotentials, progressing into a limiting current, characteristic of Taf el's
recombination step, is observed.

Another quantity, the hydrogen permeation efficiency (&), is of practical importance for
metal-hydride electrodes and can also be derived as e = ja I jc = V4 / (vi+V2+Vp) for the
poisoned electrode. It is the ratio of currents for H permeation to the respective parallel H2
evolution currents. Fig. 10 (in Chapter 3) shows the experimental results forja/7'c at Fe in
relation to the T) and the results calculated from the parameters obtained using the kinetic
fitting procedure, e increases at low |r)'s| because both j\ andy'c are becoming larger but j\ is
increasing faster than jc. The efficiency reaches a maximum then declines exponentially
when the overpotential further increases. This is because V4 reaches its limiting value but the
cathodic current for N2 evolution is, of course, still increasing continuously at an exponential
(Tafel) rate. The efficiency, e, obviously must then decrease exponentially at higher
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overpotentials.

5.4 Poison Effects on Sorption of H into Pd

Palladium has been the metal of choice as a model system for investigations of H sorption
into electrodes, and a very large literature has accumulated on the "palladium-hydrogen"
system (see e.g. Lewis's monograph, ref. 7). Seminal work on electrochemical sorption into
Pd, using a bi-electrode system, was earned out by Frumkin and Aladjalova (107) already in
1944 and this technique was employed in the present work. As is well known, H can become
sorbed up to a composition PdHo.6, or greater under extreme conditions of gas-phase H2
pressure or cathodic polarization potential. Two phases, a and P "PdH", are involved in this
process.

The following principal steps in the cathodic HER are well known and, for alkaline
solutions, are repeated here from the introduction of this thesis for the convenience of
reading this part of the present Chapter:

M+H,0+e-—>MH^+OHfollowed by
MH.,,+H,0+e-—>M+OH-+H,
or

2MH^—>2M+H,(gas)

[5.10]

When H sorption into the metal can take place, a sorption step following [5.8] can arise as:

^H^s —>MH^s —> diffusion of H in the metal
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[5.11]

The step [5.11] is that of transfer of adsorbed H across the metal interface to a sub-surface
state (1,45,152) of absorbed H from which diffusion of H into the bulk originates.

The sequence of the above processes leading to H sorption is illustrated diagrammatically in
Fig. 11.

At the exit side of the H-permeation bi-electrode, H is anodically desorbed as solvated
protons or H^O:

MH.,—.M+H++e- ^^
or

MH,^ +OH~—>M+H20+e-

[5.12b]

The step of interfacial transfer [5.11] from the external adsorbed state of H to the subsurface state (see Fig. 1 1 and below) is probably the process that is modified by co-adsorbed
poisons. Once the H is within the metal host, its diffusion can, of course, no longer be
directly influenced by the presence of poison species. The diffusion/permeation can only be
indirectly affected by poisons through their influence on Co, the concentration of sub-surface
H immediately following H transfer from the adsorbed state (process [5.11]).

From an electrochemical point of view, Pd is of special interest since H can be sorbed into it

(as we show in Chapter 4) both from the underpotential-deposited (UPD) H (153), more
positive than (ca. 0.05 to 0.4 V, range) the Hz reversible potential, and from the
overpotential-deposited H arising (as for Fe and mild-steel, etc.) as the intermediate
(reaction step [5.8]) in cathodic Hi generation.
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SURFACE
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LAYER

Hz

PARALLEL PROCESSES OF H+ DISCHARGE WITH H SORPTION
OR H DESORPTION AS Hz
a) proton discharge with chemisorption of H;
b) electrchemical desorption as N2;
c) recombinative desorption as N2;

d) H absorption.
adsorbed H

$^ interstitial H in first layer
Figure 11. Schematic reaction-mechanism diagram for the processes of H discharge, H
sorption and H2 evolution, including the significance of the sub-surface state of H
at concentration Co (from ref. 31).
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Over the UPD region, H can be deposited up to about a monolayer in coverage by adsorbed
H through underpotential deposition, i.e. without involvement of the following steps leading

to Hi formation (Fig. 11) in parallel with H sorption. This step of UPD of H is formally the
same as that in reaction [5.8] for the HER but takes place with no involvement of H2
formation and hence can be kinetically different. However, the electronic state of UPD H is
different from that of OPD H, as is its surface-coordination environment (103). This is
because, at the platinum metals, the first available surface orbitals are saturated by H as the
UPD H coverage tends to 1 so that the extra OPD H has to find other kinds of coordination
sites, e.g. on-top instead of lattice holes, or be accommodated in a new, overall, communal
arrangement, probably non-commensurate with the substrate lattice geometry.

Direct experiments showed that this strongly bound adsorbed H can also become easily
absorbed into the Pd lattice. Hence poison effects on this UPD step, equivalent to step [5.8],
and H sorption following it, can be independently studied in a quantitative way (paper 3 of
the present work).

For quantitative interpretation of H sorption processes originating from the HER (i.e. OPD
of H), all the above steps must be taken into account kinetically through respective electrode
process rate-equations, especially in order to understand the effects of catalyst poisons, P.
Elsewhere, it has been shown (31) that no thermodynamic basis can be found for the poison
effects on H sorption, e.g. in terms of chemical potentials of H and P species in adsorption
and absorption isotherms, except possibly through H/P lateral interactions, when they are
significant.

H sorption experiments were conducted at Pd bi-electrode membranes in the presence and
absence of HS' as poison. Prom the H UPD state, poison effects can be followed in the
absence of complications from H2 evolution and the efficiency of H sorption is then virtually

+ In the case of the (111) surface of Pt studied in N2804 solution, the maximum H coverage is only ca. 66%,
the remaining surface fraction being occupied by adsorbed HS04' ions.
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unity.

Figure 2 in Chapter 4 shows the relations between ja (0, •) and jc (D, •)recorded
simultaneously at a Pd electrode in 0.2 M aq. NaOH (open symbols) and with 8.8 x 10'4 M
HS~ present (filled symbols, as above). The solid lines represent, as a self-consistency test,
the behaviour computed from data derived by application of the kinetic-fitting procedures.

We have emphasized earlier the importance and significance of Co, the sub-surface
concentration of sorbed H. Figure 7 in Chapter 4 shows Co values plotted against potential
for Pd electrodes in the presence and absence of HS' poison. When HS' is present, Co has
smaller values than in its absence over the less negative potential range (i.e. the H
permeation current is inhibited in that potential range) but as potential is increased
negatively Co rapidly increases (Fig. 7 in Chapter 4) and surpasses its value for a poison-free
solution. This causes the H permeation currents to be relatively enhanced at appreciable
(negative) overpotentials (OPD H, and E^ then being also generated on the Pd cathode
surface). Under these potential-conditions, the sulphur poison species becomes progressively
desorbed from the electrode surface, as at Fe.

The kinetic-fitting procedure provides the parameters for calculation of fractional coverages
(Gn) of H and P (6p) as a function of potential in the presence and absence of HS' poison, P,
as shown in Fig. 8 in Chapter 4, as was also evaluated for effects of As-species as poison,
treated in paper 1 (Chapter 2) of the present work.

As at Fe electrodes, efficiencies of H sorption can also be derived as a function of potential
in the presence and absence of HS' poison as was shown in Figs. 9 and 10 in Chapter 4. The
possibility of residual currents (10 A cm ), that were detectable, were due to reduction of
traces of Oz was taken into account in the fitting procedure. When the contributions from
such rates and from the reductive desorption of poison are excluded from the cathodic
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charging current, jc, then the H permeation efficiency can be calculated as e =y'a /F(vi+V2)
s 1, as shown in Pigs. 9 and 10 in Chapter 4 (the dashed line). Almost 100 % permeation
efficiency arises at the Pd surface over the H UPD region, which is the expected behaviour
because H2 formation over this region is thermodynamically impossible.

5.5 Poison Effects on H Desorption from Pd

A different type of experiment was performed to examine how a sulphur species affected H
desorption from Pd. A comparison of the cyclic voltammograms for a Pd electrode in a
poison-free 0.2 M NaOH solution and in the presence of HS~ is shown in Fig. 1 in Chapter 4.
In the poison-free solution, the current associated with the UPD process is additively
increased by that arising from H sorption into the metal lattice (154,155). When the potential
scan is reversed to a positive-going direction the current is still cathodic which indicates that
the H sorption into the metal lattice is still continuing. As the scan is continued in the
positive-going direction, the H concentration near the inside of the metal becomes higher
than that on the surface so that the H oxidative desorption current becomes significant (the
anodic peak at 0.4 V vs RHE, cf. line 1 in Fig. 1 in Chapter 4). When HS~ is present in the

solution, the UPD of H (adsorption and absorption) is largely suppressed or inhibited by the
presence of the sulphide species (cf. line 2 in Fig. 1 in Chapter 4).

The results of a separate experiment, carried out in our laboratory by J. H. Barber (150), is
shown in Fig. 12. H was first cathodically sorbed into Pd in the absence of the poison; then
the electrode surface was covered by poison species by dipping the electrode into a poisoncontaining solution (1 x 10~3 mol dm'J thiourea) and cyclic voltammetry was applied again,
now using the external, poison-free solution. The results showed that H desorption on the
anodic half-cycle was greatly inhibited by the presence of the adsorbed poison species. Only
by oxidative removal of the poison by an anodic sweep to ca. +1.2 V could facile anodic
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Figure 12. Cyclic voltammograms of Habs oxidation after charging a Pd wire with H at 70
mV vs RHE for 600 s in 0.5 mol dm'3 H2S04; discharged in (- - -) 0.5 mol dm'3
H2S04 and (—) 0.5 mol dm'3 N2804 + 1 x 10'3 mol dm'3 thiourea. Total
desorption charge = 90 [tC in each case. (from ref. 150).

desorption of the sorbed H be caused to take place. This result clearly shows that H in the
sub-surface state (concentration Co) cannot escape and be ionized positively to the RHE
potential if the exterior surface of the Pd host electrode is already covered by the adsorbed
poison.

This result obviously has negative implications for recyclability of H in the presence of
poisons which, under certain conditions, enhance the sorption process.

5.6 Detection of Arsine at Mild-Steel Cathodes in KF 2HF Melt in the Presence of
AS203

Effects of As-containing species on H permeation into Fe or mild-steel cathodes are
encountered in the technology of electrolytic Fz production from KF-2HF melts. In the
present work, such effects were studied comparatively vis a vis those at the same electrodes
in aqueous NaOH solution. It has been found (papers 1 and 2 of the present work) that the
presence of As-containing species significantly enhances H permeation into Fe or mild steel
but again only at appreciable cathodic overpotentials.

According to Smialowski (129), the promoter effect arises from the formation of hydrides
such as AsHs. However, Radhakrishnan and Shreir (156) found that when AsHs, generated
outside the cell, was bubbled through solution during the measurement of the permeation
current, no increase in current was produced. It is very important to examine whether AsHs
can be detected in the Hz gas which is generated at a cathodically polarized electrode in the
electrolyte in the presence of As-containing species, e.g. As02' in the present work.

It is known (126,157) that the following reaction can take place on a cathode surface when
the potential is sufficiently negative or polarization duration is long, giving rise to a visible
thin deposit of elemental As:
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As3+ (from added As^+Se" +M—>M/As°

[5.13]

which is then followed by reduction to AsHs:

M/As" + SH^O
+ 3e~
3e- —>]M
—>M +
3H^O +
+ AsH3
AsH^ +
+ 30H

[5.14]

The cathodically evolved hydrogen bubbles are then generated on an As film
electrodeposited on the mild steel substrate surface or that at which AsHs is adsorbed or
coadsorbed with H.

The gases collected were passed through the heated glass tube (the Marsh test, cf. section
1.7 in Chapter 1). After the electrode had been polarized for 3 h, a brownish-black 'mirror'
deposit on the test tube was clearly observed, as illustrated in Fig. 13, a result characteristic
of As being generated by thermal decomposition of AsHs arising from the cathodically
polarized electrode, the basis of Marsh's test.

As was described in more detail in Chapter 1, further proof of the existence of AsHs was
provided by observation that the gases collected from the mild-steel cathode surface, when
passed through a silver nitrate solution, caused blackening on account of the reaction of
silver nitrate being reduced by AsHs to form a silver suspension (147):

6AgN03 + SH^O + AsH3 —>H3As03 + 6Ag + 6HN03

[5.15]

Such a black suspension was easily observable in the silver nitrate solution, characteristic of
the presence of AsHs since hydrogen gas itself does not cause such a reduction reaction.

In order to provide further evidence for deposition of As at the electrode surface, the mildsteel electrode samples were also examined by means of X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
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Figure 13. A picture of the brownish-black "mirror" deposited on the wall of a glass tube in
the Marsh test system shown in Figure 9.

(XPS) and energy-dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX)t. The results of such experiments
showed that arsenic is readily observable using the former technique, as shown in Fig. 14,
but is not easily detectable using EDX since the latter is not surface sensitive. This points to
As residing on the surface, rather than in the form of a surface-region alloy. The sampling

depth
of XPS is on the order of a nanometre or less, whereas the sampling depth of EDX is
typically 50-500 nm, so relatively, 'As' on the surface, probably as a monolayer of As(0) or
AsHs, is difficult to detect, as might be expected. On the other hand, the XPS surface
analysis results show that the As, present in some state as a very thin film on the electrode
surface, is detectable. The initially added As (as As203) becomes present as a thin deposit
of As (126,157) on the electrode surface where it is evidently further reduced to AsHs when
the electrode is polarized cathodically, and remains, in part, adsorbed, with the remainder
co-evolved as AsHs with the cathodically generated hydrogen.

The above results provided a clear indication that cathodic reduction of added As02', to As
then further to AsHs, was involved at the electrode surfaces at sufficiently high cathodic
overpotentials. The reductive desorption of As-containing species to AsHs, coupled with
increased H coverage at high overpotentials, leads to enhancement of H absorption and
permeation at the Fe and mild-steel electrodes in the presence of arsenic species.

5.7 The Effect of Concentration of Poison Species on the H permeation Currents

We have seen that the presence of poison species can increase hydrogen entry into certain
metals such as Fe and steel, etc. The rate of entry of hydrogen is affected by the potential
applied on the metal and the concentration of the poison in the solution. Radhakrishnan and
Shreir (156) reported that certain elements (poisons), when present in relatively small
concentrations, have a marked effect in increasing hydrogen entry during acid pickling or
cathodic charging. However, the presence of higher concentrations of poison species in the

* The samples were sent to ALCAN laboratory, Kingston for the XPS and EDX tests.
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solution actually results in pronounced decreases in permeation currents. Similar results
were also reported by McCright et al. (158).

Permeation transients measured at mild-steel electrodes in the present work at various
concentrations of As203 clearly indicate that the permeation currents become increased at
low concentrations of poison species but become decreased as the concentration is raised to
higher levels (see Fig. 12 in Chapter 2).

Our steady-state experimental results also show that at less negative potentials (> - 0.35 V)
the permeation currents both at Fe and mild steel from As-containing solution are less than
those for the poison-free solution (cf. Figs. 2 and 4 in Chapter 2): the permeation currents at
low cathodic overpotentials are actually reduced. This result is in agreement with the
behaviour observed by Fontana and Staehle (128) who found that addition of arsenic is not
effective as a promoter over low cathodic overpotential ranges where it acts more like a Hentry inhibitor.

The results reported in Chapter 2 clearly show that in such less cathodic overpotential
ranges, the poison species are chemisorbed on the metal surface, the reduction of As02' to
elemental As and then to AsHs just commences but is not large enough to reduce the
chemisorbed poison species. Thus As02' acts as an inhibitor of H absorption over these
potential ranges. The extent of this inhibition depends on the concentration of poison. Only
when the cathodic overpotential increases sufficiently does the initially adsorbed As poison
species then become reduced to AsHs, which is eventually desorbed as a gas supposedly
leaving some newly activated sites for re-adsorption of H, thereby allowing the sub-surface
H concentration, Co, to increase, consequently increasing the H permeation rate.

The derived coverages of poison and hydrogen as a function of overpotential are shown in
Fig. 14 in Chapter 2. It is seen that significant coverages of poison are extended to higher
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cathodic overpotentials when the concentration of the poison species is increased. A
corresponding increase of coverage by hydrogen arises in a related way. From eqn. [17] in
Chapter 2, it follows that the H permeation current in the presence of arsenic poison is, in
fact, proportional to the coverage by hydrogen; decrease of OH would obviously lead to a
decrease of H permeation current.

5.8 The Pseudocapacitance and H Coverage

From the above discussion it is seen that the coverage of hydrogen, OH, is of major
importance in evaluating the electrochemical behaviour of the electrode/solution interface
for cathodic H2 evolution and hydrogen permeation. There is no conventional way of
directly measuring the OH on the electrode surface in the overpotential range but for some
metals such as Pt (but with the exception of the Pd electrode), the OH of UPD H can be
measured directly by means of the usual cyclic voltammetry method or from charging
curves.

The adsorption pseudocapacitance is defined (159) as the product of the charge-density for
monolayer coverage, qi, and the derivative of coverage with potential (r| negative):

C^=-q,(d^/dtj)

[5.16]

Therefore, if GH as a function of overpotential can be obtained, then the pseudocapacitance
can be easily calculated or vice versa.

In Chapter 4 the steady-state values of OH are obtained by setting the rate of production of
MHads, ri, equal to zero at any d.c. potential and solving for GH as a function of potential
(159). From Fig. 8 in Chapter 4, the OH vs T| relation, and the steady-state dOn /dT] at the Pd
electrode in the absence and the presence of poison solution can be obtained. Therefore the
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adsorption pseudocapacitance in relation to the potential can be calculated using eqn. [5.16],
as shown in Fig. 1 1 (solid lines) in Chapter 4. It can be seen that the peak pseudocapacitance
is shifted to more negative potentials in the presence of poison species. The value of the
pseudocapacitance is also significantly reduced over the H UPD region because of the
diminished adsorption of H due to the competitive adsorption by the poison species.

Under certain conditions, the pseudocapacitance can also be measured by means of the a.c.
impedance method. A capacitance related to the pseudocapacitance measured by the a. c.
impedance is called Cp (160) which appears in combination with a resistor, Rp, associated
with the kinetics of adsorbate formation/removal in the equivalent circuit (see Fig. la, in ref.
160) so that the combination correctly models the phase delay of the reaction scheme. In the
case of the HER, however, the behaviour of Cp is found (160) to be surprisingly similar to
that of C((i over a limited potential range in the absence of the recombination desorption
reaction (fanning H2). In the UPD region of the Pd electrode, since the electrochemicaldesorption and the recombination rates are negligible, the capacitive quantities, C^ and Cp
should be identical.

The Cp can be obtained by simulation of the frequency-response behaviour of an
electrochemical reaction based on a rationally chosen equivalent circuit as was initiated by

Randies (161) and by Sluyters-Rehbach and Sluyters (162).

In the present work, the equivalent-circuit procedure, using the circuit in Fig. 12 (inset) in
Chapter 4 with a CPE (constant phase element), was employed for the simulation of the
experimental frequency-response behaviour at the Pd electrode. The impedance of the CPE
is described by ZCPE = l/(jTco)v and was used in order to simulate the impedance behaviour
having a constant phase angle in the complex plane. The experimental impedance behaviour
(symbols) and the simulated results (solid lines) for a Pd electrode in the poison-free 0.2 M
NaOH solution are compared in Figs. 12 and 13 (Chapter 4). The resulting values for the
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circuit elements are listed in Table 2 (Chapter 4) from which it is seen that the values of Cp
are substantially larger than those of C^ obtained by the kinetic-fitting procedure at the same
potential (except at 0.4 V).

When the values of Cp are empirically divided by 14, both Cp and C^ then have similar
values as shown in Fig. 11 (Chapter 4), i.e. Cp is obviously about 14 times (3 x at 0.3 V)
bigger than C^. Clearly some of the H adsorbed on the surface has become absorbed into the
metal and some of the H in the metal can become desorbed and reaches the surface during
the low-frequency cycles of an ac impedance measurement. All this H, including that
adsorbed on the surface and absorbed in the subsurface layers of the metal, can become
involved in the charge/discharge cycles of the measurement. The observed behaviour then
becomes equivalent to many H layers being "adsorbed", giving erroneously high values for
the apparent surface coverage and corresponding pseudocapacitance. This is the reason why
the Cp measured by ac impedance is about 14 times larger than C^.

The Cp obtained by the same procedure for the S-poisoned Pd is plotted in Fig. 11 (symbols
•) in Chapter 4, the values having been divided by an arbitrary number, e.g. 1.7 which gives
Cp still larger than C^ at more positive potentials (but less so than for the poison-free
solution); therefore some absorbed H is still involved in the charge/discharge cycle of the
a.c. measurement. However, its quantity is much less than that in the absence of poison (Co
in the presence of poison is smaller than that for the clean solution over the UPD region, see
Fig. 7). The peak Cp is also shifted towards more negative potentials by chemisorbed

sulphide species which is consistent with the results (solid lines in Fig. 11 in Chapter 4)
obtained from the fitting procedure.

It is shown that the pseudocapacitance, Cp, measured by the a.c. impedance method is
obviously too large, thus giving erroneously high values for the apparent surface coverage
because the hydrogen absorbed in the metal may reach the surface during the measurement
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transient and be ionized. This is the reverse of the effect noted in the third previous
paragraph. The kinetic-fitting method provides a complementary and actually more reliable
way for obtaining the OH (or H-pseudocapacitance) in relation to the potential at Pd and the
effect of chemisorption of sulphide poison species on the OH, Co, and permeation currents.
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CONCLUSIONS
General kinetic examination of the problem of enhancement of H sorption into transition
metal electrodes, such as Fe and mild-steel, by adsorbed catalyst poisons indicates that
complex, interrelated effects are involved between the cathodic H^-evolution current-density
and its dependence on overpotential, the permeation current-density, ja, the hydrogen and
poison coverages, OH and 6p, and the H concentration, Co, at the sub-surface layer.

A kinetic model accounts for the Tafel and H permeation current-density (/a) behaviours,
taking into account all reaction steps and interaction between the adsorbed H and poison
species on the surfaces of Fe and mild-steel in 0.2 M aqueous NaOH solution in the presence
of As02' (or derived As0) or HS'.

The permeation current-density is not only related to the OH but is more directly determined
by the H concentration, Co, at the sub-surface layer which is proportional to the ratio of the
rate contributed by H absorption, Vabs, to the sum of the rates contributed by H desorption,
Vdes, H diffusion, Vdiff, and H absorption, Vabs. While Vdes can be significantly changed by the
catalyst poison species and OH, the promotion of H sorption is largely due to the substantial
reduction of Vdes (the rate changes can be 10-10 times!) by the chemisorbed poison.

For poison-free solutions the permeation cun'ent-densities,y'a, are proportional to the ratio of
the rates contributed by H absorption, kabsOn, and H desorption, kdes(l-QH). On the potential
scale,7*a is dependent on the change of OH/CI-OH).

The presence of As (initially as As02') significantly enhances H permeation into Fe or mildsteel but only at appreciable cathodic overpotentials. The coverage of As species decreases,
however, with increasing |r|| and, at sufficiently high |r|| values, the adsorbed As species
become reduced to AsHs which becomes desorbed as a gas from the surface. It is suggested
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that newly formed vacant sites, generated by the desorption of As, provide new active sites
for renewed H adsorption enabling OH to be increased which reduces the H desorption rate at
high T|'S. At lower |r||, however, the permeation current-density is actually decreased
compared to that for clean solutions. This is because the adsorption of poison species blocks
sites and reduces coverage of hydrogen, OH. The overall hydrogen permeation currentdensity in the presence of arsenic species is dependent on H absorption rate and is therefore
mainly proportional to the QH with change of potential.

When HS" is present in the solution, the permeation current-density is also enhanced at high,
but is reduced at low overpotentials. H permeation current-densities for the HS'-poisoned
electrodes are proportional to the ratio of the rate contributed by H absorption to that of H
diffusion in the metal at low |r|'s|, as was observed for arsenic-poisoned electrodes.

As the overpotential increases,^ becomes detemiined by the ratio of the rate contributed by
H absorption to the sum of the H desorption and H diffusion rates in the metal due to the
increased rate of H desorption associated with the effect desorption of the adsorbed poison

which arises at high |r||.

The poison coverages, 6p, decrease with increase of overpotential in the presence of HS' but
this effect arises at |r|'s| that are lower than those for the corresponding effect in the arsenicpoisoned electrodes.

The permeation current-density increases with increasing cathodic current-density (or
overpotential) but then tends to a limiting value as OH reaches a saturation or a limiting
value.

No linear relationship between permeation current-density and the charging current-density
ffc) can be identified for either the Fe membrane or the mild-steel case. The j a. increases with
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increase ofjc (or oveq)otential), then attains a limiting value as OH reaches its saturation or
limiting value.

The permeation efficiency, 6, increases at first with increase of the charging overpotential at
Fe and mild-steel but then decreases exponentially after attaining a maximum value, due to
rates of parallel N2 evolution increasing relatively to those of H permeation.

Comparative experiments on H sorption have been carried out at Pd where UPD of H arises,
prior to H2 evolution, at potentials positive to the RHE potential. It is shown that H sorption
can arise either under UPD or OPD conditions.

A 100% permeation efficiency, 8, arises at the Pd surface in the H UPD region, as may be
intuitively expected. However, when the potential becomes more negative (into the H OPD
region), the e decreases in an exponential way with increase of the |r|| because the H
permeation current-density has reached its limiting value, but the cathodic current-density
can continue to increase at an exponential rate, due to parallel cathodic H2 evolution.

The UPD of H on a Pd electrode surface is largely suppressed by the presence of HS' in an
aqueous NaOH solution. The OH over the UPD region is diminished by the chemisorption of
S species which, however, can be oxidatively desorbed by cycling the potential to relatively
high positive values at which reactive surface-oxide species appear on the electrode surface,
e.g. as at Pd, leading to removal of the adsorbed poison.

A kinetically-treated model for UPD and OPD of H in the presence and absence of adsorbed
sulphide poison satisfactorily represents the H adsorption and permeation behaviour at a Pd
electrode in 0.2 M aqueous NaOH solution. The H adsorption and the H permeation rates
have a 1:1 ratio in the UPD region in both the absence and presence of poison in the
solutions. It is shown that the rate of transfer of H inside the Pd, i.e. in the steady-state
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diffusion of H through the Pd membrane, is not rate-limiting for the overall sorption
processes, but is related to the kinetics of entry of H at the polarization side.

The sub-surface H concentration, Co, in the UPD region at Pd in the presence of HS' has a
smaller value than in its absence because of the blocking effect of the poison adsorption on
H coverage. However, when the potential is increased negatively, Co rapidly increases and
surpasses that without HS' present. This corresponds to the permeation current-density at the
Pd electrode being eventually enhanced by the effect of chemisorption of sulphide poison
species.

In the UPD region, the H permeation current-density, 7'a, at Pd is limitingly proportional to
QH (1- On) in the absence of poison species, while it is limitingly proportional to
QH (1- OH - Qp) in the presence of poison.

The pseudocapacitance measured by the a.c. impedance method is substantially larger than
that calculated from the H coverage results obtained from the fitting procedure. This is
because some of the H absorbed in the metal reaches the surface during the low-frequency
cycles of the ac impedance measurement, thus giving an anomalously high value for the
apparent surface coverage by H. In the presence of HS', the peak pseudocapacitance is
shifted to more negative potentials and the pseudocapacitance over the UPD region is
significantly reduced due to the effect of blocking of adsorption sites for chemisorbed HS' or
derived S species.

The enhancement of H sorption is thus a complex phenomenon determined by various
kinetic factors, as well as the kind of metal and poison species involved, the intensity of the
charging current-density or potential, and the H and P coverage parameters.
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APPENDIX NOTES
Revisions made according to the Examiners' comments on the already published or accepted
papers are presented here as "Appendix Notes" annotated, respectively, for each or all three,
of the papers included in the thesis.

1. Paper 1 (P. 78 eqn. [4a]), paper 2 (P. 120 eqn. [3a]) and paper 3 (P. 159 eqn. [16]).
In the equations, the surface free-site fraction is written as (1-Qp). Strictly, this could be
written as (l-Op-On), allowing for co-coverage by adsorbed H. However, since P species
normally almost completely displace H, (l-Op-On) —> (1-Op), as was written.

2. Paper 1, (P. 78, eqn. [4a]).
The reduction processes of As02' to As0, and eventually to AsHs might be influenced by
diffusion, even though the solution was vigorously stirred. In the fitting procedure it was

assumed that stirring was sufficiently strong that diffusion limitation could be adequately
minimized. In order to simplify the already quite complicated fitting equations the diffusion
effect was not included in the fitting procedure.

It should be noted that at the concentration at which As02' is initially present (2 x 10'4 M)
the diffusion-limited current would be on the order of 10 A cm'2 for the stirred solution
while the maximum cathodic current is about 3.5 x 10'J A cm'^ (cf. Fig. 2, p. 97), most of it
being for the H adsorption, absorption and coupled H2 evolution processes. However, the
current for the reduction of arsenic species was only 1.1 x 10~J A cm'^ at -0.4 V vs RHE
according to the fitting calculation. At less negative potentials this current was only a few
pA cm , i.e. entirely negligible. These currents are thus well below the limit for diffusioncontrol (Note that the AsOi' reduction onset is in parallel with the H^ discharge rate and
sorption). However, on the basis of neglecting diffusion effects, the rate constant data
derived by the fitting procedure (Table 1, p. 84) correspond to vi being much larger than Vp
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(in eqn. 4c) and only V2 is comparable with it. Hence it is believed that diffusion-control is
not a serious factor in analysis of the results.

Because of the geometry of the cathode and cell (a bi-electrode membrane interfacing with
solution in two half-cell), quantitative evaluation of possible diffusion effects in AsOz'
reduction could not be conducted, e.g. by means of a rotating disc electrode. Such a set-up,
is, of course, not feasible nor has it ever been achieved with a membrane bi-electrode in any
laboratory. While strong solution agitation was employed to minimize depletion of the Asspecies in the diffusion layer, the influence of diffusion control could be very limited. The
role of diffusion was qualitatively tested by comparing the reduction currents with and
without vigorous agitation; differences were not significant. As noted above, a more
sophisticated test was not possible since, e.g., the use of a rotating disc configuration was
not feasible.

3. Paper 1, P. 80 and Paper 3, P. 157
The qi value referred to on p. 80 and 157 for the monolayer charge for UPD of H was taken
for Pd, as indicated on p. 27 of this thesis, as 212 ^C cm'2.

4. Paper 1,P.84 and 86.
The values of the rate-constant parameters for the presence and absence of arsenic shown in
Tables 1 and 2 for Fe and mild-steel, respectively, differ appreciably. Thus, in Tables 1 and
2, ki in the presence of As-species is some 10 times greater than in its absence at both Fe
and mild-steel; however, for k2 the differences are only about 10 times or less at these metals
and the changes are in different directions.

It is difficult to seek an origin of such relatively small differences of rate-constant values
between these two metals since mild-steel has a complex composition so that its surface
composition could be significantly different from that of "pure" Fe and hence the adsorptive
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properties will not be the same. This may be illustrated by comparison of the effects of As
species on ks (recombination rate parameter) where a large difference of ca. 10 times arises
at Fe but only by a factor of ca. 5 for the case of mild-steel.

5. Paper 1,P.91.

It is of some interest to comment on the Tafel slopes for the HER at the entry side of the Fe
or mild-steel electrodes. In the case of Fe (Fig. 2), the As-poison increases the Tafel slope
significantly from ca. -125 to -179 mV decade'1 while at mild-steel (Fig. 4) there are
appreciably smaller effects, again illustrating significant specific electrocatalytic effects of
the minor components of the steel vis a vis pure Fe.

6. Paper 2, P. 123 and 124.
It is of interest to note that the effects of HS' as poison on the rate parameters recorded in
Tables 1 and 2 for Fe and mild-steel are rather different from those caused by As poisoning
(paper 1, Tables 1 and 2). In Tables 1 and 2, ki values in the presence of HS' are about 10
times larger than in the case of its absence, while k.i is reduced in the presence of HS' at
both Fe and mild-steel electrodes. However, the k2 and ks values also change in a different
way (but exhibit the same behaviour as in the arsenic case).

7. Paper 2,P.130.

A similar analysis of the kinetics of individual steps involved in the EER and H sorption
into mild-steel was also made, with similar results to those in Fig. 9. However, they are not
shown in the paper 2 since length restrictions were imposed on the writing of this paper by a
referee and the Editor.

8. Paper 3, P. 149 and 196.
The complications that may arise from a —> P phase changes were noted on pages 149 and
196. However, under the experimental conditions involved in the work reported in paper 3,
the H concentration did not exceed 1 atomic%, the composition where the a —> P phase
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change commences. In the extension of the fitting results beyond this limit (Figs. 3, 4, 5, and
6 in paper 3) to significant cathodic overpotentials, the possible role of phase changes when
H content becomes > 1% is deliberately not taken into account in order to demonstrate the
behaviour that would be expected if the results in the experimental range were to be
extrapolated to such overpotentials.

9. Paper 3, P. 170, Fig. 11.

The point (symbol •) on Fig. 11 for the poison solution case is significantly off the line of
results obtained by the fitting method. This is an experimentally derived datum and the
reason for the above discrepancy is not clear, especially as the result was based on at least
three repeated a.c. impedance spectroscopy measurements at the same potentials.

10. Paper 3, P. 177 and 178.
For processes involving sorption of H into Pd, application of the fitting procedure led to rate
vs potential relations for the partial processes designated by subscript numbers 1, 2, 3 and 4.
It is seen that ¥2 for the rate of the Heyrovsky mechanism (eqn, 2, p. 156), plotted as the -—
line in the above Figs. 3 and 4, retains apparent finite values at potentials positive to the
hydrogen reversible potential. However, the values of ¥2 for such conditions are
infinitesimally small (< 10' cm2 s ) and thus have no physical significance since they are
formal results of the fitting procedure and are plotted just to show the apparent continuity of
the V2 line near the RHE towards more positive values. Compared to the vi and ¥3 at +0.4 to
+0.3V, V2 is 10'4 to 10'3 times smaller and hence V2 is equivalently a close approximation to
zero. Otherwise, if there was a discontinuity in the equations:
v^ = 0 when V > 0;

V2 = k^a 0^ cxp[-j3FV I RT] - k'_,a^ (1 - 6^) exp[(l - j3)FV I RT] when V < 0
this would then make the fitting procedure impossible. Such a situation would also be
unrealistic.

Note that in the above equation for V2, when V ^ 0, H2 would tend to generated at a rate
predominantly determined by the first (forward direction) term of that equation. However,
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almost all of the actual experimental data in Fig. 2 (paper 3) are for potentials positive to
zero (the RHE potential) so virtually no H2 is generated cathodically into the solution;
furthermore, since N2 was being continually bubbled through the solution, it is known that
H2 concentration would then be reduced almost to "zero" (on the order of 10'6 M).

This situation then leads to the conclusion that the back-reaction term (in the above equation
again) ¥2 is virtually zero at all potentials positive to zero (in Fig. 2). This corresponds to
rates, plotted in Fig. 3, being on the order less than 10~10 mol cm"2 s-l, because H2
concentration, for such conditions, would be negligible. This is the basis of the assumption
implicit in the treatment of the results in Figs. 3 and 4 that the H2 concentration is potentialindependent, that is the back-reaction rate of H2 oxidation is negligible.

11. Paper 2, P. 120, eqn. [2a] to [2b] and Paper 3, P. 159, eqn. [12] to [15].
In regard to the mechanism of HS' chemisorption, the process:
M + HS- + OH- -^ MSads + 2e + W [A]
should not be regarded as a continuous Faradaic process but rather as an equilibrium
electrosorption reaction, in fact with the possibility of an "electrosorption valency" of less
than the 2e~ written in the above equation. However, with cathodic polarization imposed,
MSads, produced in eqn. [2a] or [12], will tend to be desorbed back to HS' in the process:
MSads + 3e' + 2H20 -> MHads + HS'soin + 20H' [B]
i.e. restoring an equivalent of adsorbed H on sites previously occupied by S (probably S has
a site requirement greater than that of H). Combination of eqn. [B] with [A], it is seen, is
simply equivalent to electrosorption of H from H20:
M + H20 + e' -^ MHads + OH' [C]
i.e. the adsorbed HS/S species simply act as a mediator couple.

It is clear that the chemisorption reaction [A] is not to be regarded as a continuous Faradaic

process. Only because the step [C] is the net result of step [A] being coupled with step [B],
and supplies H for sorption into the Pd, does a formal flux of H through the steps [A] and
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[B] take place. Hence the rate parameter, Vp, is not equal to zero. This situation is
represented by eqn. 19 (p. 160) where vp is involved together with Vi+Vz in the steady-state
cathodic currentjc, for which dOn/dt is zero.

As a result of the above mechanism, eqn. [7] (p. 121), and eqn. [19] (P. 160) must be revised
to contain the term 1 Vp, rather than 3vp. Then in the Tables 1 and 2 of paper 2, P. 124 and
125, and Table 1, Paper 3, P.164, kpd values become revised to (5.4±2.4) x 10'12, (8.1±0.12)
x 10 and (1.65±0.2) x 10 , respectively, and Fig. 4 (P. 178) is revised as shown on the
following page. The only change is a small effect in the line for Vp (- • - • -) which becomes
shifted a little towards larger rate values. Note that the curves for Vs and vi overlay each
other except towards potentials below -0.2 V in this figure.

12. Paper 1 (P. 77 eqn. [2b]) and paper 2 (P. 134 eqn. [A2]).
An interesting question arises concerning the representation of the equation for quasiequilibrium or steady-states in the processes of H desorption and dissociative
electrochemical ionization of H2 in the Heyrovsky step of the Hz evolution reaction.

In the hierarchy of equations for the sequential or alternative steps of HER, treated in paper
1 on p. 77 (and also similarly, in papers 2 and 3), V2 was based on Parsons' treatment (59)
written as:

V2 = k2exp[Pg(9H+ep)]6Hexp[-pFTl/RT]
-k-2exp[-(l-P)g(eH+ep)](l-9H-ep)exp[(l-P)FTi/RT]
that is with the same symmetry factor, P, applying to both the overpotential term in

exp[-pFr|/RT] and the interaction term in exp[pg(6H+6p)] in the forward direction of the step
and with a conjugate symmetry factor, (1-P), applying to both term of back reaction rate.

For the equilibrium situation (r| = 0) in the H2 evolution reaction, i.e. with A(|) at T| = 0
contained within the k constants, we have:
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Fig. 4 The individual reaction rates, calculated from the parameters derived from the fitting
of the experimental results for a Pd electrode in 0.2 M aqueous NaOH solution in the
presence of 8.8 x 10'4 M HS'.

kiexp[-Pg(9H+ep)](l-6H-9p) = k.iexp[(l-P)g(9H+9p)]6H
k2exp[pg(9H+9p)]6H = k.2exp[-(l-|3)g(6H+9p)](l-eH-ep)
then

kiexp{[-Pg(9H+6p)]- [(l-P)g(9H+9p)]} =k.i [6^(1-6^)]
which gives the following isotherm function which, correctly, does not involve P or 1-(3:

^—,-expg(^+0,)=^- (=K,,for?7=0)

I-OH-^P ^' " " k-l

Similarly, for Vi, we have:

k2exp{[pg(9H+9p)]+[(l-P)g(9H+ep)]}eH = ^(I-OH-OP)
which also correctly gives an isotherm function, not involving p or 1-P:

^—expg(^+^)=^

\—Q^—Qp " ^

Therefore we have:
= —^ or k_^ = —L.
•_^

Since ki, k2 •••• are also constant for any given T|, i.e. they then contain exp±f(r|),
_ ^1^2

'-2=TT
so that this applies to any value of T]. Note that ki/k-i or k2/k.2 are equilibrium (or reciprocal)
equilibrium constants for steps 1 or 2, respectively; they correctly contain no P term, but are

dependent on potential through the implicit exp±[r|F/RT] factors.

However, in a treatment by Divisek , and in a private communication from Lasia, in the eqn.
[2] for V2, the symmetry factors in the two terms of either the forward or the backward rates
are not taken the same, contrary to the representation of Parsons, i.e. P is taken for the

exp[-|3FTi/RT] term but (1-P) for the exp[(l-P)g(9H+Op)] term, and vice-versa for the
backward direction of the step. Then the result

+ J. DIVISEK, J. Electroanal. Chem., 214. 615 (1986).
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-0H—^g{e^ + e,) = ^1^

i-e.-e^"1'6"'" '"'"'k^+k,

can be derived based on the assumption that Vi = V2. This assumption is inapplicable to the
case, in the present work, where the additional step of transfer of adsorbed H to the subsurface absorbed state at a rate ¥4 takes place. This is an essential and additional step to be
included when one is treating the overall kinetics of the combined H sorption and parallel Hi
evolution processes, including the participation of the parallel recombination step,
proceeding at a common cathode potential, that is vi = V2+ 2vs + ¥4 (paper 1, p. 80, eqn. [8]).
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APPENDIX
The following programme is the main programme used for the fitting of the kinetic rate
equations for all the constituent partial reactions involved at both cathodic and anodic sides
of the membrane electrodes. It has to be linked and compiled with the source files from the
a.c. impedance, complex non-linear least squares fitting programme developed by J. R.
Macdonald: Levl.o, Lev2a.o, Lev2b.o, Lev3.o, Levola.o, Levolb.o, osub.o, rsub.o and
dnsqea.o.

These files require an input file named INFL which has to be in a certain structure. The
detailed requirements of the input structure can be found in the menu of the LEVM. 4.0
(section 1, introduction part).

The rate calculation for the reduction of poison species varies by the type of poison which
was used in the experiments such as As- or S-containing poison species. Therefore the
fitting programme also has to be modified according to the specific reactions caused by
these poison species at the electrode surface as proposed (cf. Chapters 2, 3, and 4).

The programme has to be checked by comparing the HER current and permeation rate
curves obtained from the fitting procedure with those derived from a calculation programme
in which the same parameters were put back to calculate the currents and coverage every
time after any modification or change has been made in the programmes.

MAIN PROGRAM:
C THIS PROGRAM TESTS MODELS FOR USE WITH LEVM
c
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z)

DOUBLE PRECISION N(200),D(2800),FREQX(200)
CHARACTER* 12 fname*12
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M=200
X=-.01

D010I=1,M

FREQX(I)=X
X=X-.005

10 CONTINUE
c
C RATE CONSTANTS

C WRITE(*,*)'enter kl'

C READ(*,*)N(1)
N(1)=3.3394D-6

C K2 (VOLMER FORWARD)
C WRTTE(*,*)'enter k-1'

C READ(*,*)N(2)

N(2)=5.1247D-15

C KM2(VOLMER BACKWARDS)
C WRrTE(*,*)'enter k2'

C READ(*,*)N(3)

N(3)=3.66280D-13

C K4 (HEYROVSKY FORWARD)
C WRITE(*,*)'enter k3'

C READ(*,*) N(4)

N(4)=1.0320D-15

C K5 (TAFEL FORWARD)

N(5)=4.7101D-11
C KP (adsorb poison)
N(6)=2.836D-13
C KD (desorb poison)
N(7)=0.50D-01
C Diffusion layer thickness (L)
N(8)=0.450D-04

C DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT
N(9)=5.0681D-01

C BETA

N(10)=.298D+03

C Temperature

N(H)=LOOD+01

C G factor
N(12)=1.8419D-10
C H absorption constant

N(13)=0.4D-01

C HDESORFTION RATE CONSTANT
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N(14)=1.000D-01
C Cmax VALUE

CALLTSUB (M,FREQX,N,D)

WRrTE(*,*) 'enter file name'

READ(*,*) fname
OPEN(3,FILE=fname)
DO 5 I=1,M

C PRINT 15,FREQX(I),D(I),D(I+M)
WRrTE(3,15)FREQX(I),D(I),D(I+M),D(I+2*M),D(I+3*M),

1D(I+4*M),D(I+5*M),D(I+6*M),D(I+7*M),D(I+8*M),D(I+9*M),

2D(I+10*M),D(I+11*M),D(I+12*M),D(I+13*M)

15 FORMAT (1X,E12.5,3X,E12.5,3X,E12.5,3X,E12.5,3X,E12.5,
13X,E12.5,3X,E12.5,3X,E12.5,3X,E12.5,3X,E12.5,3X,E12.5,
23X,E12.5,3X,E12.5,3X,E12.5,3X,E12.5)

5 CONTDSTUE

c

END

C ADDED PART OF CNLS PROGRAM TO RUN ON MICROSOFT FORTRAN, V6.1

c
c

C LEVM-OLSON SUBROUTINE TSUB
c

c

SUBROVTINE TSUB(M,FREQ,P,F)

IMPLICFT REAL*8(A-H,K,L,0-Z)

DOUBLE PRECISION

P(*),F(*),FREQ(*),LM2,L2,L4,LM4,L5,LM5,AA,BB,CC,THETA
1T1,T2,DIF,L,KAB,KDES,LD,KD,TP,EXTP,EXTPM,BET,GF,TEMP,CMAX
INTEGER J,N,IOFT,NPRINT,INFO,LWA

DOUBLE PRECISION TOL,FNORM,CUR1,CUR2,CUR3,CUR4,FARADAY
DOUBLE PRECISION X(1),FVEC(1),WA(100)

DOUBLE PRECISION DEFORM,D1MACH,V1,V2,V3,V4,TEMP5,EX,EXM
COMMON/RATEL/L5,LM5,L2,LM2,L4,LM4,EXTP,EXTPM,TP,KAB,KDES,
1DIF,L,TEMP5,GF,BET,CMAX

EXTERNAL FCNA
K2=P(1)
KM2=P(2)
K4=P(3)
K5=P(4)
KP=P(5)
KD=P(6)
L=P(7)
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c

DIF=P(8)
BET=P(9)
TEMP=P(10)
GF=P(11)
KAB=P(12)
KDES=P(13)
CMAX=P(14)
IOPT=2

N=1

LWA=100

NPRINT=0

c

TOL=DSQRT(D1MACH(4))

C JS POTENTIAL YOU GUAN DE SHUDUCHANGSHU

c

FARADAY=96485.

A=(-FARADAY*BET/(8.3143*TEMP))
AM=(FARADAY*(1-BET)/(8.3143*TEMP))
C PRINT 4,A
C PRINT 4,AM
C 4 FORMAT (1X,E10.3)
C PAUSE
KM4=(K2*K4)/KM2
KM5=(K2*K2*K5)/(KM2*KM2)
C PRINT 6,KM4,KM5

C 6 FORMAT (XM4',3X,E10.3,'KM5',3X,E12.3)

c

c
C LOOP OVER ALL POTENTIALS

c

D0100I=1,M

E=FREQ(I)

EX=DEXP(A*E)
C PRINT 3,EX
C 3 FORMAT (1X,E10.3)
EXM=DEXP(AM*E)
C PRINT 3,EXM

c

C JS POTENTIAL YOU GUAN DE SHU DU CHANG SHU

c

L2=K2*EX
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LM2=KM2*EXM
L4=K4*EX

LM4=KM4*EXM
L5=K5

LM5=KM5

C LD (DEPENDS ON THE POISON SPECffiS USED)
c
C JSFUGAIP

c

TP=KP/(KP+LD)
C PRINT 5,TP
c
C JSHFUGAI

c

AA=2.0*(LM5-L5)
BB=L2+LM2+L4+LM4+(4.0*LM5)
CC=L2+LM4+(2.0*LM5)
T1=(BB*0.5)/AA

T2=(SQRT((BB*BB)-(4.0*AA*CC)))/(2.0*AA)

c

THETA=T1-T2

C PRINT 5,THETA

5 FORMAT (THETAP',1X,E10.3)

c
c
c

c
c

X(1)=THETA-TP
CALLDNSQE(FCNA,JAC,IOPT,N,X,FVEC,TOL,NPRINT,INFO,WA,LWA)

C PRINT 5,X(1)

C 5 FORMAT (THETA2',1X,E10.3)

c

c

V1=L2*(1-X(1)-TP)*EXTP-LM2*X(1)*EXTPM
V2=L4*X(1)*(EXTP**(-1))-LM4*(1-X(1)-TP)*(EXTPM**(-1))
V3=L5*(X(l)**2)*(EXTP8f;*(-2))-LM5*((l-X(l)-TP)**2)*(EXTPM**(-2))

C V4=6*LD*TP (DEPENDS ON THE POISON SPECIES USED)
CUR1=FARADAY*(V1+V2+V4)
CUR2=(FARADAY*TEMP5*DIF)/L

c

C PRDSTT7,B1,B2,A12
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C 7 FORMAT (B1(DRODE)',1X,E10.3,B2(DR1DE)',1X,E10.3,2X,E10.3)

C PRINT 7,A22

C 7 FORMAT (3X,DR1DTH',E10.3,3X,'A22I',E10.3)

F(I)=CUR1
F(I+M)=CUR2
F(I+2*M)=X(1)
F(I+3*M)=V1
F(I+4*M)=V2
F(I+5*M)=V3
F(I+6*M)=V4
F(I+7*M)=TP
F(I+8*M)=CFARADAY*(V1+V2))
F(I+9*M)=TEMP5
F(I+10*M)=CMAX
F(I+11*M)=0
F(I+12*M)=EXTP
F(I+13*M)=EXTPM
100 CONTINUE
C PRINT 8,TOP,BOT,FREQ(200)

C 8 FORMAT (IX, TOP',2E10.3,1X,BOT',2E10.3,1X,'FREQ',E10.3)

c
c

RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE FCNA(N,X,FVEC,IFLAG)

IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,L,0-Z)
DOUBLE PRECISION GF,BET,DIF,TP,KAB,KDES,CMAX

DOUBLE PRECISION TEMP 1,TEMP2, TEMPS ,TEMP4, TEMPS

DOUBLE PRECISION LM2,L2,L5,LM5,LM4,L4,EXTP,EXTPM

INTEGER N,IFLAG

DOUBLE PRECISION X(N),FVEC(N)

c

COMMON/RATEL/L5,LM5,L2,LM2,L4,LM4,EXTP,EXTPM,TP,KAB,KDES,
1DIF,L,TEMP5,GF,BET,CMAX

C FUNCTIONS OF THETA AND CS

c

C JS AFXIANG

c

c
c

EXTP=DEXP(-BET*GF*(X(1)+TP))
EXTPM=DEXP((1-BET)*GF*(X(1)+TP))
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TEMP1=L2*(1-X(1)-TP)*EXTP-LM2*X(1)*EXTPM
TEMP2=U.*X(1)*(EXTP**(-1))-LM4*(1-X(1)-TP)*(EXTPM**(-1))

TEMP3=L5*(X(1)**2)*(EXTP**(-2))1LM5*((1-X(1)-TP)**2)*(EXTPM**(-2))
TEMP5=(KAB*X(1)*CMAX*(EXTP**(-1)))/
1(DIF/L+(KDES*(1-X(1)-TP)*EXTPM**(-1))+(KAB*X(1)*EXTP**(-1)))

TEMP4=KAB*X(1)*(CMAX-TEMP5)*(EXTP**(-1))1KDES*TEMP5*(1-X(1)-TP)*EXTPM**(-1)
FVEC(1)=TEMP1-TEMP2-2*TEMP3-TEMP4

C PRINT 6,TEMP1 ,TEMP2
C PRINT 6,X(1)
C PRINT 6,FVEC(1)

C6 FORMAT CFVEC1',3X,E10.3)

C PAUSE

c

RETURN
END
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